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ABSTRACT 

Unconventional: 

Sonata-Form Manipulations in the Multi-Movement Works of Fanny Hensel 

by 

Frances Lee 

Fanny Hensel challenged the conventions of her time, not only by writing works that 

ventured outside of the domestic realm prescribed to women of her social class, but also by 

deviating from structural norms within her compositions. With this document, I intend to 

further the theoretical study of Hensel’s instrumental works, using her manipulation of sonata-

form conventions as an entry point.  

The first three chapters comprise analyses of ten movements in sonata and sonata-

rondo form that are found across six of her multi-movement works, spanning the course of 

her compositional output: the Piano Quartet in A-flat Major, the Piano Sonata in C Minor, 

the Ostersonate (Easter Sonata) for piano, the String Quartet in E-flat Major, the Piano Sonata in 

G Minor, and the Piano Trio in D Minor, op. 11. Each movement presents a unique take on 

sonata form, building its narrative through a dialogue with the structural model. The pieces 

chart Hensel’s journey as she emerges out of eighteenth-century traditions to boldly 

experiment with formal organization and cyclicism, then, in her last years and with publication 

on her mind, adheres more closely to structural conventions in the Piano Trio, while still 

employing innovative strategies. General stylistic tendencies also emerge, such as an avoidance 

of redundancy, via both constant variation and sectional omissions, and the creation of 

cohesiveness within and across movements by means of motivic and harmonic references. 

The concluding chapter discusses these and other trends found across the works, and proposes 

paths for further research. 
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Introduction 

The music of Fanny Hensel (née Mendelssohn Bartholdy, 1805-1847) has, in recent 

years, begun to receive the attention it deserves. Critical attention has focused in the main 

upon her large output of Lieder for voice and piano (numbering more than 250) and, to a 

lesser extent, her character pieces for the piano, including her “Lieder for the piano” and the 

extended piano cycle Das Jahr.1 Her relatively few sonatas and instrumental chamber works 

are often considered in a historical light, focusing primarily on the background and context of 

the composition, as well as their connections to the works of Felix Mendelssohn and Ludwig 

van Beethoven, two of her primary musical influences (the third being Johann Sebastian 

Bach).2 

A few essays from the turn of this century adopt a more theory-focused approach to 

Hensel’s multi-movement works. Annegret Huber presents an overview of Hensel’s 

encounters with sonata form in the context of the evolution of the form in the early nineteenth 

century.3 In addition to discussing Hensel’s use of developmental techniques (e.g., thematic 

manipulation) outside of the confines of the development section, Huber notes that Hensel’s 

works reflect the changing conception and understanding of sonata form during her lifetime, 

as the focus gradually shifted from harmonic trajectory to thematic events, while also revealing 

her more adventurous inclinations in three works: the Sonata o Capriccio for piano (1824), the 

Sonata o Fantasia for piano and cello (circa 1829), and the String Quartet (1834). In a separate 

essay, Huber presents a detailed structural analysis of the String Quartet and considers to what 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 For a bibliography of existing research on Fanny Hensel, see Laura K. T. Stokes, Fanny Hensel: A Research and 
Information Guide (New York: Routledge, 2019). 
2 R. Larry Todd, Fanny Hensel: The Other Mendelssohn (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010), xiv. 
3 Annegret Huber, “Anmerkungen zu ‘Schreibart’ und ‘Lebensprinzip’ einiger Sonatenhauptsätze von Fanny 
Hensel,” in Fanny Hensel, geb. Mendelssohn Bartholdy: Das Werk, ed. Martina Helmig (Munich: edition text+kritik, 
1997), 93-104. 
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extent the work engages in conversation with Beethoven’s op. 74 quartet and Mendelssohn’s 

op. 12 quartet.4 Annette Nubbemeyer writes about three of Hensel’s piano sonatas: the Sonata 

in C Minor from 1824, the unfinished sonata from 1829 (whose first two movements Hensel 

later reworked into the String Quartet), and the Sonata in G Minor from 1843.5 She notes the 

classicism of the sonata-form first movement of the C-Minor Sonata, the formal 

experimentation in the unfinished sonata, and the use of variation technique in handling the 

motifs of the G-Minor Sonata.  

Among theoretical studies of Hensel’s instrumental music, one further essay is notable 

for its sensitive heuristic analyses that proceed from the musical material itself, with little 

recourse to referencing works by other composers. Responding to Susan Wollenberg’s 

observations regarding motivic development in Hensel’s op. 8/1 “Lied for the piano,” Samuel 

Ng provides close readings of this and two other piano pieces by Hensel, applying Schenkerian 

methodology and James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy’s concept of the rotational principle in 

classical forms.6 He follows detailed structural analyses with a hermeneutic discussion, positing 

that “the diametrically-opposed aspects of Hensel’s life – her societal obligations as a wife and 

mother and her lifelong desire to become a recognized composer – find their musical analogue 

in Hensel’s highly personal use of the rotational form.”7 Work by Stephen Rodgers and others 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Annegret Huber, “Zerschlagen, zerfließen oder erzeugen?: Fanny Hensel und Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy im 
Streit um musikalische Formkonzepte nach ‘Beethovens letzter Zeit,’” in Maßstab Beethoven? Komponistinnen im 
Schatten des Geniekults, ed. Martina Helmig and Bettina Brand (Munich: edition text+kritik, 2001), 120-144. 
5 Annette Nubbemeyer, “Die Klaviersonaten Fanny Hensels: Analytische Betrachtungen,” in Fanny Hensel geb. 
Mendelssohn Bartholdy: Komponieren zwischen Geselligkeitsideal und romantischer Musikästhetik, ed. Beatrix Borchard and 
Monika Schwarz-Danuser (Stuttgart: Verlag J. B. Metzler, 1999), 90-120. 
6 Samuel Ng, “Rotation as Metaphor: Fanny Hensel’s Formal and Tonal Logic Reconsidered,” Indiana Theory 
Review 29, no. 2 (Fall 2011): 31-70. Ng references Susan Wollenberg, “Fanny Hensel’s op. 8, no. 1: A special case 
of ‘multum in parvo’?” Nineteenth-Century Music Review 4, no. 2 (November 2007): 101-117; and James Hepokoski 
and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and Deformations in the Late-Eighteenth-Century Sonata (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2006). 
7 Ng, “Rotation as Metaphor,” 63. 
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has also examined Hensel’s music as part of recent interest in hypermeter, but its focus has 

been on her vocal works.8 

With this document, I intend to further the theoretical study of Hensel’s instrumental 

works, using structural manipulation of sonata-form conventions as an entry point. I present 

analyses of ten movements in sonata and sonata-rondo form that are found across six of her 

multi-movement instrumental works: the Piano Quartet in A-flat Major (1822), the Piano 

Sonata in C Minor (1824), the recently discovered Ostersonate (Easter Sonata) for piano (1828), 

the String Quartet in E-flat Major (1834), the Piano Sonata in G Minor (1843), and the Piano 

Trio in D Minor, op. 11 (1846-1847). These works span the course of Hensel's compositional 

output, with two works each from her teenage years, her young adulthood, and her final years. 

Through close readings of these pieces, I aim to uncover tendencies in Hensel’s compositional 

strategies and develop a portrait of her idiosyncratic approach within the realm of abstract 

instrumental music, as well as to contribute to our understanding of her evolution as a 

composer over these three decades. While focused primarily on the sonata-form movements 

within each work and their relationships to paradigmatic expectations, I will also consider the 

larger multi-movement structures in which they are situated. (For this reason, the various 

standalone sonata-form movements by Hensel, such as the Overture in C Major [1832] or the 

Sonatensatz in E Major [1822], will not be examined here.) 

This paper presents a discussion of Hensel’s stylistic traits on her own terms, relying 

less on an outside-in approach that frequently draws parallels with Felix Mendelssohn’s output 

(as undeniable as these are, given their close relationship), but rather adopting an inside-out 

approach that proceeds from the inner workings of the musical material itself, and then 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 Stephen Rodgers, “Thinking (and singing) in threes: Triple hypermeter and the songs of Fanny Hensel,” Music 
Theory Online 17, no. 1 (April 2011), http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.11.17.1/mto.11.17.1.rodgers.html. 
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expands the view to include observations that lie outside the scope of each piece. My formal 

analysis highlights the dialogue between each individual movement and generic conventions 

of sonata form, allowing a flexible approach that accounts for sonata-form tendencies even if 

features of the typical model are absent. I will primarily proceed from the structural norms as 

conceptualized by Hepokoski and Darcy, but with a modified system of symbolic notation 

that will be made clear in the following chapters.9 The analyses are also informed by William 

Caplin’s understanding of tight-knit themes.10 

Hensel seems to treat sonata form in its most conventional manifestation as the end 

of a spectrum whose other end is a simple rounded binary form. Her freedom in reusing 

material and presenting it in various orders and in multiple keys, but overlaying these 

recurrences with a large-scale teleology, produces compositions that often do not sit squarely 

in formal categories. Add in the ambiguities discovered when one adopts a phenomenological 

approach (cf. Janet Schmalfeldt and David Lewin), taking into account the lived experience of 

the music and how formal functions can change over time through retrospective 

reinterpretation, and the structure obtains a unique fluidity.11 For these reasons, it is 

occasionally arguable whether a movement found in the six works here is in sonata form. 

Given that opening movements and finales are where one expects to find sonata form in a 

normative multi-movement cycle, I believe that it is most analytically fruitful to explore their 

dialogic relationships to its structural conventions. I discard only those movements which 

appear to self-consciously pursue a different formal scheme, namely the minuet and trio that 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory. 
10 William E. Caplin, Classical Form: A Theory of Formal Functions for the Instrumental Music of Haydn, Mozart, and 
Beethoven (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998). 
11 Janet Schmalfeldt, In the Process of Becoming: Analytic and Philosophical Perspectives on Form in Early Nineteenth-Century 
Music (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011); and David Lewin, “Music Theory, Phenomenology, and 
Modes of Perception,” Music Perception: An Interdisciplinary Journal 3, no. 4 (Summer 1986): 327-392, which 
formalizes how multiple in-the-moment interpretations might interact with each other. 
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ends the Piano Quartet, and the opening movement of the String Quartet, which adopts a 

relatively free rotational form.12 While sonata-form principles may also be discovered in the 

inner movements of the works, the scope of the present document does not include analyses 

for those pieces.  

The existence of these six multi-movement works is itself a defiance of conventions 

at the time.13 Hensel’s musical experiences were curtailed by societal norms that her father 

reinforced at an early age, despite her prodigious talents as a pianist and a composer. As a 

woman from a family of high social standing, it was considered improper for her to have a 

public career. Not only did this cause Hensel’s music-making to take place primarily at her 

domicile, with her successful semi-private salons called Sonntagsmusiken (Sunday Musicales), 

but it also shaped her compositional output. Much of her oeuvre consists of Lieder and short 

piano pieces, genres seen at the time as belonging to the domestic realm and thus appropriate 

for a female composer to write. 

Hensel did, however, write works for larger ensembles. Many of these are vocal, 

including four cantatas, three stage works, two concert arias, and various works for multiple 

voices. Her instrumental output includes one essay for orchestra (the Overture in C Major), 

and several chamber works: piano duets, duos for piano and cello or violin, a piano quartet, a 

string quartet, and a piano trio. These instrumental works and her piano sonatas presented 

opportunities for overt engagements with sonata form. 

Hensel eventually rejected her long-standing discouragement to appear in the public 

eye and started publishing under her own name in 1846. She presented Lieder, piano pieces, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12 In the latter movement, a return of the head motif marks the beginning of each new section, and it is then 
provided a different continuation than before. For discussions of rotational forms, see Hepokoski and Darcy, 
Elements of Sonata Theory, 611-614; and Ng, “Rotation as Metaphor,” 34ff. 
13 For a more comprehensive historical and biographical context, see Todd, Fanny Hensel. 
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and vocal quartets. While the former two genres conformed with societal expectations of 

women composers, the part-songs, published under the title Gartenlieder, can be viewed as 

Hensel’s venture out of intimate, domestic music-making, and one wonders how much further 

she would have entered the public realm as a composer, were it not for her sudden death in 

1847.14 Several works were released posthumously in 1847-1852: these comprise mostly songs 

and piano pieces, with the exception of the Piano Trio in D Minor, which appeared in 1850 

and is the last of her works to bear an opus number.15 Apart from two songs (published in 

1934 and c. 1959), Hensel’s works then did not appear in print again until the 1980s and 1990s, 

which saw a flourishing of publications that included her other large-scale instrumental works. 

These releases of her music to the public have enabled us to build a much fuller picture of her 

musicianship than before. 

In engaging with Hensel’s works, it is important to remember that she did not prepare 

most of them for publication. Many of her pieces are scarce in dynamic and other markings 

that she almost certainly would have added had she intended to publish them, given her 

meticulous approach to those that she did prepare. These details would have provided 

clarification with regard to character, mood, phrasing, and even sectional boundaries. The 

editing process might also have wrought more significant changes to the shape of the piece. 

However, many of Hensel’s works were performed during her lifetime (albeit in private 

settings), and therefore should not be treated as unfinished. The onus today is often on the 

performer or the analyst to respond sensitively to the existing material and bring the work to 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 Todd, Fanny Hensel, 324. 
15 See the Editions subsection of the list of works in Angela Mace Christian, “Hensel [née Mendelssohn (-
Bartholdy)], Fanny Cäcilie,” Grove Music Online, November 28, 2018; accessed October 10, 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/omo/9781561592630.013.3000000159. 
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life, and no one who has taken a close look at Hensel’s compositions can deny the abundance 

of fascinating things to explore in what she left behind. 
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Chapter 1 

Piano Quartet in A-flat Major and Piano Sonata in C Minor 

Written during Hensel's teenage years, the Piano Quartet in A-flat Major (1822) and 

the Piano Sonata in C Minor (1824) both reference the Classical style of the late eighteenth 

century in which she was steeped. Each work is comprised of three movements, and the 

quartet even ends with a minuet, albeit with a Presto section in 12/8 serving as an extended 

coda.16 There are three sonata-form examples to be found across the two works: the first 

movement of the quartet, and the first and last movements of the sonata. These movements 

give the impression of a composer who consciously sets up the expectation of adherence to 

galant or Classical principles in order to break them. The frequent use of balanced, periodic 

structures lulls us into a false sense of predictability; add to that the relatively transparent 

melody-and-accompaniment textures, and the listener might assume that the movement will 

proceed in a normative late-eighteenth-century manner, with sections in the exposition 

recurring analogously in the recapitulation, only for Hensel to then defy these expectations. 

In all three of these movements, an omission occurs in the recapitulation: a significant 

portion of the secondary-zone (S-zone) material does not return. While Huber has noted that 

older conceptions of sonata form, still current at the time of Hensel’s composition, did not 

require all of the exposition’s material to return in the recapitulation, it is interesting 

nonetheless that Hensel chose to eschew newer trends in favor of a more concise, harmony-

driven structure, and further investigation of these S-zone omissions yields insights into her 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 One is reminded of the three-movement symphonic forms in the mid-18th century, when the symphony was 
just emerging from the sinfonia, in which a minuet often closed the work. Smaller-scale works sometimes adopted 
this scheme as well, such as several of Haydn’s piano sonatas (Hob. XVI:22, 25, 29, 36 etc.). 
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compositional process.17 Each piece presents a different take on this gambit, as well as other 

unique structural features, revealing Hensel’s creativity and penchant for experimentation on 

both macro and micro levels. 

 

Piano Quartet in A-flat Major: i. Allegro moderato 

Or, The Case of the Vanishing S2 and the Structural Nesting Dolls 

Among the movements discussed in this document, the opening Allegro moderato of the 

Piano Quartet is perhaps the one that gives the most rhetorical emphasis to conventional 

formal waypoints. The demarcation of sections (see Table 1.1) is accomplished in part by the 

reinforcement of phrase boundaries (i.e., cadences) with textural changes and the strong 

differentiation of themes in terms of character and motivic content. Medial caesuras (MCs) 

and the retransition (RT) back to the recapitulation can be easily discerned on a first listen.18 

The movement’s form is somewhat unusual due to the use of a trimodular block in the 

secondary zone (S):19 instead of proceeding directly to the essential expositional closure (EEC; 

i.e., the perfect authentic cadence [PAC] near the end of the exposition that confirms 

attainment of the new key), the initial secondary theme (S1) leads to a new transitory passage 

(TR2) that sets up a second medial caesura complex (MC2),20 which is then followed by a new 

secondary theme (S2) that successfully leads to the EEC. Unsatisfied with merely employing 

this less-common structural option, Hensel then defies its norms too: instead of recalling the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17 Huber, “Anmerkungen zu ‘Schreibart’ und ‘Lebensprinzip,’” 96: “Daß dieser [Seitensatz] in der Reprise nicht 
mehr auftaucht, muß kein Grund dafür sein, ihn nicht als solchen zu sehen: In den damals noch gängigen älteren 
Formvorstellungen wurde nicht verlangt, daß alle Gedanken aus der Exposition wieder aufgenommen werden.” 
18 See Appendix: Abbreviations for a quick-reference list. 
19 See Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 170-177. The S1, TR2, and S2 labels that I use here loosely 
correspond to their TM1, TM2 and TM3 designations respectively. 
20 The term “medial caesura complex” (abbreviated in this document as MC, or MC complex when in-text 
clarification is desired) has here the broader sense of the prolonged dominant or tonic harmony that directly 
precedes the S theme, often articulated by changes in texture and harmonic rhythm, rather than the narrower 
sense of a gap in the texture that follows the cadence at the end of the transition section. 
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entire trimodular block in the recapitulation, she omits S2. This nonrecurrence is subtly 

prepared by the events of the development, which, with its prolonged use of the chromatic 

submediant, additionally displays Hensel’s interest in chromaticism even at this early stage in 

her compositional output.  

Also notable is Hensel’s use of thematic structures (period and sentence in particular) 

on macro and micro levels, creating tight-knit organization that pervades multiple strata of the 

movement, in what I describe here as structural nesting dolls. Cohesion within the piece also 

obtains from the use of the primary-theme (P) material throughout the movement to serve 

both thematic and transitory purposes. Motivic relationships both within and across themes 

likewise contribute to a sense of organic unity, while occasional hypermetric shifts and 

cadenza-like breakout moments serve to avoid predictability. 

Table 1.1. Piano Quartet/i, form 

Measure no. Section Tonal area Description 

 Exposition   

1 P A♭ Sentence (13 bars): presentation (period, 8 bars; motifs a and b), 
continuation (sentence, 5 bars; motif c) 
Ends with violin solo: scale 

14 TR1 A♭ - f -  Dissolving restatement of P: sentence (13 bars) 

26 MC1 V/E♭ Violin solo: arpeggio 

27 S1 E♭ - V/D♭ Sentence (9 bars): presentation (4 bars), continuation (5 bars) 
Triplet sixteenth notes 
Passing reference to F♭ major (foreshadowing development) 
Fails to produce EEC 

36 TR2 D♭ -  P material: fragmented and developed (motif a with eighth-note 
connector) 

50 MC2 V/E♭ Violin solo: scale and arpeggio 

51 S2 E♭ Period (17 bars): antecedent (8 bars), consequent (9 bars) 
Lyrical, bel canto piano solo 
Integrates motif c 

 EEC PAC/E♭  

68 C E♭ Triplet sixteenth notes 
P material at end (mm. 83-85; motif b) 
Thematic nature: sentence (6 bars, 4+2), then repeated (13 bars, 
4+9) 
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No conclusive PAC/E♭ 

 Development   

86 (S2) E - D - g - E♭ S2 material, but converted into sentence: presentation (8 bars, 
period), continuation (4 bars) 

102 (P) c P material: sentence (13 bars), then fragmented and developed 
(mm. 115-122: motif c; mm. 125-138: then motif b) 

115  sequences - 
V/b♭ 

Descending 2nd (circle of 5ths): harmonic change every beat 
P material: motif c 

123  f P material: motif a 

125  sequence Descending 2nd (circle of 5ths): harmonic change every measure 
P material: motif b 

139  sequence Descending 3rd 
P material: motif a 
Sixteenth-note broken octaves 

152 RT viio7/A♭ - 
V/A♭ 

Sixteenth-note broken octaves outlining arpeggio with chromatic 
neighbors 

 Recapitulation   

158 P A♭ Leads directly to S1 (bypasses TR1) 

170 MC1 V/A♭  

171 S1 A♭  

181 TR2 d♭ -  P material: motif a with eighth-note connector, motif c, end of S2 

195 MC2 V/A♭ Eingang: V/A♭ prolonged 
Piano solo: arpeggio decorated by chromatic double neighbors, 
cello takes over for final F♭ - E♭ 
Leads directly to C (bypasses S2) 

199 C A♭ No ESC yet 
Recall of mm. 68-85: still no conclusive PAC/A♭ 

219-220 ESC PAC/A♭ Motif a finally produces ESC in last two measures 

 
Thematic catalog: 
 
Example 1.1. Piano Quartet/i, mm. 1-2 (melodic line); beginning of P theme 
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Example 1.2. Piano Quartet/i, m. 9 (reduction); beginning of continuation of P theme 

 
 
Example 1.3. Piano Quartet/i, m. 27; beginning of S1 theme 

 
 
Example 1.4. Piano Quartet/i, mm. 51-52; beginning of S2 theme 

 
 
Example 1.5. Piano Quartet/i, mm. 68-69; beginning of C theme 

 
 

Hensel presents two distinct themes in the secondary zone of the exposition, and 

frames the second as more conventionally successful than the first, in terms of both formal 

function and contrast to the primary theme. One would thus expect S2 to reappear in the 

recapitulation to conclude the tonal trajectory of the piece. Its omission is hinted at in the 

development and serves the overall teleology of the movement by causing the essential 
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structural closure (ESC) of a PAC in the tonic (PAC/I) to be postponed to the final two 

measures. 

S1 has a sentential structure and begins in the dominant key of E-flat major, the 

normatively expected secondary-theme key area for a movement in A-flat major (ex. 1.3). Its 

surface texture takes the form of triplet sixteenths, whose arpeggiations are prepared by the 

violin solo in the preceding medial caesura complex (MC1 in m. 26), and lively eighth notes, 

whose leaps from low bass notes to middle-register chords are familiar from the 

accompaniment of the continuation of the P theme (see piano reduction in ex. 1.2). S1’s 

continuation begins in m. 31 and fails to produce the EEC (PAC/V), but instead cadences in 

the subdominant D-flat major, eliding with the beginning of the next section in m. 36. The 

unsatisfactory S1 theme gives rise to the trimodular-block construction of the S zone, which 

in this case includes a full-fledged transition section, TR2. 

While the first transition section (TR1) emerged as a dissolving restatement of the P 

theme (discussed below), TR2 (mm. 36-50) takes a more developmental and less tight-knit 

approach to P material, thus conforming more closely to sonata-form expectations and 

appropriately preparing us for a new S theme that subscribes to structural norms. P’s motif a 

(see ex. 1.1) is now truncated: Hensel removes the octave leap in the second measure and 

replaces it with an eighth-note connector that leads to another iteration of motif a, now 

sequenced up a major third, in m. 38. We perhaps expect this sequential fragmentation to 

continue, but Hensel throws us for another loop by presenting the full motif a + motif b 

complex in mm. 40-43, before returning to the fragmented version of motif a once again. 

The instability of TR2 acts as a foil to the stable S2 theme, which is the perfect 

embodiment of a typical secondary theme (ex. 1.4). Not only does the S2 theme achieve the 

EEC in mm. 67-68, which is emphasized with the ritardando marking, but its unabashedly lyrical 
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nature presents a stark contrast to the bold, decisive chords of the P theme’s motif a,21 even 

as the embellished quarter notes at the beginning of its contrasting idea (mm. 55-58) derive 

from motif c. S2’s tight-knit construction is readily apparent: Hensel endows it with an 

uncomplicated, symmetrical periodic structure (notwithstanding the one-bar expansion of the 

consequent’s contrasting idea [mm. 63-67] that results in it lasting five measures instead of 

four), with clear antecedent-consequent parallelisms between both the basic and contrasting 

ideas. This theme, then, does everything right, and is almost too good to be true. But this is 

Hensel’s long con: she conforms to our expectations of sonata form here, in order to pull the 

rug out from under our feet in the recapitulation, for the S2 theme never appears in this 

pristine form again. 

S2 is followed by thematic material in the closing zone (C) that returns us to the texture 

and rhythm of S1, the first hint that S2’s lyricism does not ultimately win out (ex. 1.5). Rather 

than joyfully emphasizing the attainment of the dominant, this C theme leads us directly into 

the development section. After a dramatic pause on viio7/V in E-flat major (mm. 81-82), the 

two quarter notes from the second measure of motif a and the sixteenth-note figuration of 

motif b reappear (mm. 83-85). They initially seem to set up a PAC/E♭, but instead modulate 

to E major, enharmonically F-flat: the Neapolitan of E-flat major, and ♭VI in A-flat major 

(borrowed from the parallel mode). This move was foreshadowed in a passing tonicization 

during S1’s continuation (mm. 33-34). 

At the beginning of the development, we bask for an entire phrase in the chromatic 

submediant, with a transformed version of the S2 theme that is now constructed as a sentence 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21 Adolf Bernhard Marx’s controversial terminology of “masculine” primary themes and “feminine” secondary 
themes, from his Die Lehre von der musikalischen Komposition (Leipzig, 1845), come to mind here: see discussions in 
Marcia J. Citron, Gender and the Musical Canon (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2000), 134ff.; Suzanne G. 
Cusick, “Feminist Theory, Music Theory, and the Mind/Body Problem,” Perspectives of New Music 32, no. 1 (Winter 
1994): 13; and James Hepokoski, “Masculine-Feminine,” The Musical Times 135, no. 1818 (August 1994): 494-499. 
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instead of a period (presentation in mm. 86-93, and shorter continuation in mm. 94-97). 

Having already lost its periodicity, the S2 disintegrates further, as its head motif in the piano 

is interrupted by the strings in mm. 98-99, and again in mm. 100-101. The last appearance, in 

E-flat major, can also be read as S2’s foiled attempt to return to A-flat major’s diatonic orbit 

after being flung into distant chromatic realms. 

Thereafter, we never again encounter the head motif of S2 in any recognizable form. 

While the embellished stepwise quarter notes found within S2 do return in both the 

development and the recapitulation, they do not constitute a defining characteristic of S2, since 

they trace back to motif c of the P theme. The only remnant of material directly originating in 

S2 is found in mm. 193-198, near the end of the recapitulation’s TR2. The triplet-eighth-note 

arpeggiation in the left hand of the piano and embellished quarter-note leaps in the right hand 

in mm. 193-194 recall mm. 65-66, and the ensuing piano cadenza, finished by the cello in m. 

198 and altogether constituting the MC2, is derived from the standing-on-the-dominant in m. 

67. In this manner, S2 completes its vanishing act; it is now subsumed into TR2, instead of 

being prepared by it, and the music proceeds directly to the C theme in A-flat major. 

With the disappearance of the S2 comes the disappearance of the PAC that closes it. 

We cannot find one in mm. 198-199, for MC2 is so rhapsodic and drawn-out that it cannot 

be heard as being part of the cadence over the barline into m. 199, and the C theme does not 

open with a decisive ^1 in the soprano voice. An essential structural closure (ESC), therefore, 

has yet to be found when C begins. We have already learnt from the exposition that the C 

theme does not yield a PAC, and in the recapitulation, its ways are unchanged. The tentative 

return of the two quarter notes from motif a and the sixteenth notes of motif b in m. 214 are 

even more uncertain than the end of the exposition, petering out to just the quarter notes, 
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with secondary dominants in the keys of B-flat (F7) and E-flat (B♭7) followed by general pauses 

with a ritardando molto direction.  

The eventual attainment of the ESC via motif a is the ne plus ultra of both the 

prevalence of P material throughout the movement (including the motivic connections 

discussed above) and its employment of nested structures. The latter is first seen in the 

exposition’s P theme, which illustrates Hensel’s balancing act between adhering to and defying 

galant-style expectations of symmetry, as well as her penchant for motivic development. The 

theme begins with a standard, foursquare period: a basic idea (b.i.) of declamatory, tutti half-

note chords (motif a) is followed by a contrasting idea (c.i.) of florid, sixteenth-note solo piano 

arpeggiation (formed out of motif b), with mm. 1-4 ending in a half cadence (HC, here with 

viio6 replacing V) and mm. 5-8 ending in an imperfect authentic cadence (IAC, here with a 

root-position I triad and ^3 in the top voice). 

Having established a quadruple hypermeter with symmetrical phrasing, Hensel now 

introduces irregularity in the next phrase, which consists of only five measures and thus breaks 

the hypermetric regularity (one can understand mm. 9-11 as an expanded hyperbeat 1, and 

mm. 12-14 as hyperbeats 2 through 4, with m. 14 being an elision with the first beat of the 

following hypermeasure). The increased harmonic rhythm and development of motifs in mm. 

9-13 prompts the listener to understand this phrase as the continuation of a large-scale 

sentence structure that constitutes the P theme. The period of mm. 1-8 thus forms the 

presentation, a structural nesting doll within a second, larger one. Measures 9 to 13 also present 

a small-scale sentential structure: a two-bar tonic prolongation, with repetition of the new b.i. 

(motif c), is followed by fragmentation in mm. 11-12, and the cadential idea in m. 13 is 

decorated by a sixteenth-note flourish in the violin, with the IAC eliding with the beginning 

of the next phrase in m. 14. 
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Motif c introduces new eighth-note motion, but also relates to the ascending half-step 

motion found in both motif a (between mm. 1 and 2) and motif b (the incomplete chromatic 

lower neighbor), and its fragmentation in mm. 11-12 further highlights this connection by 

developing the rising half step in a sequence. Measure 13’s cadential idea directly relates to 

mm. 3-4 and 7-8 both in the use of sixteenth notes presented monophonically by a solo 

instrument and its termination in chords, but replaces the winding broken chords of motif b 

with scalar figuration. Hensel thus creates contrast yet unity between and within each half of 

the P theme. 

TR1 (mm. 14-26) begins as P does, with both motifs a and b in the tonic. Since it does 

not immediately appear to have transitional function, the listener might initially perceive this 

as a repeat of the P theme. However, as the music moves harmonically afield (including 

venturing into the supertonic F minor in m. 21), we realize that it is a dissolving-restatement 

transition: though it begins like the P theme, it soon leaves behind the latter’s tonic-establishing 

function and harmonically forges ahead to prepare for the foreign key of the S zone.22 TR1 

does not alter much of the melodic material of P, however, and its diligent parallelism of P’s 

13-bar sentential structure also hints at its vestigial function as a large-scale consequent to P 

(the overarching period would form a third structural nesting doll). The continuation phrase 

of TR1 brings us out of the tonicization of ii and toward the expected dominant, with the first 

medial caesura (MC1) in m. 26. Here, as in m. 13, the violin has its solo moment, again 

outlining a cadential 6/4 that resolves to the dominant, but now within E-flat major and with 

an arpeggio instead of a scale, providing a smooth transition to S1. 

In the recapitulation, Hensel omits more than just S-zone material. Since the music no 

longer has to modulate to a new key between the P and S1 themes, Hensel chooses the path 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22 See Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 101. 
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of greater efficiency and omits the TR1 section, retaining from it only the violin solo arpeggio 

that formed the original MC1, now transposed to the tonic in m. 170. We thus lose the third 

structural nesting doll, being left with just the period (mm. 158-165) within a sentence (mm. 

158-170); but the P theme has not had its last word yet. 

The circle of fifths at the hesitant, low-energy end of the recapitulation’s C-zone recall 

(mm. 216-217) is continued when the original tempo returns in m. 218, bringing with it 

buoyant, tutti eighth notes that return us to A-flat major and drive toward the final cadence of 

the movement (mm. 219-220), which is delivered by the motif that began it. Motif a now 

appears over a cadential 6/4 - V - I bass movement, and is modified to begin on an E-flat 

instead of a C, so as to emphasize dominant-to-tonic movement in the soprano voice as well. 

This, then, is the ultimate structural nesting doll; with just a few voicing changes, the opening 

of the movement produces its structural close, and the piece is thus encapsulated within a 

single motif. This perhaps affords an explanation for the omission of the S2 theme: there is 

no need for it when the P theme can handle both the double return to initiate the recapitulation 

and the ESC to terminate it. By delaying the attainment of the PAC/I, Hensel also maintains 

harmonic tension until the end of the piece. 

This early essay in sonata form already contains hallmarks of Hensel’s style, such as a 

gift for motivic manipulation and an astute handling of structure on multiple layers of the 

formal hierarchy. Both the P and S zones of the recapitulation display an interest in large-scale 

narrative and teleology, which is supported by surface-level material. The two sonata-form 

movements of the C-Minor Sonata exhibit these traits while also presenting new approaches 

to generic conventions. 
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Piano Sonata in C Minor: i. Allegro moderato e con espressione 

Or, The Case of the New and Improved S Theme (Mark III) 

The first page of the C-Minor Sonata seems to spring from the late eighteenth century. 

The lilting triple meter, within an overriding duple hypermeter, plays into the trope of the 

minuet and the lean, melody-driven texture with unobtrusive accompaniment evokes Classical 

simplicity. An S theme appears early in the piece, and its similarity to the P theme alludes to 

monothematicism, harking back to earlier sonata-form conceptions that did not emphasize 

differentiation between thematic characters. Out of the ten movements discussed in this paper, 

this movement is the only one with an expositional repeat. 

As the piece progresses, however, a unique structural organization reveals itself and 

once again breaks the facade of predictability, most notably in Hensel’s handling of the three 

S themes (including omissions in the recapitulation), and in the formal murkiness that 

surrounds the inception of the recapitulation. Unlike the clearly-demarcated themes within the 

Piano Quartet’s S zone, the separation between the S themes in this sonata’s first movement 

is less well-defined, since the medial caesuras are not always strongly reinforced by the surface 

rhythm or texture. This contributes to the perception of a fluid and gradually evolving S zone, 

with each theme more developed than the last. 

In fact, the feeling of being in flux pervades the entire movement, as Hensel 

conscientiously avoids any definitive PAC until its closing moments, thereby maintaining a 

sense of directionality throughout. In the absence of harmonic stability, she provides us with 

the melodic touchstone of motif a (the first three notes), which appears in various guises 

throughout the piece. 
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Table 1.2. Piano Sonata in C Minor/i, form 

Measure no. Section Tonal area Description 

 Exposition  (with repeat) 

1 P c Antecedent of period (see TR) 

9 TR c - V/E♭ Dissolving consequent to P 

20 MC1 V/E♭  

21 S1 E♭ - V/E♭ Period (10 bars): antecedent (4 bars), consequent (6 bars) 
Derived from P (monothematicism); least contrasting 

30 MC2 V/E♭  

31 S2 E♭ Sentence (33 bars): presentation (8 bars), continuation (6 bars, then 
repeated and expanded to 19 bars, leading directly to S3) 
Sixteenth-note tremolo accompaniment 

64 S3 E♭ - V/E♭ -   Sentence: presentation (4 bars), continuation (expanded, dissolves 
into retransition) 
Sixteenth-note melody 
Diminution of S2 harmonic rhythm 
Dominant prolongation (begins m. 74), but no EEC 

85 (RT) V/c Retransition to exposition repeat 

 Development   

88 (P) c - f  

98 (P) f - e♭ P melody with eighth-note accompaniment derived from S1 

108 (S1) e♭ - c  

122 (P) c - sequence Descending 3rd 
P material: motif a 

130 (S1) c - sequence Ascending 2nd 

141 (S2) V/c S2 material (without motif e, and over unstable harmony) 
Continuation repeat now truncated and ending in HC/c in m. 171 

171 RT V/c  

 Recapitulation   

175 P c  

183 TR c - sequence 
- V/c 

P in imitation and more developmental in nature (vs. earlier 
dissolving-consequent TR) 

192 S3 c m. 206: cadential 6/4; could lead to PAC, but avoided 
m. 210: sixteenth notes from S3, brief tonicization of iv 
m. 216: cadential 6/4 regained; PAC avoided again in m. 218 (IAC 
instead) 

218 P material c Melodic descending-2nd sequence of motifs a and b 

 ESC PAC/c  

225 C c Chromatic eighth notes (S2 material: motif f) 
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Thematic catalog: 
 
Example 1.6. Piano Sonata in C Minor/i, mm. 1-2; beginning of P theme 

 
 
Example 1.7. Piano Sonata in C Minor/i, mm. 21-24; antecedent of S1 theme 

 
 
Example 1.8. Piano Sonata in C Minor/i, mm. 31-34; basic idea of S2 theme 

 
 
Example 1.9. Piano Sonata in C Minor/i, mm. 39-41; beginning of continuation of S2 theme 

 
 
Example 1.10. Piano Sonata in C Minor/i, m. 50; use of motif c in expanded repeat of continuation 
of S2 theme 
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Example 1.11. Piano Sonata in C Minor/i, mm. 64-65; basic idea of S3 theme 

 
 

The creation of multiple S themes in the exposition is borne of a need for contrast, 

given the relative homogeneity of the first three sections (P, TR, and S1) of the exposition. As 

she did in the first movement of the Piano Quartet, Hensel alludes once again to a periodic 

structure comprising P and TR. The first eight measures, which we later recognize as the 

entirety of the P theme, form a relatively straight-forward antecedent: a four-bar basic idea is 

followed by a four-bar contrasting idea, with the first six measures built from a descending 

sequence of motifs a and b (ex. 1.6). This antecedent does not convincingly project either a 

sentential or a periodic structure in and of itself. It lacks the harmonic drive of the former, 

since its underlying harmonic rhythm is steady at one chord per measure (apart from the 

cadential 6/4 resolving to V in the HC in m. 8), and it lacks the medial cadence of the latter. 

Since mm. 1-8 are not entirely self-standing as a theme, the listener expects that the 

ensuing phrase will complete the P theme and bring it to a cadential close in the key of C 

minor. Hensel deprives us of an authentic cadence in C minor and presents us instead with a 

dissolving-consequent transition, with the music initially appearing to be a consequent to the 

first eight measures, but actually functioning as the transition instead.23 The basic idea of mm. 

1-4 recurs unchanged in mm. 9-12 apart from the added harmonization of the first two beats 

in mm. 9 and 11. In the contrasting idea (beginning in m. 13), the tonal stability of C minor is 

challenged. The four-bar model is expanded into eight bars with the development of the motif 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23 See Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 101-102. 
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a + motif b complex (including outlining a brief ascending-second sequence), and the c.i. 

eventually terminates in a half cadence in the relative major, with the first medial caesura in m. 

20. 

The first 20 measures of the movement exhibit Classical-era conventions in the overt 

parallelisms within the periodic structure and the maintenance of a regular quadruple 

hypermeter even with the expansion of TR’s contrasting idea. The S zone initially seems to 

perpetuate an eighteenth-century approach with S1’s suggestion of monothematicism, but it 

gradually breaks away from galant simplicity with its increasingly contrasting themes, 

interruptions of hypermetric regularity, and chromatic harmonies. 

Motif a’s stepwise descent through a third permeates the S1 theme and draws a clear 

connection to the P theme, even as Hensel now pairs it with a broken-chord accompaniment 

and follows it not with motif b, but with a more directional scalar figure, motif c (ex. 1.7). The 

syncopation introduced in m. 27 opens the way for an expanded consequent of S1’s periodic 

structure (six measures instead of the antecedent’s four, which breaks the regularity of the 

quadruple hypermeter), and also foreshadows the syncopation in the S2 theme. This 

consequent does not have a cadence that supersedes the antecedent’s (an IAC/E♭) in strength, 

as periods typically do. Instead, a modified version of mm. 17-20 returns in mm. 27-30, and 

S1 comes to a close with a half cadence and the second medial caesura, barely 10 measures 

after it began. 

The rhythmic variety of the sentential S2 theme, including the introduction of 

sixteenth notes, immediately presents greater differentiation from P than did S1 (ex. 1.8). It is 

longer and more fully developed as a theme, and bears a more contrasting profile, though 

motif a can still be seen in diminution in the three eighth notes that end the first measure of 

the new melody (motif d). S2’s use of S1 material (the opening syncopation) and its preparation 
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by a similar half cadence and medial caesura complex allow the listener to perceive it as a 

newer, better version of the S material (an S theme Mark II, if one will), superseding the short-

lived S1. 

However, S2 also fails to yield an EEC. The repeat of S2’s four-measure basic idea in 

mm. 35-38 is followed by a continuation that returns to the minuet-like feel of the beginning, 

with melodic eighth notes punctuated by quarter-note accompaniment (ex. 1.9). The seven-

bar phrase in mm. 39-45 terminates in an IAC/E♭, instead of a PAC, and elides with a modified 

repeat of itself, now with the left hand taking over the melody built on motif g. This second 

attempt to attain a PAC is now expanded, and includes an interruption of the two-bar 

subphrase groupings by a return of motif c in m. 50, now untethered from motif a (ex. 1.10). 

The repetition of this one-measure figure leads to a brief tonicization of G-flat major, 

the chromatic mediant of E-flat major and a tritone away from the movement’s C-minor tonic. 

Hensel exits from this distant tonal area through an embellished ascending-second sequence 

in mm. 59-61, eventually regaining V/E♭. The harmonic turbulence is accentuated by the use 

of hemiola on the rhythmic surface, with two-beat groupings in mm. 57-61. 

The sixteenth-note melodic flourishes that begin in m. 64, accompanied by stable, key-

defining I-V-I harmonies, clearly mark it as new material (S3), but the maintenance of a steady 

quarter-note harmonic rhythm and lack of cadential rhetoric in mm. 62-63 do not serve to set 

it apart with a medial caesura. Instead, S3 seems to naturally emerge from the transitory-

sounding end of S2. S3’s opening harmonies are derived directly from a diminution of S2’s 

basic idea, compressing S2’s four measures of I-viio(4/3)-V into its own two-measure basic idea 

(ex. 1.11). The sixteenth-note motion is now foregrounded as the melody instead of a tremolo 

in the background, and the harmonic rhythm is faster than P’s one-chord-per-measure pace. 
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S3 provides even more contrast to the P theme than did S2, and thus supersedes S2 as the 

most successful S theme (Mark III).  

The extended dominant prolongation that begins in m. 74 seems promising as a set-

up for a PAC/E♭, but even S3 fails to deliver an EEC. The V pedal from mm. 74-82 is undercut 

by a move to V(4/2)/E♭ in m. 83, when the bass descends to A-flat. It then falls one step further 

to G in m. 85, as the harmony drops out of the world of E-flat major and back into the tonic 

C minor, now outlining the V7/c chord for the retransition to the exposition repeat and the 

development. The bass motion of B-flat-A-flat-G is a disguised and heavily augmented use of 

motif a. Not only does this motif pervade the melodic material throughout the movement, it 

also insinuates itself into the harmony at this structurally important moment, in order to derail 

the listener’s expectation of closure in E-flat major. 

The development section in this movement contains ambiguity regarding the location 

of the recapitulation. This primarily involves the early return to the tonic in the middle of the 

development section (HC/c in m. 121) and the use of extended thematic quotations within C 

minor; the latter plays a role in justifying the recapitulation’s S-zone omissions. While the 

turbulence of a conventional development section usually results from its excursions into 

foreign keys, Hensel creates additional instability here via multiple presentations of thematic 

material in the tonic, but none of which proceed in a manner analogous to their appearances 

in the exposition. This causes the listener to constantly question if they have actually found 

the stability of the recapitulation, or if they are still in the development and the ground is about 

to fall out from under their feet again. 

The appearance of motif a in C minor in m. 122 might initially cause the listener to 

perceive this as the recapitulation’s double return of P theme and tonic, but Hensel swiftly 

dispels this notion by following the motif with an arpeggio rather than motif b, as well as 
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initiating a descending-third sequence over mm. 122-127, thus ascribing to it a transitory 

function. The sequence, however, terminates in another HC/c in m. 129, which is then 

followed by what initially appears to be S1 in C minor. Measure 130 is a second candidate for 

a possible recapitulation, albeit one that omits the return of the P theme proper. For the first 

four measures, this reading plays out. Measure 134, however, renders this idea untenable, as it 

launches an ascending-second, seemingly modulatory, sequence over mm. 134-139, which 

lands the music in F minor. 

The listener, realizing that we are indeed still in the development, might then expect 

more foreign-key exploration. Hensel plays with this notion by prolonging a German 

augmented-sixth chord in the tonic key in mm. 141-144, which, before its resolution into the 

cadential 6/4 in m. 145, could also be heard as the dominant seventh of D-flat (especially given 

the recent A♭7 in m. 134). This prolongation is carried out via a recall of S2 material, whose 

initial use is obviously transitional, given the non-triadic harmony and motivic manipulation. 

Motif d is followed not by motif e, but by another iteration of motif d, before motif f appears 

in mm. 143-144 and embellishes the preceding harmony, instead of introducing a new one as 

it did in the exposition. 

The third time that the listener might think that they have reached the recapitulation 

occurs when the continuation of S2 and its extended repeat are both presented nearly 

complete, and solidly in C minor. This is an unusual moment because it follows a protracted 

dominant preparation (Ger.+6 - cadential 6/4 - viio7/V - cadential 6/4 over mm. 141-153) 

whose high harmonic tension one would usually associate with a retransition. By allowing S2’s 

continuation to reach its cadential close of IAC/c in mm. 158-159, the dominant tension is 

relieved and the retransitional nature of the passage is dissolved. When the continuation is 

repeated in a similar manner as in the exposition, with the left hand now taking over the 
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melody, the listener wonders if the recapitulation has sneaked up on them unknowingly, since 

the music is now proceeding relatively unproblematically in C minor. Hensel even irons out 

the irregularities in the original S2, granting it a hypermetric regularity (quadruple hypermeter) 

by compressing what was mm. 48-49 into a single measure, and removing the distant-key 

excursion to the chromatic mediant. 

If we are indeed in the recapitulation’s S2, the next event should be S3. Instead, mm. 

171-174 present a dominant prolongation in C minor, which turns out to be the real 

retransition, for the recapitulation proper finally appears in m. 175. The P theme is a verbatim 

copy of the beginning of the movement, but the transition that follows it is significantly 

modified. Instead of the earlier dissolving-consequent gambit, here Hensel imbues mm. 183-

191 with an overtly developmental nature from the outset, presenting the two-measure motif 

a + motif b complex in contrapuntal imitation at the measure, and outlining a descending-

third sequence. This TR is now audibly transitional from its beginning, and continues to 

withhold the authentic cadence in C minor that the opening period of the exposition was 

unable to attain. 

By following TR not with S1, but S3 instead, Hensel avoids redundancy: why repeat 

S1 and S2 if they were already partially presented in the tonic during the development, and if 

S3 was the most new-and-improved version of the S theme anyway? As we know from the 

exposition, however, even this S theme Mark III failed to yield a PAC, despite its protracted 

dominant preparation, and here it fails again. The dominant pedal begins in m. 202, and in m. 

210 the sixteenth notes that characterize the beginning of S3 return to further prolong the G 

bass. When the G finally descends the fifth to C, however, it supports not a tonic harmony, 

but rather a secondary dominant (C7), tonicizing the subdominant.  
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The dominant is regained again in mm. 216-217; this could lead to the ESC, but Hensel 

sidesteps the PAC in favor of bringing back P-theme material in m. 218, presenting the motif 

a + motif b complex in a descending-second melodic sequence. In mm. 224-225, this phrase 

finally delivers the only rhetorically-reinforced PAC/c in the entire movement, and, in fact, 

the only overt PAC (with direct dominant-tonic bass motion and downbeat arrival of ^1 in 

the soprano voice) in any key. This ESC thus possesses a unique structural gravity as the only 

true anchor in more than 200 measures of relative harmonic flux, in which the strongest 

cadences were IACs. Balancing out the instability that precedes m. 225 are the six measures of 

tonic prolongation that bring this movement to a close, as well as, taking the whole multi-

movement work into consideration, the many instances of tonic prolongation to be found in 

the final movement of the sonata, whose P theme is confidently and relatively uncomplicatedly 

in C minor. 

An additional way to understand the movement’s structure involves invoking 

Hepokoski and Darcy’s concept of rotational forms.24 Although the development is usually 

conceived as the second large-scale rotation in a tripartite sonata form (the third being the 

recapitulation), one finds in this movement’s development two incomplete rotations through 

the exposition’s material, each beginning with a presentation of motif a at its original pitch 

level in mm. 88 and 122. The latter finds its complement in the first of the recapitulation’s two 

incomplete rotations, which fills in the S3 theme that it lacked. The briefest and final rotation 

of the movement is the return of P material in m. 218, which brings the piece full circle both 

harmonically and thematically. This sense of cycling through thematic material multiple times 

in modified fashion is even more apparent in the finale of the sonata, which we will now 

examine. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24 See Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 611-614. 
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Piano Sonata in C Minor: iii. Finale. Presto 

Or, The Case of the Vortex of C-Minor Perpetual Motion 

The fleet, virtuosic writing and winding contours of the Presto movement of Hensel’s 

C-Minor Sonata are a surface reflection of a circularity that can also be observed in its large-

scale rotational form. The three rotations through its material (exposition, development, and 

recapitulation) are accentuated by the appearance of the P theme in the tonic at the beginning 

of the development.25 If one conceives of a vortex of C-minor perpetual motion, the various 

attempts to escape from both the tonality and the persistent rhythmic drive are what propels 

the dramatic narrative of the piece. Hensel also plays once again with the listener’s structural 

expectations. She accomplishes this first on a small scale with expositional passages projecting 

TR and MC-complex characteristics that are later superseded, and then on a large scale with 

the nonrecurrence of the exposition’s S theme, which is potentially borne of extra-musical 

motivations. The varied reappearances of the P material exhibit Hensel’s skill at melodic 

manipulation, as she subtly alters the material while maintaining its immediate recognizability, 

which is essential for the perceptual clarity of the rotational form. 

Table 1.3. Piano Sonata in C Minor/iii, form 

Measure no. Section Tonal area Description 

 Exposition   

1 P c Rounded binary (16 bars): period (8 bars: antecedent [Pa, 4 bars], 
consequent [Pb, 4 bars]), contrasting middle (Pc, 4 bars), reprise 
of consequent (Pb modified, 4 bars) 
mm. 17-20: apparent beginning of repeat of contrasting middle 
and consequent, but not fully realized 

21 TR c - V/c - V/E♭  Sixteenth notes 
Leads to an apparent MC complex that stands on V/c (mm. 31-
32) that then requires a course correction (B♮ = C♭) to lead to 
V/E♭ 

37 MC V/E♭  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25 While this is a feature of sonata-rondo structures, the movement’s lack of both a new theme in the development 
and the recurrence of P at the end of the recapitulation indicate that it would be more productively analyzed as 
being in dialogue with sonata-form conventions instead. 
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38 S1 E♭  Sentence (11 bars, preceded by 1-bar tonic establishment): 
presentation (4 bars), continuation (7 bars) 

 EEC PAC/E♭  

50 C E♭ Sixteenth notes, neighbor note of P developed, bass note + chord 
alternation in accompaniment; m. 57: triplet eighth notes return 

 Development   

62 P c - sequence - 
V/E♭ 

Altered to begin over V6, contrasting middle developed 

86 (C material) E♭ - sequence - 
V/g - V/c 

 

94 RT V/c  

 Recapitulation   

95 P c Again beginning over V6, but now with contrasting middle 
omitted 

103 TR c Change from exposition at m. 107; m. 108 still TR, but derived 
from C 

112 MC V/c  

114 S2 c Replaces exposition’s S1 
Sixteenth notes, P harmony in diminution 

 ESC PAC/c  

119 C c  
 

Thematic catalog: 
 
Example 1.12. Piano Sonata in C Minor/iii, mm. 1-2; basic idea of P theme 

 
 
Example 1.13. Piano Sonata in C Minor/iii, mm. 21-22; beginning of TR zone 
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Example 1.14. Piano Sonata in C Minor/iii, mm. 38-39; beginning of S1 theme 

 
 
Example 1.15. Piano Sonata in C Minor/iii, mm. 50-51; beginning of C zone 

 
 
Example 1.16. Piano Sonata in C Minor/iii, mm. 114-115; beginning of S2 theme 

 
 

The first large-scale rotation, the exposition, contains the most successful escape from 

the vortex: not only is the secondary theme (S1) in the relative major, the approach to it also 

marks the only prolonged break from the perpetual articulation of beat subdivisions before 

the final measures of the movement. This emerges after the P theme’s firm establishment of 

C minor as the tonic and the subsequent ratcheting up of rhythmic energy by the TR, which 

replaces the prevailing triplet-eighth-note rhythm with sixteenth notes. The TR and MC each 

appear immediately after a less conventionally-successful attempt at expressing the same 

structural function, which hints at the recapitulation’s replacement of S1 with S2. However, 
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while the former moves are seen as supersessions that attain closer conformity with generic 

norms, the latter is a decisive rejection of sonata-form expectations. 

In contrast to the more ambivalent periodicity of the first movement’s P theme, the 

first eight bars of this last movement present a prototypical period, with the four-bar 

antecedent (Pa, not to be confused with motif a) concluding in a HC/i, and the four-bar 

consequent (Pb) concluding in an IAC/i (ex. 1.12). Hensel’s minor modifications to the 

melodic contour of the basic idea in mm. 5-6 (inverting motif a and overlapping it with the 

original version of itself, such that the A-flat upper neighbor falls on the second beat) are a 

foretaste of the subtle variations on the P theme later in the movement. Countering the tonal 

instability of the first movement, she spins out the P theme into a larger rounded-binary 

structure that strengthens the establishment of the prevailing key. The period in mm. 1-8 forms 

the first half; it is followed by a contrasting middle (Pc) of four bars, wherein a C pedal plays 

the role of the dominant in a brief tonicization of iv, and then the modified return of Pb, now 

with the melodic contour of Pa and over another C pedal that functions as tonic grounding 

instead. There is even a mid-measure PAC in m. 16 to emphasize the stability of the tonic key. 

The reappearance of Pc in m. 17 initially prompts the listener to expect a full repeat of 

the second half of the rounded binary form (i.e., both Pc and Pb). However, when the 

harmony changes in m. 19 and leads to a cadential 6/4 - V progression spread out over four 

beats in m. 20, the listener might perceive this slower harmonic rhythm as presenting a medial 

caesura, and recast mm. 17-20 as a TR section that makes use of P material instead. When m. 

21 arrives, however, its initial tonic harmony, new rhythmic profile of sixteenth notes, and 

relatively non-melodic function clearly characterize it as TR, and its transitional nature is soon 

confirmed by its descending-third sequence (ex. 1.13). This, then, is the true TR, and mm. 17-
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20 serve merely as a link between P and TR that provides an additional opportunity to embed 

a PAC/c (mm. 20-21). 

The dominant pedal that begins in m. 27 and the MC-like textural change into 

monophony in m. 31 both have their place at the end of a typical TR section, but, despite the 

sequence in mm. 21-26, this TR has not done the modulatory work that one might expect in 

a nineteenth-century sonata form (HC in the tonic as a destination of TR sections being rather 

more commonplace in eighteenth-century works). Caught in the swirling whirlpool of C 

minor, the invisible protagonist of the piece makes their first escape in m. 32, when the whole 

note, first heard as B-natural but later reinterpreted as C-flat when it resolves to B-flat in m. 

33, brings the first respite we have had from the driving, moto perpetuo rhythms thus far. A 

straightforward tonic-predominant-dominant-tonic (T-PD-D-T) motion brings us to the real 

MC, on V/E♭, in m. 37. 

With the S1 theme, we hear the first truly lyrical tune in the movement, and the triplet 

eighth notes recede into the accompanimental background (ex. 1.14).26 S1 essentially does what 

we expect it to do: it is a well-formed theme (a sentence), it provides a high degree of contrast 

to the filigree of the P theme, and it delivers an EEC (the PAC/E♭ in mm. 49-50). There is 

thus no need for a further S theme, and what follows is the closing zone. The sixteenth notes 

of the C zone bring back material from the TR, starting with a modification of motif d (also 

recalling the chromatic neighbor of motif a) in m. 50, then an inversion of the arpeggiating 

motif c in m. 51 (ex. 1.15). The alternation between bass note and chord in the left hand also 

derives from the accompaniment in mm. 27-30. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26 The designation here of S1 does not indicate another S theme within the exposition, but rather distinguishes 
it from the new material in the recapitulation’s S zone. I use a flexible numbering system with the intention of 
showing how Hensel employs multiple S themes differently across various works. 
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After a contrapuntal IAC in mm. 56-57, the return of the triplet eighth notes and an 

ascending-second sequence set up a seamless retransition to C minor. We are thus sucked back 

into the vortex as the development, beginning in m. 62 with the P theme in C minor, initiates 

the second large-scale rotation through the exposition’s material. This rotation makes a less 

successful escape from C-minor turbulence than the first. It ventures out of C-minor tonality, 

including a recall of C-zone material that begins in E-flat major, as it did in the exposition, but 

the perpetual motion does not abate. Hensel does not present the exposition’s thematic 

modules successively; instead, the C-zone recall is directly preceded by a development of P, 

and TR-reminiscent figuration only appears in the final three measures. There are no direct 

references to S1, foreshadowing its absence in the recapitulation. 

The development’s recall of the P theme begins at the original pitch in the melody, but 

over a different harmony, V6/c instead of i, such that the tonic harmony is delayed until the 

middle of the measure. Hensel’s modification here involves a two-beat insertion into the P-

theme figuration in the first measure, with the second beat’s motif b starting on D instead of 

B-natural, thus displacing the original material by half a measure in mm. 63-642.27 This new 

version of Pa, which I call Pa’, creates parallelism with the original Pa while sidestepping its 

definitive tonic opening. The next phrase, starting in m. 66, appears initially to be a verbatim 

recall of Pb, but the music takes a turn in the last beat of m. 67 and pursues a circle-of-fifths 

sequence instead.  

Here begins a series of thwarted opportunities to depart from C minor. The first 

possibility for escape is for this circle-of-fifths sequence to land us in a foreign key; instead, it 

leads to the return of Pc in m. 72 at the original pitch level. Pc, however, is modified, and 

projects a promising dominant prolongation within the key of F minor from m. 72 to the first 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27 A superscript number directly following a measure number denotes the beat number in that measure. 
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half of m. 75. But instead of delivering an authentic cadence, the dominant segues into an 

extended ascending-second sequence, and the second chance to modulate to a different key is 

lost. This new sequence could set up a third opportunity to leave C minor, but the prolongation 

of V/c from m. 80 to the first half of m. 81 makes it seem that this will not happen. Success, 

at least temporarily, finally happens when this dominant prolongation is succeeded by another 

one on V/E♭, which begins in m. 82 and eventually terminates in a PAC/E♭ in mm. 85-86. 

While the replacement of the “wrong” dominant (V/c) with the “right” one (inasmuch as 

development sections typically explore keys other than the tonic) parallels the harmonic move 

at the end of TR in the exposition, the dominant of E-flat is followed here not by S1, but by 

C instead. 

Modifications to C begin in m. 89, eventually leading to a HC/g into m. 92 and a 

change of material (modified fragments of TR). This would seem to suggest that a section in 

G minor will follow, but Hensel instead uses this minor dominant to pivot back to C minor. 

By way of a chromaticized version of the scalar motif e, which decorates a one-measure RT in 

m. 94, we find ourselves back in the vortex before we know what hit us.  

The third large-scale rotation, the recapitulation, grants no escape from the C-minor 

tonality, and the perpetual motion ceases only when the music grinds to a halt at the end of 

the movement. The respite of S1 in the exposition is summarily replaced by a new, curt S2 

theme that maintains TR’s sixteenth-note tumultuousness and whose brusqueness derives in 

part from its compression of P’s harmonies. 

The recapitulation sneaks up on us in the same way that the development did, with the 

use of Pa’ and its postponement of the tonic harmony until the middle of m. 95; the harmonic 

retransition thus extends two beats into the beginning of P. Hensel avoids redundant 

recurrences of previous versions of the P theme by replacing Pb with a modified Pa’: she alters 
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the melodic embellishments and begins the bass an octave lower. The P-theme recall here is 

even more truncated than in the development, for this new consequent bypasses Pc and leads 

directly to TR. Unlike the ceasing of perpetual motion that accompanied its course correction 

to V/E♭ in the exposition, this time TR maintains sixteenth-note activity throughout. TR’s 

standing-on-the-dominant seems particularly pointed this time, with emphatic left-hand 

chords underlying viio7 arpeggios in the right hand in the MC (mm. 112-113), thus providing 

an inexorable drive into the new S theme. 

The trenchant S2 lasts only five measures, and is decidedly not lyrical (ex. 1.16). It is 

derived rhythmically from the sixteenth notes of TR and C, melodically from the stepwise 

motion of TR’s motif e and S1’s motif f, and harmonically from a diminution of the P theme, 

and thus presents a denouement of the movement’s material while rejecting the peaceful 

melodiousness of S1. S2’s expedient delivery of the ESC in mm. 118-119 is followed by tonic 

prolongation via C-zone material. Sixteenth-note motion is maintained until m. 127, when the 

music crashes out of the moto perpetuo with quarter-note chords and sinks into the low register 

with a bleak finality. The invisible protagonist of the piece thus makes their last exit from the 

vortex, leaving behind the whirlwind texture but not the agitated tonality.  

 I have used the vortex analogy partly to reflect the overt rotational nature of the 

movement, but also to frame S1 as the most successful escape and to emphasize its insular 

nature. The stark contrast it presents to the surrounding material and its complete lack of 

recurrence in either the development or recapitulation gives the listener the impression that it 

is a world unto itself, as if one went through a revolving door and found Narnia. The 

development’s momentary escape from C-minor tonality is a partial one, given its brevity and 

the maintenance of perpetual motion; and the exit at the end of the movement presents as a 

screeching halt in the brutal reality of the tonic minor. Hensel’s omission of S1 in the 
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recapitulation thus takes on a different significance than in the first movements of the Piano 

Quartet and this sonata: here S1 represents a utopian diversion in the exposition, blissful yet 

unrealistic, and therefore unable to be regained. The inscription of “Für Felix. In seiner 

Abwesenheit.” at the end of the movement also suggests the possibility that Hensel was 

programmatically portraying her brother’s absence, if S1 is taken to symbolize his presence or 

their shared time together. The dramatic intensity of this finale’s narrative thus expresses the 

closeness of the siblings’ personal relationship through musical structure, inviting further 

explorations of the communicative capabilities of form through its dialogue with structural 

norms.!  
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Chapter 2 

Ostersonate and String Quartet in E-flat Major 

The Ostersonate (Easter Sonata for piano, in A major, dated on the manuscript as 7 April, 

1828)28 and String Quartet in E-flat Major (1834, originally conceived as a piano sonata in 

1829)29 are among Hensel’s most structurally experimental instrumental works, both on the 

larger scale of the multi-movement work and within each movement. They are each comprised 

of four movements, and three sonata-form movements can be found across the two works: 

the first and last movements of the Ostersonate, and the last movement of the String Quartet. 

In each of these, Hensel once again eschews a direct transposition and repetition of the 

exposition’s S zone, presenting three more ways to handle a significant lack of return of S 

material in the recapitulation. The other five movements include two Scherzi (Ostersonate/iii 

and String Quartet/ii), one Romanze (String Quartet/iii), and two more unusual choices: a 

prelude and fugue as the second movement of the Ostersonate, and a tonally ambiguous Adagio 

ma non troppo as the opening movement of the String Quartet. The latter has a rotational form 

that involves presenting the head-motif and the following material in increasingly varied forms 

over the course of the movement, finally concluding with a modified recall of the beginning 

that settles the tonal ambiguity. While one can find a few elements of sonata form within this 

movement, they are insufficient to provide a three-part structural definition, and the piece is 

thus better understood as a relatively free exploration and development of thematic material.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28 Angela Regina Mace [Christian], “Fanny Hensel, Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, and the Formation of the 
Mendelssohnian Style” (PhD diss., Duke University, 2013), 52. It should be noted that I am formulating my 
analyses based on the performance edition of the Ostersonate (2013, rev. 2018) as published by Mace Christian 
on her website, https://www.angelamacechristian.com/easter-sonata. A critical edition is not available at this 
time as the manuscript is in private possession. 
29 For a detailed account of the evolution of the String Quartet from its beginnings as a piano sonata, see Renate 
Hellwig-Unruh, “Zur Entstehung von Fanny Hensels Streichquartett in Es-Dur (1829/34),” in Fanny Hensel geb. 
Mendelssohn Bartholdy: Komponieren zwischen Geselligkeitsideal und romantischer Musikästhetik, ed. Beatrix Borchard and 
Monika Schwarz-Danuser (Stuttgart: Verlag J. B. Metzler, 1999), 121-140. 
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Ostersonate: i. Allegro assai moderato 

Or, The Case of the Primordial Soup and Developmental Doldrums 

The first movement of the Ostersonate is, in large part, an exploration of its P theme. 

We have already seen in the Piano Quartet and the C-Minor Sonata Hensel’s predilection to 

develop and reuse P material outside of the P zone, as well as her interest in trimodular-block 

structures in the S zone and elimination of redundant repeats. In this piece, Hensel continues 

to work these angles, with two new twists: the unique opening of the work, a P-zone 

introduction (Pi) that gives rise to the P theme proper; and the relatively short and low-energy 

development section. This latter feature works to make the S2 theme redundant (and thus 

justifies its non-repetition): in its original form, S2 is already derived from P, and during the 

development it is robbed further of its potency as a characteristic theme, as we hear it gradually 

dissolve into generic rhythmic and melodic patterns. 

My analysis will first follow the journey of the P theme from its birth to its eventual 

apotheosis, presenting it as the protagonist of the piece that acts in various structural capacities 

during its adventure. I will then consider the impotence of S2 as a theme and the 

development’s contribution to this perception. The movement’s narrative drama is amplified 

through the lack of strong A-major confirmation and the creation and subsequent thwarting 

of formal expectations; these features will also be noted over the course of the analysis. 

Table 2.1. Ostersonate/i, form30 

Measure no. Section Tonal area Description 

 Exposition   

‘1 Pi A 9/8 meter 
P-zone introduction 

‘5 P A - V/A 3/4 meter 
Period (10 bars): antecedent (Pa, 6 bars) is sentential; consequent 
(Pb, 4 bars) ends in HC, with tonic minor implied 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
30 An apostrophe preceding a measure number indicates the upbeat to that measure. 
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14 TR E  

‘23 P’ E Modified version of P, now in the dominant and with Pb replaced 
by Pt (which begins with cadential idea of Pa) 

34 MC1 I/E Textural break following IAC/E 

35 S1 E  Sentence: presentation (8 bars), continuation (dissolves into 
transition) 
No PAC/E 
m. 48: transition into S2 

61 MC2 V/E More rhetorically reinforced than MC1; textural break in m. 61 is 
followed by extended prolongation of V/E 

69 S2 E Sentence (19 bars): presentation (7 bars), continuation (12 bars) 
Derived from P 
Modal ambiguity (strong E-minor triad in m. 71) 
No strong cadence; no EEC 

88 C E - V/C Triplet eighth notes, arpeggiation 

 Development   

108 (S2) C - V/e -  

124 RT - V/a - V/A Modal ambiguity (tonic minor) 

 Recapitulation   

‘144 P’ A Modified version of P (augmentation of 4-3 suspension; Pa then Pt); 
ends in IAC/A and leads directly to S1 (no TR) 

156 MC1 I/A  

157 S1 A m. 185-188: triplet eighth notes  

189 MC2 V/A  

191 P A P-theme apotheosis replaces exposition’s S2 
ESC undercut by lack of ^1 in soprano and bare octave on 
downbeat of m. 205 

205 C A Sixteenth notes, arpeggiation (C material transformed) 
 

Thematic catalog: 
 
Example 2.1. Ostersonate/i, mm. ‘1-4; P-zone introduction 
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Example 2.2. Ostersonate/i, mm. ‘5-10; antecedent of P theme 

 
 
Example 2.3. Ostersonate/i, mm. ‘11-16; consequent of P theme and beginning of TR zone 

 
 
Example 2.4. Ostersonate/i, mm. 35-38; basic idea of S1 theme 

 
 
Example 2.5. Ostersonate/i, mm. 48-49; beginning of transition to S2 theme 
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Example 2.6. Ostersonate/i, mm. 69-77; beginning of S2 theme 

 
 
Example 2.7. Ostersonate/i, mm. 88-92; beginning of C zone 

 
 
Example 2.8. Ostersonate/i, mm. 189-192; transition to and beginning of P-theme apotheosis 

 
 

The movement begins with a four-measure origin story of the P theme, presenting a 

primordial soup of nascent, almost generic motifs from which it emerges (ex. 2.1).31 These 

measures function as a non-thematic opener that belongs to the P zone and helps to establish 

the tonic at the beginning of the piece, but that is not part of the actual P theme. To 

differentiate this role from the bona fide introductions that are separated from the P theme 

via tempo changes and that often close on the dominant, I refer to mm. ‘1-4 as the P-zone 

introduction (Pi). Pi does not recur in a recognizable form in the rest of the movement. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
31 For a brief discussion of the motivic import of the opening four measures, see Mace [Christian], “Fanny 
Hensel, Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, and the Formation of the Mendelssohnian Style,” 61. 
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At first blush, however, the listener does not necessarily perceive Pi as introductory. 

The harmonic and melodic material appears to outline a prototypical presentation of a 

sentence – a two-bar basic idea, providing tonic prolongation in A major, is then repeated in 

modified form – and there is no tempo differentiation from the rest of the movement. The 

structural division between Pi and the P theme proper instead obtains through a change in 

meter: the first four measures are in 9/8, and thereafter the movement is in 3/4. The 

compound time signature never makes another appearance, although triple beat divisions do 

occur later (starting with m. 90, the third bar of the exposition’s C zone). Hensel’s insertion of 

a time-signature change (as opposed to notating the opening as triplets within 3/4, as in m. 

90) is therefore borne of more than just visual elegance; it serves to set apart mm. ‘1-4 from 

the rest of the work. 

The self-contained phrase structure of the following material also overrides the 

nascent sentence of Pi. In the upbeat to m. 5, we hear the P theme proper. Its first phrase (Pa), 

the antecedent of a large-scale period, has a sentential construction, though it deviates from 

the typical model since its basic idea is presented only once (ex. 2.2). Motif d derives from 

both motifs a and b of Pi – motif a’s triadic descent is decorated with passing tones, and motif 

b’s stepwise motion with retardation/upward-resolving suspension is found in the ̂ 7-^1 move 

in the alto voice, while the top voice inverts it into a 4-3 suspension – but its new simple-meter 

rhythmic profile clearly distinguishes it from mm. ‘1-2. The basic idea of Pa (motif c + motif 

d) is then fragmented and developed, and the continuation terminates on a half cadence. Pa 

thus projects harmonic directionality and a strongly thematic nature, which contributes to our 

recognition of mm. ‘1-4 as a separate preamble even as it gives rise to Pa’s material. 
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If there is indeed a programmatic undercurrent to the Ostersonate, as Christian 

believes,32 one can perhaps consider number symbolism in this set-apart and non-recurring Pi, 

in a similar spirit to the Medieval-era associations of the number three with perfection, and 

the number two with imperfection. The compound triple meter, with its triple beat divisions 

(analogous to the mensuration tempus perfectum prolatio major), can be read as a representation of 

the Holy Trinity, depicting Christ’s purely divine nature before descending to Earth. The 

simple triple meter, correspondingly, evokes Christ’s amalgamation of the divine with the 

human. The simple quadruple meter of the sonata’s turbulent finale is then the ultimate 

representation of sinful man, correlating with the mocking crowds in the Passion story. While 

it might be impossible to prove that Hensel conceived of the sonata in this way (one only 

wishes that Hensel had brought back the triple meter at the end of the sonata and written 

“Resurrection” above it), Hensel clearly had spirituality on her mind during the compositional 

process (evinced by the chorale in the finale), and this interpretation may nonetheless provide 

food for thought to performers and analysts who seek evidence of programmaticism in the 

work. 

Further confirmation of the noninclusion of Pi in the P theme proper is provided by 

what we come to understand as the consequent of P (Pb), which begins with the rising fourth 

that initiated Pa (motif c; ex. 2.3). The periodic structure projected by this parallelism causes 

the listener to perceive the two phrases as halves of a tight-knit theme. Pb bears a tremendous 

significance of its own, however: like Pa, it reworks motif a, but now in the parallel A minor. 

The darker character of Pb is accentuated by its register, an octave lower than the beginning 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32 See Mace [Christian], “Fanny Hensel, Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, and the Formation of the Mendelssohnian 
Style,” 42-86. 
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of Pa.33 Not only does this first-movement exposition function as a presentation of the home 

key and the thematic material of the movement, it also lays out the mode-mixture tensions 

that reign over the sonata as a whole, on both the micro level (e.g., m. 71 in the first 

movement’s S2 theme) and the macro level (the majority of the final movement is in A minor). 

The P theme’s turn to the dark side initially appears to be left open-ended. Unlike a 

prototypical period, Pb’s Phrygian half cadence does not supersede Pa’s HC in strength, failing 

to provide the expected sense of answer to the antecedent. Instead of providing more 

definitive closure to the P theme, Hensel initiates the transition section, or so it seems at first. 

The generic nature of the arpeggios and concentration on harmonic rather than thematic 

development fit with expectations of a typical TR, but variations on motif e in mm. ‘21-22 

then grow into a return of Pa in m. ‘23, now transposed to the dominant E major and 

interrupting the transitional nature of the section. 

The P theme reasserts itself in a transformed manner (P’) that is in some ways a more 

successful period than the original: it stays in the major mode throughout, and its consequent 

has a more conclusive cadence than its antecedent. Here Pb is replaced with a new consequent 

(Pt, indicating its appearance in the TR zone) that acts in part like a sentential continuation: it 

begins as a repeat of the cadential idea of Pa (mm. ‘29-31), before developing on the material 

and eventually concluding in an IAC in mm. 33-34.34 P’, however, is built on the wrong tonic 

for the P zone in an A-major piece. Thus neither the original P theme nor this TR-zone version 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
33 It is worth noting that, on the pianos of Hensel’s time, such registral differences would have been accompanied 
by a more significant change in timbre than found on the instruments of today; the loss of major-mode brightness 
would have been thereby further accentuated. 
34 Caplin presents a formalization of hybrid and compound themes in Classical Form, 59-70. While his designations 
of these complexities are useful, I have opted, for the most part, not to employ them in this document, in the 
interest of streamlining the terminology used. I call Pt a consequent here (albeit a continuation-like one) in order 
to reflect the overarching periodic structure of P’ as projected by its medial cadence, which facilitates comparison 
to the original P theme. 
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delivers an authentic cadence in the tonic, and Hensel postpones definitive, rhetorically-

reinforced tonic confirmation until the recapitulation. 

Having just heard P-theme material, the listener might assume that the next event is 

the true TR, particularly since the first appearance of P led to non-thematic music. However, 

the harmonic stability and tonic prolongation in E major in mm. 35-38, followed by its 

immediate repetition in mm. 39-42, clarifies its thematic nature and identifies it as an S theme 

(S1; ex. 2.4). Measure 34 can therefore be understood as the first MC, though it is not a 

particularly clear one, since the gap is obscured by the eighth-note figuration in the left hand, 

and the moment of harmonic stasis is relatively brief (one measure). The P theme thus takes 

on the new role of direct precursor to new thematic material. 

P soon reappears in the wake of S1’s inadequacy. S1 initially appears to be a satisfactory 

secondary theme: although motif g could be heard as deriving from Pi’s motif b (compressing 

its ascent into half steps while augmenting its rhythm into even quarter notes), for the most 

part, S1 presents a contrast to the P theme, with its smooth melodic and rhythmic contours 

and gently flowing accompaniment. However, it fails to deliver the EEC, prompting a 

trimodular-block organization with a second S theme. Instead of cadencing in E major, S1 

slips into a passing tonicization of its subdominant. We therefore do hear an authentic cadence 

in A major (IAC in mm. 47-48) prior to the recapitulation, but it is harmonically framed as a 

detour from the prevailing key, rather than tonic establishment. This cadence marks the end 

of the S1 theme proper, and the transition to the S2 theme begins with a reference to the P 

theme, a modification of motif d that preserves its general contour and use of an accented 

non-chord tone, but jettisons the opening dotted quarter (ex. 2.5). 

Previously sidestepped in favor of Pt in the TR zone, Pb now makes an appearance in 

m. ‘59. The P theme thus steps out of the shadows of modified motivic recall and into the 
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spotlight of bona fide quotation. After the Phrygian cadence in E minor leads to a textural 

break on the downbeat of m. 61, its terminal V chord is prolonged in mm. 61-68. This 

protracted dominant tension produces a MC complex that is more rhetorically reinforced than 

MC1. Hensel thus weaves together both paths that the P theme has led to so far. Like in m. 

14, Pb is immediately followed by harmonic prolongation, but its appearance also signals the 

imminent arrival of a new S theme, as P’ did at the end of the TR zone. It is as if, given the 

relative vagueness of MC1 and failure of S1, Hensel rewinds the movement back to the original 

P theme, decisively framing the ensuing material as second attempts at an MC complex and 

an S theme. 

Despite the rhythmic novelty of the first four and a half measures of S2 (mm. 69-73), 

the P theme still lingers in the background, for their initial melodic contour derives from motif 

d (ex. 2.6). The P theme then tightens its control in m. 73, when the first four chords of S2 

appear in diminution, incorporating the rhythmic profile and passing-tone motion of motif d. 

S2 further gains in resemblance to P when motif e returns in modified form in mm. 76-77. 

The way in which the P theme lords over S2 in the exposition presages the latter’s total 

supplantation in the recapitulation, in which we find two transformations of the P theme. The 

first of these not only serves to mark the beginning of the recapitulation, but also solidifies the 

music’s return to the major-mode realm after the lugubrious, minor-mode-heavy development. 

The retransition provides a bridge between these two sections in both modality and character. 

It begins as a prolongation of the dominant of A minor, by means of an eighth-note 

diminution of the ascending chromatic crawl found S1’s motif g. The turning point occurs in 

m. 140, where the return of the F-sharp and C-sharp as harmonic notes marks the regaining 

of A major and is accompanied by the triadic movement of motif a for two measures, before 
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motif g’s chromaticism returns to deliver us into the double return of theme and tonic in m. 

‘144. 

Hensel begins the recapitulation with P’ instead of the original P, efficiently following 

Pa with Pt to lead directly to MC1, and thereby bypassing TR. Plagued no longer by Pb’s 

parallel-minor detour, the P theme confidently stays in the major-mode realm while presenting 

a unique response to preceding events. The alterations in Pa’s return are a classic illustration 

of Hensel’s ability to subtly weave structural and harmonic complexities into thematic recall, 

in a way that never strikes the listener as obtrusive, but yet has powerful and immediate 

expressivity. In its original form in the exposition, Pa opened with a tonic-decorating IV(6/4) 

triad; this chord’s relative weakness as a strongly key-defining triad (as expected at the 

beginning of the primary theme) was mitigated by the tonic prolongation of Pi. In the 

recapitulation, the dominant prolongation of the preceding retransition demands resolution 

onto a tonic triad. Instead of simply replacing the exposition’s IV(6/4) chord with a I chord, 

however, Hensel adds a G-natural to the chord tones of an A major triad, creating a secondary 

dominant of V7/IV and undermining the expected tonal stability. True tonic arrival is therefore 

postponed until mm. 145-146, in which the exposition’s one-beat 4-3 suspension is now 

stretched out over an entire measure and coupled with an additional 9-8 suspension. This 

rhythmic expansion serves to emphasize the regaining of A major, and can also be seen as an 

incorporation of the staid rhythms of S2’s motif h. The P theme thus effectively subsumes S2 

into itself. 

The second recapitulatory transformation of the P theme is its apotheosis, found 

where we would have expected S2 to appear. P thus fulfills the structural role of ultimate tonal 

resolution in the S zone, though, as we will see, Hensel undercuts the final cadence in service 

of the larger multi-movement narrative. This triumphal return is prepared in mm. 185-188 by 
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a reworking of the triplet arpeggiation from the exposition’s C zone, now juxtaposed with 

eighth notes in the left hand. This metric dissonance serves to dramatize the chromatic 

harmony (chord iv then ♭II), and also has a larger significance: the 9/8 and 3/4 meters that 

were previously clearly demarcated from one another at the beginning of the movement are 

now brought into direct conflict in the most audible manner, with all of the beat divisions 

articulated. The two layers of eighth notes and triplet eighth notes combine to create four 

unevenly-spaced points of rhythmic attack in every beat. In m. 189, when the two-measure 

prolongation of V/A begins, these four points are smoothed out into even sixteenth notes in 

each hand, essentially tremolos that decorate an eighth-note melody in the right hand (ex. 2.8). 

Sixteenth notes, which have not been encountered in the work before this point, then 

persist until the end of the movement. In addition to creating a richer, pseudo-orchestral 

texture for the climax of the movement, these sixteenth notes perhaps also represent a 

resolution of the 9/8-3/4 conflict: they serve as the great equalizer, transforming the 

composite rhythm that emerges from the metric conflict into uniform figuration. One might 

also read them as a frame for the P theme’s transcendence of both its earlier instantiations and 

its Pi origins, leaving behind the slower rhythms of eighth notes and triplet eighth notes. The 

sixteenth-note motion also forecasts the prevailing rhythm of the sonata’s finale. 

Pa returns in m. 191, without its initial anacrusis, and with its continuation substantially 

extended, replacing both Pb and Pt. The continuation of Pa is first extended in mm. 195-200 

through motivic development of the three eighth notes at the end of m. 194. The tonic 

prolongation outlined here takes a turn to the parallel minor in mm. 199-200, as the P theme 

briefly remembers its youthful ventures to the dark side in the exposition (i.e., Pb). The 

cadential formula expanded over mm. 201-204 reconfirms A major with the return of the C-

sharp in the cadential 6/4 chord, but the C-natural of the iiø(4/2)/V in m. 203 suggests that the 
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minor mode is never too far away. The four-measure dominant pedal eventually discharges 

onto ^1 in the bass in m. 205, and the final C zone begins with a sixteenth-note version of the 

exposition’s C-zone arpeggiation. 

While the bass’s dominant-tonic move definitively marks mm. 204-205 as the final 

cadence of the movement, it falls short of being a PAC/I and thus does not provide a 

completely satisfying ESC. The strength of the cadence is undercut by the lack of ^1 in the 

soprano on the downbeat of m. 205, and indeed the lack of a top voice at all. Instead, the ^5 

E that ends the melody in m. 204 (and that would not have delivered the stepwise motion of 

a PAC in any case) is left hanging, the right hand proceeds with arpeggios in m. 205, and the 

only sound articulated on the literal downbeat is a bare octave in the bass. Having made its 

triumphal comeback, the P theme thus abruptly vanishes in a blaze of harmonic figuration. 

This undercut cadence and the material that follows it closely parallel the S2 theme’s 

avoidance of the EEC and the beginning of the C zone in the exposition (m. 88). Adding to 

its failure to assert its independence from the P theme, S2 is unable to deliver a PAC/E. The 

four bars of dominant prolongation from mm. 84-87 terminate in a bare E octave in the left 

hand in m. 88. This downbeat, unharmonized and missing a stepwise attainment of ^1 in the 

soprano voice, strikes the listener as the end of a cadence that has been hollowed out. Hensel 

even prepares us for this non-attainment of the EEC by weakening the drive toward it. The 

dominant prolongation in mm. 84-87 is a direct transposition down a fifth of the prolongation 

of V7/b (or V7/V in E) in mm. 80-83 (the minor mode is suggested by the use of the minor 

submediant, G-natural, instead of G-sharp). Measures 84-87 thus do not hold any particular 

rhetorical significance, either through novelty of material or change in harmonic rhythm. They 

also preserve the minor-mode inflections of the preceding four measures and suggest E minor 
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instead of E major (undercutting S-zone expectations even further), and project a lower level 

of energy concomitant with the drop in register. 

Unable to present an EEC, S2 is thus hardly more successful than S1 as an S theme, 

despite what one might expect from a trimodular-block construction. Given its numerous 

derivations from the P theme, what S2 newly brings to the table is the characteristically sober 

rhythm of its opening measures, as well as the succinct encapsulation of the modal tension 

between the prevailing key and its parallel minor, already present in the P theme and now seen 

in the E-minor triad in the third measure of S2 (m. 71), with a common-tone diminished 

seventh acting as pivot between the modalities. While the latter feature surfaces in the C zones 

of both the exposition and the recapitulation, the former does not return to mark the 

recapitulation’s S zone, such that all that is left of S2 by the end of the movement are traces 

of its harmonies. Hensel foreshadows this omission by creating a sense of a gradual dissipation 

of S2 over the course of the development. 

The exposition’s C zone explores the modal ambiguity of S2, and, like it, uses 

intervening diminished seventh chords (ex. 2.7). Beginning in m. 88, it is non-thematic and 

recalls the arpeggios found in the TR section. Pi is then subtly invoked when the arpeggios 

articulate a triple beat division in m. 90. The unbroken triplet eighth notes that follow 

(beginning in m. 92 and continuing for the remainder of the C zone) perpetuate this rhythmic 

connection by projecting a heard meter of 9/8, even if not visually reflected on the page. This 

callback to the primordial soup of the beginning promotes cohesion within the movement, 

while also highlighting the ensuing development’s comparative lack of rhythmic energy. The 

triplets eventually outline V/C, which resolves onto I with the presentation of S2 material in 

C major, marking the beginning of the development. 
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Lasting only 36 measures in a 212-measure movement, the development is 

proportionally very brief, more reminiscent of eighteenth-century sonata forms than the 

contemporary examples in Hensel’s time. It is also more rhythmically sedate than the rest of 

the movement: until the eighth notes in m. 136 (the first bar of the retransition), the shortest 

rhythm is a quarter note. 

The recall of S2 material is interrupted in m. 111 when Hensel turns away from the 

motif-d rhythm expected in the next measure, and instead maintains quarter-note motion. 

What follows next is scalar motion that, while traceable to motif f of S1, is not readily 

recognizable as motivic development due to the lack of the rest of S1, and the material thus 

sounds somewhat generic. Apart from another brief tonicization of C major, the development 

primarily avoids major-key brightness, and instead explores the keys of E minor and A minor, 

the agents of modal tension in the exposition. 

What might explain this brief, low-energy development section? One can perhaps 

understand it in part as a dissolution of S2’s potency as a key-defining theme. S2 swiftly loses 

its recognizability as a theme fragment after barely a few measures: its rhythm and melody 

degrade into steady scalar motion by m. 114. It also fails to confirm C major, the key it 

originally presents, with an authentic cadence, since the modification to m. 111 causes the IAC 

in the analogous section in the exposition to be sidestepped. Another potential explanation 

for the lack of activity in the development could be a desire on Hensel’s part to begin drawing 

a sharp distinction between the optimism and life in the tonic A major and its dominant E 

major, and the hopelessness and ennui of their parallel minors. She accomplishes this by means 

of general rhythmic activity as well as theme association. Minor keys are paired with non-

thematic material in the development, and major keys with the P and S1 themes in the 

recapitulation. 
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Despite the overall major-mode positivity of the recapitulation, however, its ending is 

not entirely definitive. Not only is the final cadence undercut, but the only decorating chord 

of the C zone’s tonic prolongation is a common-tone diminished seventh, a recall of a similar 

move at the beginning of the exposition’s C zone, which had its own precursor in the opening 

measures of S2. While each chromatic chord tone can be understood as neighbor notes to the 

C-sharp and E of I/A, the overall effect is one of harmonic instability, particularly when the 

viio7 is maintained over three measures in mm. 208-210 and followed by only two measures of 

tonic harmony. The common-tone diminished seventh was the harbinger of minor-mode 

explorations earlier in the movement, and here, at the close of the movement, it portends the 

key of the finale. Hensel thus maintains a sense of open-endedness that anticipates and 

necessitates the rest of the sonata, a marked change from the comparatively stand-alone 

opening movements of the Piano Quartet and the C-Minor Sonata. 

 

Ostersonate: iv. Allegro con strepito 

Or, The Case of the Slippery Beginning and the Chorale that Saved the Day 

Following the second movement, a prelude and fugue in E minor, and the third 

movement, a Scherzo in E major, the last movement of the Ostersonate completes the overall 

tonal symmetry of the work by being primarily in A minor, until the unusual chorale coda 

returns us to the parallel major that began the sonata. As in the first movement, in the Allegro 

con strepito finale Hensel creates ambiguity regarding the beginning of the P theme proper, but 

here she accomplishes it over a more protracted period of time (the first 27 measures) and 

does not set it apart with meter changes. This first section, which I call here Intro/P1, has 

characteristics of both an introduction and a P theme. If one examines the structure of this 

movement as a whole, the alignment in m. 120 of the return of the tonic A minor with the 
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thematic recall of the opening material would suggest Intro/P1’s status as a primary theme, 

since it provides the double return that marks the beginning of the recapitulation. Adopting a 

more phenomenological approach, however, surfaces various characteristics of the section 

that give it the feeling of an introduction while the listener is experiencing the piece in real 

time. Intro/P1’s slippery thematic identity is further complicated by its relationship with the S 

theme, and our consideration of it continues to be influenced by events later in the movement. 

My analysis tracks this changing perception of Intro/P1, as well as how Hensel 

prepares the listener for the extended coda, noting along the way how she manipulates our 

expectations and employs rhythm on multiple levels to delineate the structure of the 

movement. The concluding chorale not only grants the sonata the stable major-mode ending 

that it seeks, but, in the interjections between its phrases, explicitly takes cyclicism as its subject 

by obliquely referencing events both within the multi-movement cycle and outside of it. 

Table 2.2. Ostersonate/iv, form 

Measure no. Section Tonal area Description 

 Exposition   

1 Intro/P1 a - V/a Slippery thematic identity; structurally ambiguous 
m. 24: standing on V 

28 P2 a - V/a Sentence (21 bars): presentation (15 bars), continuation (6 bars) 

49 TR d - e - V/e Triple hypermeter 

57 MC V/e  

59 S e Sentence (8 bars): presentation (4 bars), continuation (4 bars) 
Derived from Intro/P1 

 EEC PAC/e  

67 C E = V/a - a - 
e - V/e -  

Picardy-3rd resolution of EEC co-opted as V/a 
mm. 79-80: passing tonicization of C major 
Intro/P1 material 

96 (RT) V/a Derived from end of Intro/P1 
Apparent RT back to tonic, but resolves deceptively into... 

 Development   

98 (P2) F - d  

109 (Intro/P1) … - a -  Passing tonicizations of D minor and G minor, eventually leading 
to A minor 
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116 RT V/a Modified recall of end of Intro/P1 

 Recapitulation   

120 Intro/P1 a Heavily modified 
m. 138: V/a (V pedal) 

146 P2 a Less tight-knit than in exposition 

 ESC PAC/a  

163 C a Final triad has Picardy 3rd 

184 Coda A Two presentations of chorale melody, with four interjections: 
mm. ‘188-192: IJ1 
mm. 197-201: IJ2 
mm. ‘207-214: IJ3 
mm. 219-220: IJ4 

 
Thematic catalog: 
 
Example 2.9. Ostersonate/iv, mm. 1-9: beginning of Intro/P1 theme 

 
 
Example 2.10. Ostersonate/iv, mm. 17-18; middle of Intro/P1 theme 
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Example 2.11. Ostersonate/iv, m. 21; deconstruction of motif c in middle of Intro/P1 theme 

 
 
Example 2.12. Ostersonate/iv, mm. 26-32; end of Intro/P1 theme and beginning of P2 theme 
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Example 2.13. Ostersonate/iv, mm. 49-51; beginning of TR zone 

 
 
Example 2.14. Ostersonate/iv, mm. 57-60; end of TR zone and basic idea of S theme 

 
 
Example 2.15. Ostersonate/iv, mm. 67-74; beginning of C zone 
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Example 2.16. Ostersonate/iv, mm. 184-192; beginning of Coda and IJ1 

 
 
Example 2.17. Ostersonate/iv, mm. 197-201; IJ2 

 
 
Example 2.18. Ostersonate/iv, mm. ‘207-214; IJ3 
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Example 2.19. Ostersonate/iii, mm. 1-3, and Ostersonate/ii, mm. 39-46; beginning of third movement, 
and end of prelude of second movement 

 
 
Example 2.20. Felix Mendelssohn, String Quartet in A Minor, op. 13/i, mm. ‘1-4 and ‘14-17, and 
Frage, op. 9/1, mm. ‘1-8 
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(Example 2.20 continued) 

 
 
Example 2.21. Ostersonate/iv, mm. 219-224; IJ4 

 
 
Example 2.22. Ostersonate/ii, mm. 47-60; beginning of fugue of second movement 
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Intro/P1 begins with a series of bold chordal flourishes (ex. 2.9). Depending on how 

it is performed, the lacunae in mm. 2 and 4 may be extended and perceived as general pauses, 

dramatically fragmenting the beginning of the movement and causing the listener to 

understand each 1.5-measure outburst as separate, though related, gestures. A more 

conservative performance, metrically adhering to the half rests, would bring out the sentential 

structure suggested by the first four measures, a basic idea (motifs a + b + c) presented twice 

in service of tonic prolongation (i-V6-i). Regardless of the performer’s interpretation, however, 

the way in which the continuation phrase breaks out of an eight-bar sentence model calls into 

question our potential understanding of this material as a tight-knit P theme. Measures 5-6 can 

still be understood as a development of the basic idea, now tonicizing iv, but the move to 

cascading scales in steady, relatively staid quarter notes (beginning in m. 7) causes the listener 

to abandon their sense of the sentential structure. While these descending steps can be 

understood as an augmentation of the bass motion in motif b, the striking change in character 

and mood (supported by the change in dynamics to piano), more melodic quality (including the 

plaintive tied notes in the top voice), harmonic distance from the tonic (prolongation of iv, D 

minor), and protracted nature of this passage (lasting until m. 15) all contribute to a perception 

that this is new material that suddenly disrupts the nascent opening theme. Such capricious 

employment of motivic ideas is more commonplace in introductions, with their generally more 

exploratory and unbounded quality, and at some point between mm. 7 and 15, the listener 

begins to doubt that this is a P theme at all. 

The opening basic idea then returns in m. 16, now in D minor and in a modified form 

that discards the octave leap of motif c in favor of greater continuity, with motif a and motif 

b immediately following in m. 17 (ex. 2.10). Motif b is then developed over mm. 18-19 and 

brings the music back into the tonic A minor. This new presentation and development of 
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motifs a and b is closer to sentential conventions than before, and the balance scale of 

introduction-versus-theme starts to tilt in favor of the latter again. Instead of allowing the 

development of motif b to land on a cadence, however, Hensel follows it with a chromatic 

descent in the bass in m. 20; then, in mm. 21-23, we hear an intensified, deconstructed version 

of motif c (ex. 2.11). Hensel employs rhythmic diminution such that the octave leaps occur at 

the speed of the eighth note, and also takes the pianist’s hands out of synchrony (the right 

hand now following the left hand) to intensify the upward registral sweep. This dramatized 

version of motif c aids in sustaining tension until the end of Intro/P1. 

The ensuing dominant prolongation in mm. 24-27 (cadential 6/4 - V) recalls the 

sixteenth notes of motif a and propels toward the next section, P2 (ex. 2.12). This extended 

standing on V is another characteristic typical of introductions, befitting their role of heralding 

the theme to come.  

Additionally, the relative harmonic stability and tight-knit sentential construction of 

P2 causes Intro/P1, by contrast, to be perceived as having a much weaker thematic identity. 

P2 is not completely disconnected from Intro/P1: its subtle connections to the latter’s material 

include the derivation of the rhythm of the opening melodic motif (motif g) from an 

augmentation of the left-hand part in m. 26 (motif f), and the leap to an emphasized second 

beat in m. 31 (motif h) from motif c. However, Hensel draws a striking contrast between 

Intro/P1 and P2 via an extreme change in harmonic rhythm: the prevailing chord essentially 

changes once every four measures on a simple i-V-i-V progression for the first 15 measures 

of P2 (its presentation), compared to every measure at the beginning of Intro/P1. In the 

presentation of P2, chromaticism is subjugated to the role of embellishment, rather than 

outlining non-diatonic harmonies (as in the subdominant tonicization in Intro/P1); the 

stability of A minor thus goes unchallenged. Hensel also emphasizes the tight-knit nature of 
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the theme by making only minor changes in the repeat of the basic idea: it is first presented in 

mm. 28-35, and then repeated in mm. 36-42 with one measure excised but otherwise barely 

modified. 

Having already established itself as a theme with its harmonically stable presentation, 

P2 is much more harmonically adventurous in its continuation (mm. 43-48), with a quicker 

harmonic pace, use of diminished-seventh chords, and suggested tonicization of F major in 

mm. 45-46. P2 ultimately terminates on a half cadence in A minor, prompting a new section, 

TR, to accomplish the modulatory work that one might expect before the S zone in a 

nineteenth-century sonata form. (One might perhaps note similarities with the finale of the C-

Minor Sonata, in that a strongly-emphasized HC in the tonic, which in earlier, eighteenth-

century sonata structures could function as the MC, is followed by further transitory material 

to modulate to the key of the S zone.) The transition maintains the sixteenth-note motion of 

P2 in its surface rhythm, but Hensel again uses a change in harmonic rhythm (much slower 

than the drive to the cadence in P2’s continuation) to delineate it as a new section, and this 

time the delineation is supported by an additional change in hypermeter. The previous patterns 

of duple or quadruple hypermeter are replaced by triple hypermeter in mm. 49-54 (ex. 2.13), 

before the two- and four-bar groupings return in mm. 55-58. 

The clearly audible MC complex in mm. 57-58, outlining cadential 6/4 - V in the 

dominant E minor, sets up clear expectations that the S theme will follow (ex. 2.14). Instead 

of a presentation of new material, however, there is a relapse into the material of Intro/P1. 

Hensel employs as the S theme a modified version of mm. 16-19, but now makes these 

measures into a bona fide sentential theme. Measures 59-60 constitute a two-measure basic 

idea that is repeated in mm. 61-62, and the continuation over the next four measures is a 

fragmentation of the basic idea (using just motif b). Unlike in mm. 18ff., this time the 
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continuation is not broken by the return of motif c. Instead, it leads directly to the EEC, a 

PAC/e with Picardy third in mm. 66-67. The S theme thus reconstitutes the material of 

Intro/P1 into a more successful tight-knit theme, and, by making Intro/P1 seem more loosely 

organized by comparison, tips the scale further toward its introductory function. 

While the S zone checks the boxes for what one might expect in a sonata-form model 

in terms of a well-formed theme and delivery of the EEC, its lack of motivic novelty and 

extreme brevity of eight measures (as compared to the 48-measure P zone) leaves the listener 

wanting more and seeking a more satisfactory follow-up to the P zone. This is only truly 

achieved in the recapitulation, when the desire for balance between the P and S zones is 

fulfilled by way of the extended chorale coda. 

The exposition ends with a protracted closing zone based on Intro/P1 material that 

not only highlights the brusqueness of the exposition’s S zone through its duration and its 

slower-moving rhythmic surface, but also undercuts its modulatory work by challenging the 

stability of the minor dominant. The C zone (mm. 67-97) initially hints at the chorale with four 

whole-note chords, offering a moment of rhythmic repose heretofore unseen in the movement 

(ex. 2.15). The A-minor triad in m. 68, however, presents an immediate challenge to the tonal 

security that one expects from an EEC. Rather than retaining its tonic function, the Picardy-

third triad of m. 67 is immediately co-opted as V/a (V/iv within the S-zone’s E minor). This 

move, combined with the fact that conventions of minor-mode sonata forms do not include 

the major dominant as an S-zone tonality, causes us to doubt the veracity of the EEC: perhaps 

it did not deliver a definitive structural close after all. 

Our suspicions seem to be confirmed in m. 71, when the C zone launches into an 

extended harmonic exploration using motif d from Intro/P1, oscillating between the worlds 

of A minor and E minor, with an intervening brief tonicization of their shared harmony of C 
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major (mm. 79-80). These are the same harmonic areas explored in the development section 

of the first movement, and by means of similar stepwise cascades; with this large-scale 

parallelism, Hensel adds to the sonata’s cohesiveness and prepares us for further retrospection 

in the coda. The dominant of E minor is reached in m. 89 and sustained until m. 95, including 

above it returns of motif b and motif c. Instead of discharging this chord onto i/e and finally 

providing the foreign-key confirmation that one expects from the C zone, Hensel thrusts us 

back into A minor with a cadential 6/4 chord in the following measure. The final two measures 

of the C zone (mm. 96-97) thus sound like a retransition that might prepare for an expositional 

repeat in the tonic, but they lead instead to the development, which opens with material from 

P2. 

Hensel uses the C zone to revisit the various functions of Intro/P1’s motifs. Motif d, 

which originally interrupted the nascent sentence that began Intro/P1, now interjects again, 

leading us on a winding harmonic journey instead of the expected prolongation of E minor. 

Measures 89-91 even clarify how motif d was originally derived from an augmentation of motif 

b by presenting the process in reverse. The return to A minor in m. 96 is decorated by motif 

e, which was originally also used to embellish the dominant of A minor at the end of Intro/P1. 

By recalling motif e here and causing it to lead into P2 once again, Hensel cements the listener’s 

association of those two events, creating an expectation that she can later thwart at the 

beginning of the recapitulation. The use of Intro/P1 material here as a lead-in to the 

development also emphasizes its introductory function, as it prefaces this large-scale structural 

rotation instead of initiating it. 

The modified recall of P2 that opens the development maintains the initial pitch class 

(A) of the melody, but alters the underlying harmony to project the submediant F major 

instead; this deceptive resolution of the preceding V/a thus both fulfills and subverts the 
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listener’s aural expectations. As in the first movement, this development is rather short-lived, 

though not low-energy. It lasts a mere 22 measures and moves through only a handful of keys: 

phrases in F major and D minor are followed by passing tonicizations of G minor and D 

minor before the return to A minor. 

The regaining of the tonic at the end of the development is accompanied by a recall 

of the end of Intro/P1, first with the deconstructed version of motif c in mm. 114-115, then 

with the sixteenth-note passage forming the RT in mm. 116-119. The listener is by now 

conditioned to expect this reappearance of motif e to be followed by P2 in the tonic. Hensel 

instead begins the recapitulation with a modified recall of Intro/P1. This accords Intro/P1 

with large-scale structural importance and a form-defining function, thus decisively tipping the 

introduction-versus-theme scale toward the latter. 

The thematic nature of Intro/P1 is further augmented by its transformation in the 

recapitulation. In contrast to the abrupt about-faces in the exposition, the material evolves 

much more organically here. Even the subtle move of changing the second chord of motif c 

into a sustained dotted-half-note in m. 121 contributes to the increased continuity. This 

modified version of motif c goes on to receive three iterations in mm. 123-125, which frames 

the following use of motif d as a welcome escape from the motivic logjam, naturally flowing 

out from the succession of chords rather than suddenly appearing as a new idea in the 

exposition. The return to sixteenth-note rhythms is also smoothed over: while motif a seems 

to unceremoniously burst into the preceding quarter-note chains in m. 16 of the exposition, 

here Hensel introduces a neighbor-note figure in mm. 134-135 in quarter notes, presents it in 

diminution in eighth notes over mm. 136-137 (and maintaining parallelism by using the same 

harmonies in inversion), then transitions into a sixteenth-note tremolo accompaniment in m. 

138 while melodically developing the neighbor-note figure in eighth notes. The tremolo 
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embellishes an eight-measure dominant pedal that resolves in the truncated return of P2 in m. 

146.  

After reworking Intro/P1 to fulfill the function of the P theme (including providing 

the recapitulation’s double return), Hensel substantially reconfigures P2 such that it does the 

S zone’s job of attaining the ESC. The recapitulation’s version of P2 ceases to track with the 

exposition’s P2 midway through the first presentation of the basic idea, when harmonic 

changes beginning in m. 153 propel toward a cadential 6/4 - V in mm. 155-156. The expected 

termination in a PAC/a is sidestepped for a faster-moving (in terms of both harmonic rhythm 

and the notated accelerando) cadential formula over the next three and a half bars. This 

terminates in an authentic cadence but lacks a strong ^1 in the soprano; a modified repeat of 

this cadential pattern in a lower register then delivers a PAC in A minor in mm. 162-163. Such 

dramatic tension in postponing the cadence and subsequent ramping up of kinetic energy is 

commonplace at the end of S zones in nineteenth-century forms. When the PAC/a is indeed 

followed by a C zone, marked immediately by its harmonic stasis and generic material, we 

recognize that the PAC in mm. 162-163 serves as the ESC. The TR and S sections of the 

exposition do not reappear: the most one can find of them is a subtle callback in mm. 157-

162 to TR’s triple hypermeter. Hensel thus avoids the redundancy of repeating the S theme in 

the tonic (since it would be similar to the Intro/P1 material that has already been presented 

twice in A minor), and uses the listener’s expectation of the appearance of substantial material 

after P2, created in the exposition, to pave the way toward the chorale coda. 

Closing zones in the recapitulation are normatively self-assured confirmations of the 

tonic to bring us to the end of the piece. Hensel, however, problematizes the tonic stability of 

this C zone by bringing back the creeping bass chromaticism of P2, which subtly undermines 

the right hand’s valiant attempts to assert the A minor harmony with its block chords in mm. 
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163-166. The use of sustained chords loosely recalls the C zone of the exposition, but the new 

half-note rhythms look forward to the coda instead, and the added sixteenth-note 

accompaniment in the left hand disguises the aural connection to mm. 67-70. The chords give 

way to chromaticism themselves in the next four measures with a d♯o7, first encountered as a 

common-tone diminished seventh (referring back to the C zones of the first movement) 

before resolving as a tonicization of V/a. Far from a triumphant confirmation of the tonic, 

this C zone is lacking in tonal confidence and somewhat subdued, to which the piano dynamic 

and dark low register also contribute. Taking a broader view, the C zone would also be a wholly 

pessimistic end to a sonata that began in a bright A major. 

The first indication that not all is lost is the Picardy-third transformation in m. 183, 

functioning almost as a one-measure transition to the coda after the final-sounding A-minor 

triad in m. 182. The use of ^3 in the top voice not only melodically highlights the change in 

harmony, but its instability relative to ^1 also lends it an unfinished quality that helps to call 

the coda into being. One might also aurally recall the opening chord of the sonata, which 

similarly had ^1 in the bass and ^3 in the soprano, albeit in a higher register. 

Enter the chorale that redeems all of the failings of the movement thus far: its rampant 

chromaticism, minor-key darkness, and lack of any satisfactory S zone. This coda puts the 

world right again with its diatonic, A-major optimism, and the unabashed lyricism of the 

quoted chorale, Christe, du Lamm Gottes, presents a stark contrast to the turbulent Intro/P1 and 

P2 themes, as one might typically expect from an early-nineteenth-century S theme (ex. 2.16).35 

The coda is also retrospective, giving a pseudo-summary of the entire sonata through the 

interjections between chorale phrases (IJ1 to IJ4). These do not quote themes directly, but 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
35 See Mace [Christian], “Fanny Hensel, Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, and the Formation of the Mendelssohnian 
Style,” 82-83, for her discussion of the use of this chorale melody. 
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rather contain oblique references to their contours and rhythms, such that the listener does 

not discern clear recalls of material, but merely feels a sense of familiarity upon encountering 

these transfigured reminiscences. 

IJ1 emerges most naturally from the preceding material in this movement. It 

incorporates P2’s chromaticism (at a much slower pace) into the opening harmonic 

progression, then references Intro/P1 by using the stepwise eighth notes of motif b to tonicize 

D minor before lapsing back into A minor. The sixteenth notes that embellish the V/a 

harmony bring to mind the lead-up to P2, though now they are employed in the course of a 

more rhapsodic, cadenza-like embellishment, rather than to provide rhythmic propulsion. 

D-minor harmonies appear again in IJ2, but instead of IJ1’s use of the chord to pivot 

to A minor, the triad now alternates with A major, such that the listener experiences it as a 

mode-mixture coloring rather than an impetus to modulate (ex. 2.17). IJ2 combines the 

quarter-note motion familiar from the last movement’s motif d with the descending triadic 

contour of the P zone in the first movement (motifs a and d). 

IJ3 breaks out of the duple/quadruple meter of the preceding material, returning to 

the 3/4 time signature of the first movement and referencing the lilting rhythm of its motif d 

(ex. 2.18). The cascading doubled dyads in mm. ‘212-214 recall the opening gesture of the 

third movement (ex. 2.19): presented there in E major, the tonic key of the movement but 

dominant in the overall tonal scheme of the sonata, Hensel now outlines A major, perhaps 

indirectly suggesting a large-scale V-I resolution. The rhythm of a dotted eighth and a sixteenth 

was also previously encountered in the ending of the prelude of the second movement. 

Additionally, this third interjection can be read as a reference to a work that Felix 

Mendelssohn completed less than six months earlier, in October 1827: his string quartet in A 

minor, op. 13, which itself references a Lied, Frage, that he wrote at Pentecost earlier that year 
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and eventually published as the first piece of his op. 9 collection (ex. 2.20). Both of 

Mendelssohn’s pieces are experiments in cyclicism and large-scale cohesion of a work: the 

second Lied of op. 9, Geständniss, reworks the opening gesture of Frage, which originally 

conveys the words “Ist es wahr?” (“Is it true?”); and in op. 13, the introduction section of the 

first movement returns at the end of the finale. In op. 13/i, the “Ist es wahr?” gesture is quoted 

near the end of the introduction, which does not parallel the Lied past the two iterations of 

the motif. Instead of developing into a full phrase as it does in Frage, the motif leads to 

dominant prolongation in preparation for the exposition. When the introduction recurs at the 

end of the quartet, however, Mendelssohn follows the motif with the final phrase of the Lied, 

ending in a PAC/A. A harmonic question left hanging at the beginning of the work thus finds 

its answer in the final moments of the piece. 

Hensel’s IJ3 parallels the introduction of op. 13/i in various ways: the tonality, the 

one-beat anacrusis, the opening I-IV progression with ^3-^6 in the top voice (spread out in 

IJ3 over mm. 207-208), and the use of the dotted-eighth-and-sixteenth rhythm. The “Ist es 

wahr?” gesture is embedded in the pick-up to m. 210, but with the dotted rhythm smoothed 

out into even eighth notes, and with the chords inverted such that the C-sharp-B-D motif now 

forms the bass line. Hensel’s disguised reference is thus a nod to a work that presented 

innovative takes on cyclicism and quotation, while she experiments with both devices in new 

and different ways. The coda has one further connection with Mendelssohn, involving the use 

of this particular chorale: his Christmas gift to Hensel in 1827 was a cantata on Christe, du 

Lamm Gottes, which included the same slight modification to the original chorale melody (the 

fourth note was originally the same pitch as the third, not a skip above).36 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
36 Bach uses the original version when incorporating it into his choral works, e.g., BWV 23/ii. See the entry on 
the Bach Cantatas Website, https://www.bach-cantatas.com/CM/Z58.htm, for additional uses of the chorale 
melody. 
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IJ4 bears traces of the first two movements of the sonata (ex. 2.21). The downbeat 

placement of the subdominant chord (with the same top-voice A) previously marked the 

beginning of the P theme in the first movement, and indirect references to the second 

movement include the prominence of the final B-minor harmony (the key in which the prelude 

ends and the fugue begins), and the general melodic contour of a gradual descent followed by 

a shorter upward ascent through a third (the first four measures of the fugue subject; ex. 2.22). 

The termination of IJ4 on ii/A (experienced as iv/f♯ after the passing tonicization of the 

relative minor) appears to prompt a reharmonization of the first phrase of the chorale melody. 

The coda’s second pass through the chorale had already begun in m. 215, but after IJ4, the 

first phrase repeats in a higher register and now starts on vi instead of I. 

Thereafter, the chorale continues in the higher register with no further interruptions. 

The third phrase of the chorale does not end with an authentic cadence; Hensel provides a 

close on the tonic by adding a stately chordal ending (beginning in m. 233) that eventually 

settles in the low register. She avoids a PAC in these last measures: the final cadence is plagal 

and the V-I move in mm. 235-236 has ^3 over the tonic chord, paralleling the IACs that end 

the first two chorale phrases. Despite the length of this coda, we are missing that most 

definitive of cadences to confirm the A-major tonality. Hensel thus sows a small seed of 

uncertainty in an otherwise tonally confident chorale that undoes the Sturm und Drang of the 

rest of the finale; perhaps the redemption is not complete after all. 

 

String Quartet in E-flat Major: iv. Allegro molto vivace 

Or, The Case of the Fashionably Late S Theme 

The finale of the String Quartet in E-flat Major has a structure that resists easy 

classification. It bears some features of a sonata-rondo model, most obviously in the use of 
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the P theme at the beginning of the development (m. ‘58), and ostensibly new melodic material 

soon afterwards. Closer examination reveals, however, that this latter material can be 

understood as emerging from the exposition’s S material (thus the labels here of S1’ and S1’’ 

to highlight the connections), while the most contrasting new theme after the exposition is 

found in the recapitulation’s S zone instead (labeled as S2). The lack of a bona fide P-theme 

recurrence at the end of the movement also weakens the sense of frequent return that one 

would expect from a rondo. My analysis thus proceeds from the movement’s response to 

sonata-form conventions, rather than sonata-rondo, though Hensel thwarts harmonic and 

melodic expectations of a typical sonata-form model as well. 

Hensel’s motivic manipulations lie at the heart of a large-scale plan to project organic 

growth over the movement, both in terms of presenting recalls of material as evolutionary 

stages instead of mere recurrences (e.g., the P theme and the lead-in to S1”), and seeding ideas 

early in the piece in order for them to come to fruition later (in S1’, S1”, and S2). This analysis 

will track the progression of material through the movement by starting with the small-scale 

example of the lead-in to S1”, then addressing the varied recurrences of the P theme, and 

finally to the succession of non-P material, in which previously encountered ideas are so 

drastically transformed as to produce themes that appear novel on first hearing. These lines of 

discussion will also fold in observations on Hensel’s continued manipulations of the listener’s 

expectations. 

Table 2.3. String Quartet/iv, form 

Measure no. Section Tonal area Description 

 Exposition   

‘1 P E♭ Sentence (21 bars): presentation (14 bars), continuation (7 bars) 

‘22 TR E♭ - V/B♭ mm. ‘22-34: TRa (period) 
mm. ‘35-39: TRc (sequential) 
No clear MC 
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40 S1 B♭ - c - D Sentence: presentation (9 bars), continuation (ambiguous: 
transitional/no real cadential drive) 
Trochaic (quarter note + eighth note) 
No EEC 

 Development   

‘58 P E♭ - c  

76 S1’ c - g Trochaic 

‘87 (TR) sequences  

107 S1’’ c Presented twice 
Derived in part from P-theme modifications in development 

150 S1’’ d Ends with what sounds like RT 

177 S1’’ E♭ Truncated after 4 measures 

193 RT V/E♭ - V(4/2)/E♭ Strength of V undercut by inversion 

 Recapitulation   

201 P E♭ Opens with tutti over I6; modified again 

216 MC V(4/2)/E♭ Strength of V undercut by inversion 

217 S2 E♭ New theme (motifs from TR, some parallels with S1) 
Sentence (22 bars): presentation (10 bars), continuation (12 
bars) 

 ESC PAC/E♭  

239 C E♭  

 
Thematic catalog: 
 
Example 2.23. String Quartet/iv, mm. ‘1-8; basic idea and dominant propeller of P theme 
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(Example 2.23 continued) 

 
 
Example 2.24. String Quartet/iv, mm. ‘22-25; antecedent of TRa 

 
 
Example 2.25. String Quartet/iv, mm. ‘35-37; beginning of TRc 

 
 
Example 2.26. String Quartet/iv, mm. 40-43; basic idea of S1 theme 
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Example 2.27. String Quartet/iv, mm. ‘66-69; modifications to P theme in development 

 
 
Example 2.28. String Quartet/iv, mm. 76-78; beginning of S1’ theme 

 
 
Example 2.29. String Quartet/iv, mm. 103-110; lead-in to and beginning of S1” theme 
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Example 2.30. String Quartet/iv, mm. 123-127; lead-in to second appearance of S1” theme 

 
 
Example 2.31. String Quartet/iv, mm. 217-220; basic idea of S2 theme 

 
 

In the middle of the development section (m. 107), an apparently new theme in C 

minor, S1”, emerges (ex. 2.29). The listener’s perception of this section as thematic (rather 

than transitional) is created in part by the use of long-breathed melodies and the relative 

harmonic stability, but also by the dominant prolongation that precedes it. Not only does this 

lead-in play a significant rhetorical function in delineating the structure of the development, 

the variations in its reappearances also contribute to the narrative drive of the movement and 

illustrate Hensel’s penchant for economy of material, yet avoidance of predictability and 

redundancy. As we saw previously in the small modifications to the P theme in the finale of 
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the C-Minor Sonata, she accomplishes this in part through employing subtle rhythmic shifts 

that preserve the shape and recognizability of prior material, while causing listeners to 

experience it in a slightly different way. 

The initial appearance of the lead-in (beginning in the second half of m. 103) prepares 

the listener for the tumultuous nature of S1” by situating the motif a + motif b complex of 

the P theme (see ex. 2.23) in a much darker harmonic realm, and presenting it at a fortissimo 

dynamic. There is also a significant timbral and registral change as the sixteenth notes are now 

presented by the lower strings an octave apart, instead of the violins a third apart as at the 

beginning of the movement. The lead-in thus strips the exposition’s material of its major-

mode positivity and reimagines it in the relative minor, as if the listener is now thrown into a 

sinister alternate universe, but its relation to P remains clear since each melodic peak similarly 

aligns with the dotted-quarter beat. 

The first return of the lead-in (beginning in m. 123) both incorporates an additional 

reference to the P theme and departs further from it through Hensel’s employment of a 

rhythmic shift (ex. 2.30). This presents a dynamic process of motivic reworking even as the 

listener, now hearing the lead-in for the second time, begins to recognize it as a separate entity 

from P that bears its own specific function as the dominant preparation of S1”. In addition to 

a change in texture (now tutti, but preserving the bare-octave doublings), m. 123 takes the 

material heard in m. 103 and moves it earlier by two eighth notes (and thus out of alignment 

with P), such that the A♭5 that originally fell in the middle of the measure now begins the 

passage on the second eighth note. Hensel then adds a measure of neighbor-note motion on 

G and A-flat in m. 126. This introduces a hypermetric irregularity (adding a beat to create a 

five-beat hypermeasure), breaks up the steady downward descent (continued in m. 127 by 

lower strings alone), intensifies the dominant prolongation by emphasizing ^5 in C minor, and 
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makes a reference to the third measure of the P theme, by using the same pitch classes as its 

melody, but reframing it with a very different harmonic function. While it is unlikely that any 

of this is consciously discerned on first hearing, these nuanced intricacies work in the 

background to provide intra-movement cohesion yet structural drive. 

When the lead-in material recurs for a second time (beginning in m. 139), preceding 

the presentation of S1” in D minor, Hensel employs different strategies to cause the listener 

to perceive it in a different way. First, it is fragmented and takes on transitional properties: the 

sixteenth-note run is truncated through an interruption by a cadential eighth-note figure, 

forming a new two-bar pattern that recurs over mm. 141-144 and brings about a modulation 

to D minor, reaching V/d in m. 143. Then, the lead-in material segues back into its m. 123 

version, which is recalled in its entirety in mm. 145-149, now prolonging V/d and with the 

cello joining in later than the rest. The cello’s absence in the majority of mm. 145-146 creates 

the initial illusion that the two-bar pattern will continue, and the listener expects the cadential 

eighth notes to reappear at the end of m. 146; but when the violins and viola continue their 

sixteenth notes unabated and the cello enters to support them, one realizes that this time the 

lead-in will proceed uninterrupted into S1”. Hensel thus reframes the m. 123 version of the 

lead-in and avoids a feeling of predictability without changing its contour.  

By this point, Hensel has created a firm association between the lead-in material and 

the appearance of S1”, such that the listener only expects to hear the latter if they first hear 

the former. Her final gambit with the lead-in is its absence before the last appearance of S1”, 

a truncated recall in the tonic E-flat major that begins in m. 177. She replaces it with an 

extensive dominant prolongation, which, at ten measures, is the longest thus far in the 

development and could easily be perceived as the retransition to the recapitulation. 

Contributing to this perception is the harmonic progression in the four measures preceding 
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the standing on the dominant: m. 163 begins a circle-of-fifths sequence within E-flat major, 

first with a harmonic rhythm of one chord per measure, then changing to two chords per 

measure in mm. 165-166. This serves to confirm arrival in the tonic key while driving toward 

chord V. Measures 167-176 also appear far-removed from the previous lead-ins to S1”, 

eschewing the loud unisons between instruments for a diminuendo into a piano dynamic and the 

use of a texture dominated by a soloistic first violin.  

This dominant prolongation thus suggests a dying-down of energy that one might 

expect as we leave the tonal vicissitudes of the development behind and gear up for the 

recapitulation, only for Hensel to then give us more development material by bringing back 

the first four measures of S1” one final time. The appearance of S1” is thus doubly surprising, 

both because it is not announced by the usual lead-in and because it is not the P-theme return 

that the illusory retransition causes us to expect. The lead-in’s absence thus constitutes the 

most significant reframing of S1” in the development. Hensel’s choice not to recall its P-

derived material also serves to provide clarity to and intensify the drama of the recapitulation’s 

double return: by putting more distance between the lead-in’s melodic use of the motif a + 

motif b complex and the appearance of the P theme in m. 201, she reinforces the listener’s 

experience of the latter as an indisputable and long-awaited return. 

This clarification of the beginning of the recapitulation is necessary in part due to the 

significant changes wrought on the P theme each time it recurs (identified primarily by the 

presence of the basic idea). P’s initial appearance in the exposition is relatively straight-forward 

as a tight-knit theme, projecting a sentential structure that is easily perceptible despite its lack 

of symmetry (its continuation is half the length of its presentation). The basic idea (ex. 2.23) 

is repeated, and the continuation has a fairly normative make-up, comprising increased rate of 

harmonic change and clear development of material (in the form of imitation between the 
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parts in mm. ‘15-16), before terminating on a PAC in the tonic E-flat major. Hensel displays 

motivic economy in the construction of the basic idea: it is formed out of a chromatic 

neighbor-note motif (motif a) in both truncated and expanded versions, and a scale segment 

(motif b) that is then rhythmically altered (motif c) to provide the cadential approach in m. 4. 

The b.i. is then extended by means of dominant prolongation, using an inverted, diatonic 

version of motif a to decorate what is otherwise a break from the preceding stream of sixteenth 

notes.  

It is worth noting here that the eighth-note motion, first seen in the second half of m. 

4 and subsequently found throughout the work (both in the surface rhythm and the underlying 

rhythmic and harmonic structures), confirms that, despite the notated time signature of 12/16, 

the listener experiences a meter of 6/8.37 One wonders why Hensel would choose the former 

even with the lack of articulation of four dotted-eighth beats. Providing at least one possible 

reading, Huber, as part of her argument that the movement operates on two thematic layers, 

posits that the 12/16 symbol foregrounds the importance of the sixteenth-note theme and its 

development, as compared with the subordinate lyrical themes.38  

In mm. 7-8, the first violin breaks out of the texture with a solo moment that brings 

back the steady stream of sixteenths, in what I call the dominant propeller. The reinvigoration 

of the rhythmic drive and the long ascending scale serve to ratchet up the harmonic tension 

and lead into the second appearance of the b.i.. In the closing bars of the P theme, the first 

violin is once again the only one playing sixteenth notes, and the other three instruments 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
37 The first four measures could conceivably be performed in a compound quadruple meter (including a 
switchback pattern in m. 3 that would imply F-minor harmony on beats 2 and 4), but articulation of the meter 
would be difficult to sustain thereafter. 
38 Huber, “Zerschlagen, zerfließen oder erzeugen?,” 123. 
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merely provide harmonic punctuation. This strategic move by Hensel leaves room for later 

textural density and increased interaction between parts. 

The return of P’s basic idea in the tonic at the beginning of the development (m. ‘58) 

initially suggests a recall of the theme, but it then takes on a more transitional quality, and also 

introduces new motivic material that has direct implications on S1”. The resemblance to the 

exposition’s P zone is limited to only the first iteration of the basic idea (mm. ‘58-65) and, at 

a stretch, the following two measures, when the violins repeat the melodic material of the basic 

idea. It is therefore possible to understand this as a development of P material in a sonata-

form structure, rather than a recurrence of the refrain in a sonata-rondo structure.  

The first clearly audible indication that the development’s version of P is not a carbon 

copy of the exposition’s theme appears in the second half of the dominant propeller, when 

the second violin doubles the first violin’s ascending scale a third below (m. ‘65). The 

subsequent material deviates drastically from the exposition. The ascending arpeggios in the 

cello part reframe the harmony of m. 67: while in the exposition’s P theme, the lack of 

harmonic articulation after the opening chord might allow the listener to hear the motif a + 

motif b complex as a prolongation of chord I, here the added bass causes us to reassess the 

melodic material as an elaboration of chord vi (ex. 2.27). Formerly a chromatic neighbor note, 

the E-natural at the end of m. 67 is now a chord tone, turning vi/E♭ into V/f. This tonicization 

of the supertonic minor is accompanied by a new idea in the viola part (motif g), which is 

evocative of a hunting call and opens with a characteristic dactylic rhythm of a dotted quarter, 

a quarter, and an eighth; this rhythm later forms the incipit of the S1” theme. 

The ensuing harmonic fluidity pushes the development’s P recall further into a 

transitory role. Measures ‘66-69 are then sequenced up a second in mm. ‘70-73 to tonicize G 

minor, but F minor is then immediately regained in mm. 74-75. The last-mentioned is a direct 
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transposition of the preceding two measures, and the V/E♭ in the second half of m. 75 leads 

us to expect a return to E-flat major. The first half of m. 76 contains only the root and third 

of I/E♭ (decorated with neighbor-note motion derived from P material), which allows for the 

subsequent seamless reinterpretation of E♭ and G as the third and fifth of i/c instead, thus 

providing a segue into the S1’ theme. 

The P theme’s final appearance at the beginning of the recapitulation shares some 

similarities to the development’s version: it lacks its continuation, and the material that is 

recalled is considerably altered and leads directly to another theme. Helping to set up this 

modified return is the RT proper, which begins when V/E♭ is regained in m. 193. These eight 

measures of standing on the dominant maintain sixteenth-note motion, but are plainer than 

the richly decorated material in mm. 167-176. Apart from the incomplete neighbor on the first 

note of the melody (first violin, m. 193), RT avoids chromaticism, neighbor notes, and 

embellishments on the level of the sixteenth note. The only non-chord tones here are diatonic 

passing tones moving at the eighth-note level. This allows for maximum contrast and a sense 

of regained energy when the comparatively elaborate P theme returns for the beginning of the 

recapitulation. 

In its last two measures, RT takes an unconventional turn, slipping down from the 

prolonged ^5 in the bass and into V(4/2), prompting a I6 resolution. We thus lack a strong ^5-

^1 in the bass at the outset of the recapitulation, and the opening E-flat major triad of the 

recapitulation (m. 201) is now in a relatively weak first inversion. Hensel counters this 

weakening of the double return by asserting the P theme even more strongly via the addition 

of viola and cello doublings to the first two measures of the basic idea. The dominant propeller 

in mm. 207-208 is decorated with doubling as it was in the development, but now by the cello, 

who continues in tandem with the first violin when the basic idea repeats, presenting what was 
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the second violin’s part an octave lower. This modification expands the registral scope of the 

texture and leaves the second violin free to initiate a new motif in mm. ‘209-210, again 

reminiscent of a hunting call trope, but more insistent than motif g due to its quick anapestic 

rhythm. 

The repeat of the basic idea starts to move in a different direction from its expositional 

appearance in m. 211, when the accented neighbor notes now decorate chord V7 instead of ii, 

initiating a dominant prolongation. The textural change in m. 216 – a soloistic first violin part 

accompanied by dotted quarters, briefly reminiscent of the approaches to S1 in the exposition 

and to the last appearance of S1” in the development – sets it apart from the preceding 

measures, which, with the repeats of m. 211, come across as extensions of the basic idea. 

Given that the S zone follows next, m. 216 acts as the MC, but one weakened yet again by the 

use of the dominant seventh in third inversion. Hensel thus avoids another ^5-^1 bass arrival 

at a key structural moment and smoothly segues into the following theme. Save for the 

aforementioned passing reference in the MC, a recall of the exposition’s TR section is 

bypassed, in line with the structural economy we have seen in earlier works by Hensel; the lack 

of modulation in the recapitulation renders TR material redundant if P can be reworked to 

end with the MC. One could also potentially read mm. ‘209-216 as a dissolving-consequent 

transition, similar to that seen in the exposition of the first movement of the C-Minor Sonata, 

with P material leading directly to the S zone.  

In addition to the avoidance of redundancy, the omission of a true TR-recall in the 

recapitulation allows constant sixteenth-note motion to be maintained from m. 215 to the end 

of the piece, resulting in a more consistent rhythmic drive than found in the exposition and 

development (the latter contains a prolonged reworking of TR). However, TR material is not 

entirely missing in the recapitulation. Its fragments are integrated into the S2 theme, which, 
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despite being ostensibly novel, also references other non-P material presented over the course 

of the movement and subtly functions as a kind of denouement. 

In the initial appearance of TR in the exposition, Hensel seeds both harmonic and 

melodic ideas that prove to be significant later in the movement. TR breaks into two 

rhythmically contrasting segments: TRa (mm. ‘22-34), which is more thematic in its use of a 

periodic structure (though with the typical weak-strong cadence pattern reversed), and TRc 

(mm. ‘35-39), which is mostly sequential and functions as closing material to TR. The 

prevailing eighth-note motion of TRa brings with it a conspicuous absence of sixteenth notes; 

its appearances in the exposition and later in the development provide the only two prolonged 

respites from the movement’s pseudo-moto perpetuo (ex. 2.24). TRa opens with a characteristic 

repeated-note motif, and in m. 24 presents a three-note stepwise descending motif (motif d), 

which can be understood perhaps as an augmentation of the sixteenth notes in the P theme’s 

motif c.  

The antecedent of TRa (mm. ‘22-25) terminates in an IAC/E♭, but the consequent 

(mm. ‘26-34) is extended and terminates in a HC/c. Hensel subtly notes the common-tone 

relationship between I/E♭ and V/c by employing the same F♯-G melodic embellishment, 

derived from P’s motif a, at the close of each phrase. The prolongation of V/c has the 

character of an MC complex, and an S theme in C minor could conceivably follow. Instead, 

Hensel initiates a course correction with TRc, modulating away from the relative minor to 

prepare for an S theme in the more normative dominant major. The V/c will later find its 

fulfillment in the development, to be discussed below. 

While the sixteenth notes of the first violin part might cause us to peg TRc as nothing 

more than a straightforward reworking of P’s sixteenth notes to outline a descending-second 

sequence, embedded within it is a new rhythmic idea in the cello part (motif e), a lilting figure 
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of two eighth notes preceding a longer downbeat (ex. 2.25). Neither motif d nor motif e seem 

particularly significant when they first appear, occurring in the middle of the phrase and in a 

secondary voice respectively, but they are promissory motifs that take on important roles later 

in the movement. 

Unlike the end of TRa, TRc does not spend more than a dotted-quarter beat on the 

dominant chord that it ultimately reaches, V/B♭, and the texture in the second half of m. 39 

does not differ from the preceding material. A clear MC is thus lacking here, and we suddenly 

find ourselves in the S1 theme in m. 40.39 

S1 continues the perpetual sixteenth-note motion even as it introduces new rhythmic 

ideas and a contrasting character. The latter features might initially recommend it as a 

successful S theme, but it eventually fails to provide the expected expositional closure in the 

dominant key. S1 evokes a quick triple-meter dance: “oom-pah-pah” accompaniment is 

provided by the cello and second violin, and apart from the occasional use of motif d, trochaic 

rhythms prevail, such as found in the stepwise two-note descent of motif f (ex. 2.26). This 

dance-like simplicity is complicated by the viola’s winding neighbor-note motion derived from 

the P theme. 

S1 is also not simple structurally. The first nine measures (mm. 40-48) seem normative 

enough as the presentation of a sentence, with a four-bar basic idea (cadencing onto the 

downbeat of the following measure) outlining I-V and then repeated in decorated fashion. 

Instead of leading to an authentic cadence in B-flat major, however, the continuation 

introduces a new half-note trill idea to tonicize C minor, then sequences it up a second to 

tonicize D major. This latter harmony is harmonically far afield: while in the abstract one could 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
39 As in the case of the finale of the C-Minor Sonata, the S1 numbering is used here to differentiate it from the 
new S theme in the recapitulation, rather than to indicate the presence of a second S theme in the exposition. 
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understand it as V/iii in E-flat major or V/vi in B-flat major, in situ there are no surrounding 

chords that ascribe dominant function to D major, and its prolongation over five measures 

(mm. 52-56), which includes triadic arpeggiations, causes the listener to experience it as a tonal 

destination in its own right. 

The only destabilizing factor in this D major passage is the chromatic neighbor-note 

motion of motif a (C♯-D), which gradually descends in register over mm. 52-55. In mm. 56-

57, it is as if its chromaticism bubbles over, with the idea expanding into a full-fledged 

ascending chromatic scale that decorates the direct modulation back to E-flat major. The P 

theme returns and marks the beginning of the development in m. ‘58, and any expectations of 

a return to B-flat major for an EEC vanish. 

The open-ended nature of S1 presages the modulatory transpositions of the new 

themes in the development. In measure 76, the temporary tonal stability in C minor 

(accentuated by the sixteenth-note ostinato in the middle of the texture for the first five 

measures) and extended lyricism of the melody causes us to hear this passage as a theme (ex. 

2.28). A six-measure sentential structure (with cadence eliding into the next phrase) is also 

suggested by the repetition (beginning in the second half of m. 78) of the first violin’s incipit 

over tonic prolongation (thus forming the presentation), before the clear cadential formula 

(PAC/g) in mm. 81-82. This theme is designated here as S1’ to acknowledge both its 

individuality and its reworking of ideas presented in S1, most notably the trochaic motif f. The 

busy inner voice found in the viola part in S1 is now doubled in the second violin, replacing 

the dance-like accompaniment and giving this passage a more serious tone. The doubling 

disappears when the first four measures of S1’ are transposed to G minor in m. 82: the 

previously diatonic sixteenth notes transforms into a winding chromatic line in the viola part, 

and the texture thins out to reach the quietest point of the development in m. 86, which bears 
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the only pianissimo marking in the movement. Hensel thus presents a low point from which to 

build to a second reworking of S-zone material. 

Paving the path to S1”, appropriately, is material from the exposition’s transition. 

Measures 86-103 rework TRa, offering a respite from the sixteenth-note motion but 

maintaining harmonic energy in its multiple circle-of-fifth sequences (mm. 86-92, 92-95, and 

96-99). These eventually end on i/c and could easily lead to the next section of the 

development, but Hensel instead launches an extended prolongation of V/c to recall that 

which ended the exposition’s TRa (mm. 28-34), complete with F♯-G neighbor-note 

embellishment. The material that follows is thus framed as the theme that was initially 

promised by the pseudo-MC complex of TRa but not delivered.  

After the fortissimo lead-in, S1” begins in m. 107, and presents a more drastic 

transformation of S1’s material than did S1’. In the second half of S1’s b.i., a stepwise melodic 

descent at the half-measure was presented in decorated form, with suspensions and trochaic 

rhythms; in S1”, it now appears as unadorned dotted quarter notes, and with a passing nod in 

m. 110 to the trills found in the continuation of S1. The dactylic incipit, however, obscures 

our recognition of the connection to S1 at first blush, referring instead to motif g from the P-

theme modification earlier in the development. Further disguising the relationship of S1” to 

S1 is the former’s comparatively hollow texture: there are only two independent voices, each 

doubled at the octave. This maintains the dynamic energy of the section while depriving it of 

harmonic richness. 

S1” receives considerably more airtime than did S1’, with the theme and its lead-in 

serving as the primary sources of the material that is reworked for the remainder of the 

development section. S1” is presented in a gradually rising sequence, with two iterations 

beginning in C minor in mm. 107 and 128, one in D minor in m. 150, and the last in E-flat 
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major in m. 177. In addition to the transformations of lead-in and transitional material between 

theme presentations, subtle changes in the contour of the accompanimental sixteenth-note 

figuration of S1” contribute to a sense of constant evolution and forward motion that drives 

toward the recapitulation. 

In the recapitulation, a new S theme materializes (beginning in m. 217), arriving 

fashionably late in the movement for maximum dramatic impact (ex. 2.31). Appearing at a 

juncture that, in a typical sonata-form model, does not introduce novel melodic material, S2 

does more than provide contrast to the P theme: it surfaces ideas that were latent earlier in the 

movement, and also serves as harmonic resolution by putting to rest the C-minor alternate 

universe that wreaked havoc in the development section. While there are parallels with S1 in 

the sentential structure (including a four-measure basic idea in mm. 217-220 that recurs in 

modified form in mm. 221-226) and the arching contours (in particular, the descent to ^3 at 

the end of the b.i.), a wholly different character is created in S2 through rhythmic and harmonic 

means. Gone is the “oom-pah-pah” accompaniment with its bass notes on the half measure, 

in favor of arpeggiations in the sixteenth notes of the second violin and a new eighth-note 

figure in the cello, both of which contribute to a more serene lilt by the measure. The second 

violin part acts as a sublimation of the embellishment-filled sixteenth notes of the P theme 

into pure harmony. The melody in the first violin begins with the rhythm of motif e (from the 

cello line in TRc), tracing a yearning, lyrical line that then cascades in eighth notes in mm. 219-

220, which recalls TRa’s motif d with smoother articulation. These reworkings of motifs that 

had been seeded as early as the exposition grant the listener a feeling of déjà vu without being 

able to immediately pinpoint the original source; this is yet another example of Hensel’s 

compositional intricacies and interconnections on a subterranean layer. 
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The root motion of a fifth in mm. 218-220 recalls the circle-of-fifths sequences that 

littered the development, but, more importantly, places the C-minor chord squarely in the 

realm of E-flat major, subsuming it into a common harmonic progression and avoiding any 

hint of tonicization. The motion from B-natural to C does make a few appearances, but either 

in the context of melodic embellishments (mm. 223-224), or as part of a linear chromatic move 

toward IV/E♭ (mm. 227, 229, and 232); B-natural’s potency as the leading tone of C minor is 

removed.  

A four-bar prolongation of a cadential 6/4 - V move in mm. 235-238 eventually yields 

the ESC, and the C zone ensues with a unison tutti texture that repeatedly articulates ^5-^1 

on the half-measures, counterbalancing the avoidance of dominant-tonic bass motion at the 

beginning of both the P and S zones of the recapitulation. The first four measures of the C 

zone comprise of diatonic scalar runs, employing motif b but avoiding the chromaticism of 

motif a, and neighbor notes are diatonic when they do appear (B♭-C-B♭ in the middle of mm. 

239 and 240). The material does not bear enough resemblance to the P theme to be considered 

a recurrence of the refrain, and the sonata-rondo model definitively fails here. Chromatic 

neighbor notes then return in mm. 245-248, before the first violin breaks out with an 

unadorned arpeggio to end the piece, paralleling the contrast between the winding sixteenth 

notes of P and the expansive arpeggiation in S2. 

By introducing a new melody so late in the game, and yet spending significantly less 

time on it than was spent on the S1-derived material in the development, Hensel presents a 

unique twist on structural norms found in both sonata-form and sonata-rondo models, and 

challenges the typical taboo on the introduction of new thematic material after the exposition. 

She frames S2 almost as an authorial epilogue, making reference to prior events while stepping 

somewhat outside of the narrative with a novel voice and perspective. After the tonally 
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unstable earlier movements of the quartet (the second, in C minor, is the only one with a clear 

tonality from the outset), one might expect this finale to provide clear and simple resolution 

to the prevailing uncertainty, especially given the movement’s positive and relatively 

uncomplicated opening. The structural proportions of the finale, however, seem to suggest 

that it serves more as a reflection on the work’s turbulent journey than as its panacea, even as 

S2 appears to resolve conflicts earlier in the movement. One might view this work as in 

keeping with the nineteenth-century trend of finales bearing just as much or even more weight 

than the first movement. 

The Ostersonate and the String Quartet both contain movements that strain at the seams 

of the sonata-form model much more than those found in the Piano Quartet and the C-Minor 

Sonata, including innovative takes on introductions, codas, and thematic novelty. We now turn 

to two works from approximately one decade later to see if Hensel continues this trend of 

experimentalism. 

!  
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Chapter 3 

Piano Sonata in G Minor and Piano Trio in D Minor 

In the Piano Sonata in G Minor (1843) and the Piano Trio in D Minor (1846-1847), 

Hensel rhetorically reinforces structural points in the sonata-form movements more strongly 

than in the works discussed in the previous chapter. Changes in melodic material, texture, and 

harmonic rhythm articulate sectional boundaries, resulting in movements whose relationship 

to formal models is more clearly audible. There are additional commonalities between these 

two works from the 1840s, such as the introductory beginnings of the first and last 

movements, the song-like nature of the third movements, and the structural significance of 

chromatic mediant relationships. The sonata is generally more formally experimental than the 

trio, both on the multi-movement level (all movements are played attacca, with transitional 

passages connecting the first three) and within individual movements, including a particularly 

unique take on sonata form in the opening movement. Todd has posited that Hensel intended 

to eventually publish the trio, were it not for her unexpected death from a stroke; this would 

perhaps afford a reason for the change in her compositional outlook.40 

There are four examples of sonata and sonata-rondo form across the two works: the 

first movement of the sonata and the first and fourth movements of the trio are in sonata 

form, while the fourth movement of the sonata is in sonata-rondo form. The second 

movements of both works and the third movement of the sonata offer varied takes on a 

ternary-form model, while the brief third movement of the trio (titled Lied) has a simple 

rotational form that explores multiple paths that the opening melody can take. 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
40 Todd, Fanny Hensel, 338. 
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Piano Sonata in G Minor: i. Allegro molto agitato 

Or, The Case of Formal Reconsideration 

Of the four movements discussed in this chapter, the form of the opening movement 

of the G-Minor Sonata is the furthest from the default sonata-form model. By means of an 

avoidance of a conventional tonal scheme (in terms of both tonal destination and cadential 

confirmation) and a severe economy of thematic material (there are only two main melodic 

ideas), Hensel presents a movement that has the listener constantly questioning if sonata form 

does indeed govern the movement, and, if so, which section they find themselves in at any 

given movement. Hensel overlays select sonata-form characteristics onto what would 

otherwise appear to be a simple alternation between the two melodic ideas, and in so doing 

produces the narrative drive that we associate with the structure, while employing a colorful 

harmonic palette that includes linear-chromatic and common-tone moves that play out on 

both local and structural levels. 

The importance of considering the listener’s experience and the unfolding of the work 

through time has already been alluded to in the previous chapters, but our structural 

understanding of this movement in particular hangs upon the concept of retrospective 

reinterpretation, expounded upon by Schmalfeldt in her phenomenological studies of the 

works of Schubert and others.41 Retrospective reinterpretation accounts for our changing 

perceptions of formal function during the listening process, and tracks how our idea of the 

movement’s structure changes over time. It attempts to replicate the actual moment-to-

moment experience of the music, rather than to proceed from an overarching yet static view 

of the entire piece that allows us to make judgments based on the foreknowledge of future 

events. The overview presented in Table 3.1 is thus only the final snapshot of a vividly evolving 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
41 See her introductory discussion of the concept in Schmalfeldt, In the Process of Becoming, 8-12. 
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structural understanding over the course of the movement; the ensuing analysis follows the 

listener’s chronological journey through the piece. 

Whereas our retroactive reconsiderations in the movements discussed in the previous 

chapters primarily involved thematic identity, Hensel manipulates the material and tonal 

pathway of the first movement of the G-Minor Sonata in such a way that the structural 

integrity of the three-part sonata form is itself challenged. The boundaries between exposition 

and development and between development and recapitulation are fluid. This instability is 

instigated by the second main melodic idea of the movement, which serves double duty as 

both transition and secondary theme and is thus designated here as TR/S. 

Table 3.1. Piano Sonata in G Minor/i, form 

Measure no. Section Tonal area Description 

 Exposition   

1 Pi (ambiguous) G tremolo 

2 P g Period (21 bars): antecedent (Pa, 8 bars), consequent (Pb, 13 
bars) 

22 TR/S g - d - e♭ - V/b Unclear thematic identity; structurally ambiguous 
No EEC 

 Development  Not clear initially (beginning perceived as S zone) 

45 (P) b - V/c  

51 (TR/S) V/a - d - V/e♭  

61 (P material) B♭ - V/e♭ - V/c Motif c, motif a reworked 

67 (P) c - g - iv/g  

 Recapitulation   

74 P g(6/4) Over V pedal; functions as both theme and retransition 

84 MC V/g Significant textural break 

85 TR/S G - o7s No ESC 

101 P developed g(6/4) - … - V/g  

 ESC PAC/g Picardy 3rd 

119 TR/S developed G m. 133: last tonic chord, then transition into 2nd movement 
(attacca) 
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Thematic catalog: 
 
Example 3.1. Piano Sonata in G Minor/i, mm. 1-3; P-zone introduction and beginning of P theme 

 
 
Example 3.2. Piano Sonata in G Minor/i, mm. 10-11; beginning of consequent of P theme 

 
 
Example 3.3. Piano Sonata in G Minor/i, mm. 22-24; beginning of TR/S theme 

 
 

The movement opens with a one-measure bass tremolo on G, acting as a brief 

introductory section within the P zone (Pi) and setting up the tonic pedal that governs much 

of the P zone (ex. 3.1). Its evocation of a timpani roll is an effective preparation for the 

tempestuous mood of the movement, but it lacks modal clarity due to an absence of other 

chord tones: it is not until m. 2 that we know for certain that it forms a tonic pedal within G 

minor, and not G major. This modal ambiguity is elaborated upon later in the work, both 

within the movement and across the structure of the sonata as a whole. The former is seen in 
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the use of the Picardy third and prolongation of G-major harmony near the end of the 

recapitulation, and the latter in the use of G major as the prevailing key of the finale, as well 

as the fact that the tonics of the four movements (in G minor, B minor, D major, and G 

major) spell out a G-major arpeggio. 

The P theme proper, beginning in m. 2, is a relatively straightforward period with an 

expanded consequent. The basic idea of Pa recurs essentially unchanged in Pb apart from the 

texture, as Hensel abandons the tremolo for chromatically-decorated arpeggiations (motif c), 

though still maintaining the tonic pedal until m. 14 (ex. 3.2). The antecedent (Pa) terminates 

in a weak HC/g (viio7 replacing V, and over a tonic pedal), and the consequent (Pb) terminates 

in a PAC/g. Hensel thus adheres to the conventional weak-strong cadential pattern of a period, 

and accentuates the strength of the latter by intensifying the drive toward the cadence in the 

expanded contrasting idea of Pb. This involves first abandoning the low-register tonic pedal 

for a decorated descending tonic arpeggiation in bare octaves (mm. 15-16), then interrupting 

tonic prolongation with chromatic harmonies (a tonicization of the Neapolitan sixth over mm. 

17-18), then doubling the rate of harmonic change to two chords per measure in the pre-

cadential formula (mm. 20-21). The last-mentioned is rhetorically reinforced by the surface 

texture, with leaps from bare-octave bass note to high-register chord that are used once per 

measure in mm. 17-19 and then twice per measure in mm. 20-21. 

The sonata has thus far adhered to conventional expectations: a tight-knit P theme 

with clear melodic ideas (motif a’s stepwise descent and characteristic opening dactyl, and 

motif b’s dissonant upward leap followed by downward step), and strong tonal grounding 

provided by the initial tonic pedal and later an overt PAC. With this definitive cadential 

confirmation that one might expect at the end of a P zone, the listener assumes that what 

follows next is the transition section to deliver us into the new key. Accordingly, the music 
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soon departs from the tonic stability of G minor and begins venturing into new harmonic 

areas, tonicizing D minor (V7-I6 in mm. 28-30) and E-flat minor (V-I in mm. 37-38) before an 

extended dominant prolongation in B minor (mm. 41-44). 

The winding melody of TR/S is the second main melodic idea of the work (ex. 3.3). 

It references the stepwise motion of motif a (including the use of accented passing tones), but 

irons out its rhythm into flowing eighth notes, and adds a plaintive dotted-quarter figure (motif 

d). This melody acts as a lyrical foil to the highly disjunct and brusque P theme. Unlike the 

stasis of the downbeat-heavy P theme, TR/S’s melody has a three-note anacrusis that 

constantly propels the music toward the next measure, and the cross-rhythms between the 

hands integrates rhythmic instability into the texture, all resulting in a quicksilver nature that 

one expects of a typical transition section. 

TR/S first tonicizes the minor dominant, D minor (V/d in mm. 28-29 resolving to 

i6/d in m. 30), then swiftly ventures into non-diatonic realms. The chromatic submediant E-

flat minor (V-i in mm. 37-38) serves as a waypoint on the path to the chromatic mediant B 

minor, outlining a chain of major thirds from G minor down to B minor that necessitates 

passing through the enharmonic seam (mm. 40-41). The prevailing harmonic rhythm of chord 

changes every one or two measures causes the four-measure prolongation of V7/b (mm. 41-

44) to be heard as rhetorically significant. This is supported by a subtle textural change in mm. 

43-44: with no more eighth notes to compete with the triplets, the cross-rhythm is removed, 

creating a slight lull in the rhythmic energy. The listener thus perceives these four measures as 

an MC complex, preparing for an S zone in B minor. Not only is B minor an uncommon S-

zone key for a piece in G minor (more conventional would be the relative B-flat major or the 

dominant D minor), it is also unrelated to G minor, diatonic in G major instead, and its 
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approach through a common-tone move (^3/e♭ = ^5/b) from the minor key enharmonically 

a major third above it further accentuates how harmonically far-removed it is. 

The listener expects to next hear an S theme, but in lieu of hearing new melodic 

material in B minor, a truncated version of Pb appears in m. 45. One might initially reason this 

away as a callback to eighteenth-century monothematicism and hold on to the assumption that 

this is the S zone, but the harmonic volatility and brevity (six measures) of this Pb recall 

challenges its integrity as a theme. It spends only two measures squarely in B minor, before 

tonicizing E minor in mm. 47-48, and then making a much further harmonic jump in mm. 49-

50 by presenting V7/C (C major would function as VI in E minor and ♭II in B minor). The 

expected resolution of the latter is sidestepped in m. 51: a V(6/5)/a chord ushers in a 

reappearance of TR/S in modified form, with consecutive repetitions of motif d that break up 

the eighth-note flow even more than before. 

How does the listener understand this return of what they currently believe to be 

transitional material? As we are still missing an EEC in a normative S-zone key, this section 

can be perceived to be a second attempt at a TR, whose job is to bring us to a more successful 

S zone that would provide a tight-knit theme and definitively confirm a new tonality closely 

related to G minor. Measures 51-60 get us part of the way there by eventually leading to a B-

flat major triad on m. 61, but its strength as a potential relative-major destination is undercut 

by its framing as V/e♭ by the preceding material. The bass B-flat, first reached in m. 59, is the 

result of a steady chromatic ascent in the bass line from the G in m. 49; the triad’s emergence 

from linear chromaticism, as opposed to preparation by a predominant, also potentially 

undermines our perception of its stability. 

Any hint of E-flat minor is short-lived, for its dominant prolongation in mm. 61-64 is 

interrupted in mm. 65-66 by the same chord that in mm. 49-50 imploded the return of Pb: the 
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dominant seventh built on G, which this time acts as V7 in C minor (as indicated by the A-

flats). In mm. 61-66, Hensel deconstructs Pb. She employs the left hand’s motif c as per usual, 

but reworks the right hand’s motif a to create a more propulsive figure: she replaces the initial 

half note with a quarter note, and metrically shifts the motif to align the accented passing tone 

with the downbeat. This deconstruction serves to give rhetoric weight to m. 67, when the G7 

finally resolves onto a C-minor triad and is accompanied by a restoration of Pb to its original 

motif a + motif b complex. 

Might we, then, see m. 67 as the beginning of a second attempt at an S theme? The 

first three measures seem promising: we are in a key closely related to G minor (the 

subdominant), the harmony seems to spell out a cadential pattern (i6 - iiø(6/5) - cadential 6/4), 

and the return of motif a in m. 69 at the same pitch level as in m. 67 seems to suggest a repeat 

of a two-bar basic idea and the beginning of a reframing of the P-theme material as a sentence. 

The French augmented sixth in m. 70 still belongs to C minor, but instead of resolving to the 

V/c that we expect, it plays the role of a linear-chromatic stepping-stone. The bass ascends 

another half step to outline V(4/3)/g in m. 71, and when the C-minor triad appears in m. 73, it 

has lost its potency as a tonal destination and now serves as a subdominant chord within G 

minor, as confirmed by the following cadential 6/4 in m. 74. 

This is where our structural concept thus far shatters. The return of Pa in m. 74, 

complete with bass tremolo, is an unmistakable callback to the beginning of the piece. Even 

though the bass now outlines a dominant pedal, this is the most tonally stable moment since 

the exposition’s P zone. The alignment of definitive G-minor confirmation and the fullest 

reappearance of P thus far (nearly eight unchanged measures in the right hand) provides a 
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sense of double return that the listener cannot help but associate with the recapitulation.42 This 

signals both that there are no new S themes to be expected, and that the preceding material 

had to have been the development. Given the harmonic turbulence and thematic 

fragmentation of mm. 45-73, the listener reinterprets mm. 41-44 as the end of the exposition, 

instead of the end of the transition section, as well as realizing that what they thought was the 

TR was the S theme after all. 

This reframing begins to be confirmed when mm. 81-84 delivers a bona fide MC 

complex, a prolongation of V9/g with a rhythmic break in the texture in m. 84, that then 

resolves to the tonic, with Picardy third, in m. 85. The extended recall of Pa in mm. 74-85 has 

thus served as both primary and transition zones in the recapitulation, in addition to having 

provided its own retransition as the dominant prolongation expected at the end of the 

development. The lacunae in m. 84 (the first time both hands have simultaneously rested since 

the sixteenth-note rest in m. 19) mark the next measure as the beginning of the S zone, and 

the return of the lyrical TR/S melody in the parallel major (complete with key-signature 

change) falls right into tonal conventions of the S theme in a sonata-form recapitulation.  

As expected of an S theme, TR/S is initially modified to project tonal stability, with an 

IAC/G in mm. 92-93. The stability is, however, short-lived, for the repeat of the melody 

beginning in m. ‘94 swiftly leads away from G major. The first chord to disrupt what could 

have otherwise been a periodic consequent to mm. 85-92 is once again G7 (in m. 94), this time 

in third inversion and leading to E-major harmony in m. 95. This is reminiscent of the move 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
42 It is also possible that one might perceive m. 74 as the beginning of a A’ section in a rounded-binary form of 
a protracted P theme, but this perception is relatively difficult to sustain given that the contrasting middle would 
not only be extremely extended (beginning in m. 22), but would also contain rhetorically-reinforced returns of 
A-section material that detract from the sense of reprise at the end of a typical rounded-binary construct. 
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in mm. 49-51, in what we now understand to be the development, and it signals that the 

harmonic turbulence of the movement is not over. 

The volatile harmonies of mm. 96-100, including a tonicization of F minor, demand 

resolution and a return to the tonic; an ESC is yet to be found. Similar to the beginning of the 

recapitulation, Hensel accomplishes this reestablishment of G minor with the return of Pa in 

m. 101. The second measure (m. 102) is modified such that the left hand breaks from its 

tremolo to support the right hand’s new chords (decorating V7 with ^1-^7 in the top voice, 

instead of the original viio7); this disjunct quarter-note pattern in both hands has an abortive 

quality in its disruption of the rhythmic and textural surface. Measure 103 brings back motif a 

and the bass tremolo and tries to start the engine again, but when the quarter-note pattern 

recurs in m. 104, it reinterprets the D pedal as ^7 in E-flat minor, and begins a quick-paced 

harmonic exploration using the first measure of Pa and varied forms of the quarter-note 

pattern. This eventually wends its way back to the movement’s tonic through a common-tone 

reinterpretation of the bass line: ^♯4-^5 in E-flat minor (mm. 113-114) now becomes ^2-^3 in 

G minor (mm. 115-116), and the ESC is finally attained in mm. 118-119, again with a Picardy 

third. 

The regaining of the tonic is once again celebrated with a return of the TR/S melody, 

now a part of the closing zone and reharmonized to project tonic prolongation. Unlike its 

unproblematically G-major appearance in mm. 85-92, this last appearance is tinged with 

minor-mode darkness. Hensel does not write a new key signature this time, and the use of the 

Neapolitan A-flat major over the G bass in mm. 121-122 begins as an elaboration of a minor 

subdominant neighbor 6/4, before flourishing into a full-fledged ♭II6 in mm. 125-126. Despite 

the multiple utterances of the Picardy third, minor-mode E-flats continue to plague the tonic 

prolongation all the way until the final G-major triad in mm. 133-134. The transition into the 
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second movement (mm. ‘135-140) employs another common-tone move, reinterpreting the B 

of the Picardy third as the tonic of the following minor-mode movement. The pitch class that 

was supposed to be a panacea to the angst of the first movement now forms the basis of a 

movement tinged with sadness and nostalgia. These subtle problematizations of the parallel 

major at the end of the first movement allow Hensel to postpone unadulterated positivity in 

G major to the finale of the sonata. 

The first movement of the G-Minor Sonata can be viewed as a continuation of 

Hensel’s experimentation with opening movements of multi-movement works, a clear 

example of which is the rotational form of the first movement of the String Quartet. In 

contrast to the latter, this time Hensel does not abandon sonata form entirely, but harnesses 

our preconceived notions to create structural unpredictability in relation to the model. She 

begins the movement conventionally enough, but from TR/S onward leads us down a winding 

path, both harmonically and formally, that can only be fully comprehended in the 

recapitulation, employing in the latter just enough sonata-form norms (e.g., MC and ESC) to 

clarify the structure. While the quartet movement hinges upon tonal instability throughout 

(the beginning oscillates between C minor and E-flat major) and resolves its ambiguity only at 

the end, in the sonata Hensel uses a different method of manipulating the listener’s harmonic 

expectations. She strongly establishes the tonic from the outset, providing a baseline from 

which the listener can then perceive the later explorations of the chromatic mediants (B minor 

and E-flat minor) and recognize them as unconventionally distant tonal destinations. Hensel 

also problematizes the tonal and modal stability of the end of the movement, delaying 

definitive confirmation of the parallel major until the end of the sonata, so as to support a 

large-scale trajectory over the course of all four movements. 
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Piano Sonata in G Minor: iv. Finale. Presto - Allegro moderato e con espress. 

Or, The Case of the V-I Fractal and the Inescapable Dactyl 

Following a Scherzo second movement in B minor (with a B-major Trio section) and 

a song-like, ternary-form third movement in D major, the fourth movement of the G-Minor 

Sonata, in the parallel G major, delivers the resolution that the listener seeks, though not before 

introducing some twists and turns of its own in its dialogue with sonata-rondo conventions. 

Although this movement is similar to the finale of the string quartet (discussed in Chapter 2) 

in that the appearance of the P theme at the beginning of the development is far from an exact 

copy of its original form, and that there is no novel theme presented in the development, the 

return of P at the end of the movement makes a much stronger case for a rondo structure 

here than in the earlier work. The sense of constant return is bolstered by additional 

recurrences of the P theme, marked each time by the insistent and pervasive dactylic rhythm 

that begins it. 

Hensel’s skill at rhythmic manipulation also manifests in her handling of the 

movement’s perpetual-motion texture (with beat subdivisions articulated for the majority of 

the piece), as she employs both breaks in the rhythmic surface and changes in the underlying 

hypermeter to provide sectional delineation. In the realm of harmony, Hensel creates 

directionality and teleological drive on both global and local levels. She delays large-scale tonal 

closure (lack of EEC, and postponement of ESC and double return of theme and tonic until 

the final refrain), and employs dominant-to-tonic moves that play out on multiple structural 

layers, including at the beginning of themes, such that their opening harmonies have an in-

built sense of forward motion. The fractal-like nature of these V-I moves bears a slight 

similarity to the structural nesting dolls of the first movement of the piano quartet (discussed 
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in Chapter 1) and once again displays Hensel’s interest in resonances between the micro and 

macro levels. 

The fourth movement additionally exhibits Hensel’s interest in intra- and inter-

movement cohesion, the former through the deployment of material from the introduction 

(Intro) throughout the movement, and the latter through references to harmonic events in 

previous movements, such that the finale functions as a summary of the sonata’s tonal 

trajectory. My analysis will begin with a description of the introduction section, then discuss 

the movement’s rhythmic and harmonic features, and finally show how Hensel uses these 

features to frame the final refrain (beginning in m. 211) as the resolution of the movement 

and of the sonata as a whole. 

Table 3.2. Piano Sonata in G Minor/iv, form 

Measure no. Section Tonal area Description 

‘1 Intro V/G Arpeggiation, chromatic neighbors and passing tones 

 Exposition   

15 P G Rounded binary (42 bars): period (antecedent [Pa, 8 bars], 
consequent [Pb, 8 bars; ends in PAC/e]); contrasting middle 
(Pc, 11 bars; prolongation of E minor); reprise of antecedent 
(Pa modified, 15 bars; ends in PAC/G) 

53 MC1 I/G Break in moto perpetuo sixteenth-note texture in m. 56 

‘57 TR/S1 V/e - e - ... Unclear thematic identity 
Begins with implied sentence (11 bars): presentation (4 bars), 
continuation (7 bars) 
m. 67: transition to S2 (sequence) 
No MC2 

74 S2 D -  Begins with implied period (8 bars; possibly presentation of 
longer sentence instead): antecedent (4 bars), consequent (4 
bars) 

Melody: continuous eighth notes, chromatic neighbor 
No EEC 
mm. 93-6: standing on V/D, recalling Intro. Expecting 
cadence to I/D, but resolves deceptively: viio7/b - b, pivot 
chord between D and G. 

 Development   

99 P G - b - G -   

121 P C - (G - D - ) Section C of sonata-rondo; melody in middle of texture 

128 RT V/D Standing on V/D (instead of V/G) 
Dotted eighth and sixteenth: break in moto perpetuo 
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 Recapitulation   

134 P D - d  

149 MC1 V/d Break in moto perpetuo in m. 150 

‘151 TR/S1 V/d - d - ...  Single eighth notes: break in moto perpetuo 

171 MC2 cto7/G  

173 S2 G(6/4) - G -  Begins over V pedal 
No ESC 
mm. 192-195: standing on V/G, recalling Intro. Expecting 
cadence to I/G, but resolves to g(6/4), common-tone pivot to 
e♭. 

198 P e♭ - f♯ - c = iv/G Modulatory 

211 P G Tonic return of P (truncated and modified) 

 ESC PAC/G  

251 C G I pedal 
 

Thematic catalog: 
 
Example 3.4. Piano Sonata in G Minor/iv, m. ‘1; beginning of Introduction 

 
 
Example 3.5. Piano Sonata in G Minor/iv, mm. 15-22; antecedent of P theme 
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Example 3.6. Piano Sonata in G Minor/iv, mm. 56-59; presentation of TR/S1 theme 

 
 
Example 3.7. Piano Sonata in G Minor/iv, mm. 74-77; antecedent of S2 theme 

 
 
Example 3.8. Piano Sonata in G Minor/iv, mm. 93-100; end of S2 theme and beginning of 
development 

 
 
Example 3.9. Piano Sonata in G Minor/iv, mm. 121-122; beginning of P-theme recall in middle of 
development 
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Example 3.10. Piano Sonata in G Minor/iv, mm. 134-135; beginning of recapitulation 

 
 
Example 3.11. Piano Sonata in G Minor/iv, mm. 211-212; beginning of final P-theme recall in tonic 

 
 
Example 3.12. Piano Sonata in G Minor/iv, mm. 219-220; middle of final P-theme recall in tonic 

 
 

The finale of the sonata, played attacca after the third movement, begins with a Presto 

introduction that turns the latter’s tonic D major into a dominant seventh, though not without 

a fight: its saturation with C-sharps paints a picture of D major and G major tonalities warring 

with one another. The incomplete neighbor that begins the movement (motif a), ^7-^1 in D 

major, is immediately followed by a C-natural on the first downbeat, such that the listener 

reframes the C-sharp as a chromatic embellishment in G major (ex. 3.4). The C-sharp, 

however, continues to insinuate itself into the texture by decorating the sextuplet arpeggiation 

as a neighbor and then a passing tone, as if fighting to reestablish D major. G major eventually 

wins out when the last appearance of the C-sharp (as part of a viio7/D over a D pedal) at the 
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end of m. 10 is followed by the four bars of unembellished V7/G that end the Intro. Hensel 

thus presents an overarching V-I between the Intro and the rest of the movement, a precursor 

to the initiating dominant-tonic moves found on a smaller scale within the piece. 

Although clearly set apart from the rest of the movement with the change in tempo 

marking in m. 15, the material of the introduction – its triple subdivisions, arpeggiation, and 

chromatic embellishments – seeps into the fabric of the movement, both promoting cohesion 

and providing structural clarification. In terms of motivic interactions, it is reminiscent of the 

primordial soup at the beginning of the Ostersonate: what initially appears to be nearly generic 

material later manifests in the significant themes of the piece. One finds traces of motif a 

throughout the movement in the use of chromatic half-step embellishments and neighbor-

note motion, both separately and combined. 

The swirling figuration of the Intro gradually winds down to one chord per beat; this 

halting rhythm smooths over the tempo change into Allegro moderato, while also making the 

start of the movement proper indisputable through the P theme’s reignition of a more active 

rhythmic surface, even though the first chord heard after the Intro outlines the same dominant 

harmony. Hensel’s careful control of surface rhythm, including using it to clarify structure, 

continues to manifest in the movement proper. Rather than the four times one would expect 

to encounter the refrain in a typical sonata-rondo form (at the beginning of each of the 

exposition, development, and recapitulation sections, and then at the end of the movement), 

the P theme makes a total of six separate appearances. To the conventional ABACABA model, 

Hensel adds one recurrence in the middle of the development (in lieu of a new theme expected 

in section C) and one, in a far-out tonality, right before the final refrain in the tonic. P’s 

prevalence is accentuated by its characteristically insistent rhythmic pattern of a dactyl (a 
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quarter note and two eighth notes; see motif b in ex. 3.5) and a spondee (two quarter notes), 

which functions as the incipit but also pervades the rest of the theme.  

Combined with the ^5-^1-^5 melodic contour, the dactyl + spondee complex 

identifies the beginning of each P recall, even if there are significant modifications to the 

harmony, the texture, or the rest of the melody. In line with Hensel’s penchant for avoiding 

redundancy, each refrain is significantly modified, and none of them restate the full rounded-

binary structure of the theme: period (mm. 15-30), with an antecedent (Pa) that ends in a HC 

in the tonic G major (mm. 21-22) and a consequent (Pb) that ends in a PAC in the relative E 

minor (mm. 29-30); contrasting middle (Pc, mm. 31-41) that prolongs E minor over its tonic 

pedal; then a modified return of Pa (mm. 42-56), with the contrasting idea extended and the 

HC now replaced by a PAC/G into m. 53.43 Further alterations in this Pa-reprise include 

discarding the new motifs in its contrasting idea – a dotted quarter that then descends two 

eighth notes (motif c), and a stepwise ascent of three eighth notes followed by a suspension 

(motif d) – in favor of a string of continuous eighth notes that drive toward the cadence, which 

also foreshadows the use of eighth notes in the S zone. 

Despite being rhetorically demarcated from the Intro, the material of the P zone 

partially derives from its contour and texture. P’s melody is accompanied by an anapest in the 

left hand, complementing the right hand’s pattern of a quarter and two eighths by providing 

its retrograde, and a sixteenth-note warble in the inner voice, which compresses the 

arpeggiation and half-step neighbor of the Intro into a seven-note pattern. The melody itself 

is subject to the motivic influence of the Intro: motif a appears in augmentation as an accented, 

quarter-note passing tone in m. 18. Two moments of monophonic arpeggiation also texturally 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
43 The stepwise ^7-^1 motion in the top voice expected of a PAC is heard on the quarter-note level, despite the 
decorative insertion of the D on the last eighth of m. 52. 
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recall the Intro: the first is found in Pc, when the inner voice breaks out into a two-bar solo 

that decorates the E minor triad with lower neighbors (mm. 40-41); and the second appears 

after the PAC/G as a diatonically-decorated tonic prolongation of four measures (mm. 53-

56), which we come to understand as the MC complex (labeled here as MC1). Rather than just 

providing fodder for surface references, the Intro material thus also bears important structural 

function over the course of the movement proper. 

The three layers of the P theme combine to produce a moto perpetuo texture that 

proceeds to reign over the majority of the movement. Hensel strategically employs breaks in 

the perpetual motion to demarcate key structural divisions. Between m. 15 and the final three 

chords of the movement, the constant articulation of beat subdivisions (either duple or triple) 

is interrupted only six times.  

The first interruption is found in m. 56, which articulates only eighth notes, instead of 

sixteenths, and forms the juncture between the end of the P zone and the beginning of the 

next section. Given that the relentless texture does not abate again until the end of the 

development, this break bears considerable rhetorical weight. It is essential to our recognition 

of mm. 53-56 as MC1, since some sonata-form conventions would throw doubt on this 

hearing otherwise: within a nineteenth-century model, one usually expects the medial caesura 

to occur after a modulating transition section, and since the last harmony was firmly in the 

tonic and the following section (mm. ‘57-73, labeled here as TR/S1) exhibits transitory 

properties (discussed below), one might think that the medial caesura is yet to come. The 

rhythmic framing, however, bolsters our understanding of m. 56 as the break before the S 

zone, thus supporting the reading of TR/S1 as the first secondary theme. Measure 56 also 

provides a buffer between the sixteenth notes of P and the triplet sixteenth notes of TR/S1 

by using the shared beat division (eighth notes) to bridge the gap. 
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The structural significance of this rhythmic interruption is evident in its return at the 

parallel moment in the recapitulation (m. 150). The eighth-note rhythm continues to mark the 

division between the P and S zones, even though so much else is changed: the MC complex 

is now half as long and articulates a dominant prolongation in a different key (V/d), and the 

eighth notes themselves outline a new texture, being fully harmonized in triads. 

Following the exposition’s MC1, the next break in the moto perpetuo is found in the 

dotted-eighth rhythm in m. 129, which is then repeated in m. 131. The pauses occur on 

diminished-seventh tonicizations of V/D, thereby helping to establish the rhetorical weight 

of this dominant harmony. This supports the perception of mm. 128-133 as the retransition, 

even though, contrary to sonata-form conventions, they prolong the dominant of D major 

(the dominant key) instead of G major (the tonic). The interruptions here thus help to 

demarcate the structural division between the development and the recapitulation, despite 

RT’s unconventional harmony. 

The remaining two breaks in the moto perpetuo occur midway through the 

recapitulation’s S zone, in mm. 168 and 170. They take the form of single eighth notes at the 

end of arpeggiated outbursts (reminiscent of the Intro) that interrupt the melody of a modified 

recall of TR/S1. By accentuating the disruptive quality of these arpeggios, the rhythmic breaks 

help to frame the following arpeggio, in mm. 171-172, as the medial caesura before S2 (MC2), 

even though it leads uninterrupted into S2. The presence of this second medial caesura is 

particularly significant in its provision of definitive clarification to the trimodular-block 

structure of the S zone, which the exposition lacked.44 Unlike MC1’s duple subdivisions, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
44 In the exposition, although mm. 72-73 break the pattern of the preceding four measures and the left hand 
introduces a change in the texture with its stepwise octave descent, the prevailing moto perpetuo and lack of 
harmonic stasis causes these measures to fall short of the rhetorical strength required for an MC complex. 
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MC2’s arpeggios are presented in triplet sixteenth notes, and are thus a more direct aural 

reference to the Intro, whose material once again plays a structural role. 

Even though MC2 outlines the unconventional harmony of a#o7 (cto7 in G major, rather 

than a dominant or tonic triad), its rhetorical significance is clear: the two measures of 

arpeggiation present a comparatively long break in the melody and a disruption of the 

preceding one-chord-per-measure harmonic rhythm. This is but one example of Hensel’s 

manipulation of harmonic rhythm and hypermeter to delineate the movement’s structure. In 

her use of P material, she both employs and breaks the foursquare, regular quadruple 

hypermeter projected by the opening period (Pa + Pb), using subtle macro-rhythmic shifts to 

reinforce structural boundaries and resist predictability, even as the surface layer maintains the 

moto perpetuo sixteenth notes. 

Hypermetric manipulations are already found in two places in the original P theme. In 

Pc, Hensel extends the second hypermeasure by adding three bars of E-minor prolongation 

in mm. 39-41. In the ensuing reprise of Pa, Hensel again modifies the second hypermeasure, 

this time by expanding each of the second, third and fourth hyperbeats by adding a measure 

of the same harmony, to create a hypermeasure lasting seven bars (mm. 46-52). These 

irregularities help to counteract the repetitive nature of the surface melodic and rhythmic 

material, and to distinguish the sections of the rounded-binary theme from each other. 

In the development, Hensel employs changes in hypermeter to set apart sections on a 

larger structural level: the two main sections of the development (opening P-reprise and 

contrasting section) and the beginning of the recapitulation. The development begins with two 

foursquare hypermeasures, and a steady harmonic rhythm is maintained over the first nine 

measures (mm. 99-107). The bass pitch changes every measure (even if the pitch class remains 

the same, as in mm. 100-101), and is mostly concurrent with a change in the harmony. Even 
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though the chord tones do not change across mm. 102-103, when E7 is used across both 

measures, the quadruple hypermeter is sustained due to the change in chord inversion and the 

ascending-second sequence (involving near-verbatim transposition of the surface material) 

between mm. 99-102 and mm. 103-106, both of which are based on the basic idea of Pa.  

Measure 107 would seem like the beginning of the third iteration of this four-bar 

phrase, now transposed up again to outline B minor. Going into m. 108, however, the melody 

leaps up to D6, traversing a sixth instead of a fourth, such that it is more akin to the contrasting 

idea of Pa. Accompanying this change in melodic material is a ^5-^1 move in the bass, which 

then remains on the same pitch (B1) for three measures (mm. 108-110), serving as a tonic 

pedal under i-viio7-i in B minor. The strong bass motion and attainment of comparative 

harmonic stability give m. 108 a rhetorical weight previously unseen in the development, and 

could impute to it the importance of a hypermetric downbeat. This is the first juncture for a 

potential hypermetric shift: it is possible to hear mm. 107-108 as a double downbeat or reframe 

m. 107 as an upbeat to m. 108. The latter reading would reinforce the forward-driving 

momentum of the dactylic rhythm and the directional nature of the dominant-tonic move that 

pervades the original Pa (discussed below). The hypermetric shift would thus expose the latent 

tension in Pa between its undeniable four-beat hypermeter (initiated by new melodic, textural, 

and tempo events, and confirmed at the end of the second hypermeasure with the HC in mm. 

21-22) and the tendency of its harmonic and melodic material to lead toward the weak second 

and fourth hyperbeats. 

Even if the listener continues with the prior metric entrainment and perceives mm. 

107-110 as a regular four-beat hypermeasure, they would have to contend with the following 

three measures, which are bounded by the strong new-event accent in m. 114. This accent 

results from the change in texture (held bass notes in the middle register, with melody doubled 
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at the octave) and melodic contour (chromatic, conjunct motion, in contrast to the prior 

disjunct arpeggiation). There are multiple ways of understanding the hypermeter of mm. 111-

113. If m. 111 is read as another downbeat (continuing the quadruple hypermeter), m. 114 

could be seen as an elision of the fourth hyperbeat with the beginning of the next 

hypermeasure, resolving the viio7/^1 in G major in m. 113. If m. 111 is read as an upbeat, mm. 

112-113 can either be seen as the first half of a four-beat hypermeasure that is then interrupted 

by the new hypermeasure in m. 114, or they can be seen as the beginning of a duple 

hypermeter, and m. 114 would simply be the following hypermeasure. The duple-hypermeter 

reading is supported by the melodic sequence that begins in mm. 114-115 with a two-measure 

(i.e., two-hyperbeat) pattern formed of the second half of Pa’s basic idea; m. 120 could then 

be understood as a one-measure expansion of the second hyperbeat. 

This momentary switch to a duple hypermeter would also underscore the transitional 

nature of mm. 114-120. Despite the G pedal, the chromaticism of these seven measures 

challenges the implied harmonic stability through suggestions of E minor (mm. 114-115) and 

C major (V7 in mm. 116-117). The G major triad is fleetingly regained in mm. 118-119, before 

viio(4/2)/C takes over and brings us to what would usually be the contrasting section C in a 

sonata-rondo structure. In this case, the contrast is found in tonality and texture (the section 

opens in C major, with the melody now in the middle voice, and the accompanying sixteenth 

notes employing diatonic passing tones instead of chromatic neighbors), but not in melodic 

material, since the dactyl of the P theme remains ever-present. The expanded hyperbeat over 

mm. 119-120 thus functions as a kind of medial caesura complex within the development, 

reinforcing the dominant preparation for the new key of C major with a brief moment of 
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harmonic stasis and melodic and textural change,45 though lacking the clean rhythmic break 

that precedes the exposition’s TR/S1. 

The perception of mm. 121-128 as a new section, rather than as part of a continuous 

development of P material, is reinforced by the return of the beginning of Pa’s basic idea (with 

the leap of the fourth) and the resumption of the quadruple hypermeter (ex. 3.9). Measure 

128, however, also marks the beginning of a six-measure dominant prolongation in D major. 

When the P theme enters in D major in m. 134 and is directly followed by TR/S1, we realize 

that mm. 128-133 is actually the retransition, and that the recapitulation begins in the 

movement’s dominant key, instead of the tonic.  

Hensel sets apart this RT section not only via the surface material, including the 

previously mentioned breaks in the moto perpetuo texture, but also through another hypermetric 

shift. The resolution of the g♯o7 to A (mm. 129-130) and the articulation of the low bass (A1) 

on the downbeat marks m. 130 as the beginning of a new hypermeasure, and the repetition of 

mm. 128-129 over mm. 130-131 suggests a duple hypermeter, once again used to demarcate a 

transitional passage. Measure 128 is thus an elision between the end of the quadruple 

hypermeasure in mm. 125-128 and the beginning of the duple hypermeasure in mm. 128-129. 

As before, the quadruple hypermeter then returns together with the P theme in m. 134. Thus, 

even though the two main sections of the development and the P zone of the recapitulation 

are all based on the same melodic material, Hensel makes the sectional boundaries audible by 

means of textural, harmonic and rhythmic changes, the latter on both micro and macro levels. 

The key at the beginning of the recapitulation is an intensification of the uprooting of 

tonal conventions seen earlier in the sonata. While the P zone of the first movement’s 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
45 One can understand the harmony of mm. 1192-120 as either viio7 replacing V, or the diminished seventh as 
part of V9/C, since the G3 on the downbeat of m. 119 is the last bass note heard. 
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recapitulation took place over a dominant pedal, the P zone of the fourth movement’s 

recapitulation now takes place in the dominant key (ex. 3.10). This new move obfuscates the 

beginning of the recapitulation – it is only through retrospective reinterpretation that we 

definitively recognize it as such – and postpones the double return of tonic and primary theme 

until m. 211, the beginning of the final refrain. 

The tonal relationship between the P-theme presentations at the beginning and end of 

the recapitulation is one of many instances of the movement’s thematization of clever 

deployment of the dominant-tonic axis. V-I moves appear on various levels of the structural 

hierarchy in a fractal-like manner, creating a sense of harmonic teleology throughout the 

movement. Beginning with the most global approach, we can see how the third and fourth 

movements instantiate a dominant-tonic move with their prevailing tonalities, D major and G 

major respectively. The finale’s introduction emphasizes this connection and provides a 

smooth transition between the movements through its vivid elaboration of the functional 

change from I/D to V/G. 

Zooming in closer on the main body of the movement, we can see that, paralleling the 

way in which the recapitulation begins in D major and ends in G major, the opening tonalities 

of the two P-theme appearances in the development also lay out a dominant-tonic move from 

G major to C major, although the listener’s perception of this is considerably weakened by the 

harmonic fluidity of each P recall. V-I directionality also pervades the theme itself. Rather than 

immediately resolving the dominant prolongation of the Intro, the P theme begins by 

harmonizing the melody’s ^5 with V(6/5), and postpones the first G-major triad of the 

movement to the second measure of the theme. The harmonic drive from the first to the 

second measure is supported by the forward motion of the eighth notes at the end of the 
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dactyl toward the more sedate spondee. Each time the dactyl appears in the first phrase of P, 

it outlines another V-I move, tonicizing IV (mm. 17-18) and then ii (mm. 19-20). 

The themes in the S zone also begin with dominant-tonic trajectories, both overt and 

implied. In the case of TR/S1, the initial V-I move contributes to its functional ambiguity by 

depriving it of the tonic prolongation that one usually expects at the start of a conventional 

theme (ex. 3.6). Given the preceding material, our expectations based on nineteenth-century 

conventions already prime us to hear this section as a transition: after a tight-knit P theme that 

ends in the tonic, the next event in the model is a modulatory section to bring us into the 

dominant key. By opening on the dominant of the relative E minor and proceeding to sustain 

the chord over the next five measures, TR/S1 seems to confirm this reading, projecting a 

transitory sense of forward motion as it continues to seek harmonic resolution. 

TR/S1’s melodic line, however, projects motivic development akin to a sentential 

theme. It opens with a brief basic idea that derives from P’s motif d, maintaining its rhythm 

and 4-3 suspension but inverting its opening stepwise contour into a descent. This basic idea 

is then transposed (m. ‘59) before being rhythmically compressed into continuous eighth notes 

(mm. ‘61-62), such that, despite the sustained dominant pedal, Hensel creates a drive toward 

the IAC/e (mm. 62-63). The recent use of continuous eighth notes to lead to the P theme’s 

PAC/G also supports the listener’s perception of a cadential drive here. Apart from these 

motivic connections, TR/S1 otherwise provides considerable contrast to the P theme (as a 

normative S theme would): motif b’s dactyl is conspicuously absent, and the accompaniment 

uses triple, instead of duple, subdivisions of the beat. The latter parallels the change from 

duple to triple beat divisions between P and TR/S in the sonata’s first movement. The 

thematic qualities of TR/S1 and its clear differentiation from the P zone thus support an 

understanding of m. ‘57 as the beginning of a trimodular-block S zone, with no intervening 
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TR between P and S. Within this reading, the transition between the two S themes would 

occur in mm. 67-73, which provides a course-correcting modulation to the dominant D major 

of the S2 theme, the more conventional choice for an S-zone tonality than TR/S1’s E minor. 

Despite the fact that S2 is not preceded by a clear medial caesura, the novelty of the 

eighth-note melody in mm. 74-77 and the surface T-PD-D progression confirming the key of 

D major allow the listener to perceive these measures as thematic (rather than as a continuation 

of the transition), forming perhaps a four-measure periodic antecedent (ex. 3.7). The lowest 

bass note, the A articulated on the second eighth of every beat, subtly underpins the I-V(6/5)/ii-

ii-V(4/3) progression with a dominant pedal, and when the four bars are repeated in mm. 78-81, 

the downbeat A of m. 78 asserts the pedal more strongly and reframes the material as 

dominant prolongation. When the dominant pedal finally resolves as an IAC/D into m. 82, 

the three-measure tonic prolongation is a recomposition of mm. 72-73 of the lead-up to S2: 

the scalar octave descent in the left hand returns, but the harmonies are now fully diatonic and 

emphasized by held quarter notes arpeggiating the tonic triad in the melody. Particularly given 

the length of the prolongations of both chords of the cadence, this IAC is the strongest 

cadence of the S2 zone, since the following material drives toward an EEC but ultimately fails 

to deliver. 

When S2 returns in the recapitulation, it is heralded by a medial caesura (MC2), and 

dominant function is overtly projected right at its outset, rather than starting in the fifth 

measure. The unconventional choice of harmony in MC2 (common-tone diminished seventh 

in G major) serves multiple purposes: it provides a pivot from the preceding A minor/E minor 

harmonies, and its innate instability as a diminished seventh sustains harmonic tension but 

avoids dominant function, such that the entrance of S2 on a dominant pedal can be more 

acutely perceived. The articulation of the bass D on the downbeat of m. 173 outlines a 
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cadential 6/4, and leads us to perceive all first eight bars of S2 as dominant prolongation (even 

though the D2 is not rearticulated, no other notes are sounded in the same register until the 

resolution to G2 in m. 181).  

The material of both S themes derives in part from the Intro, not just in the articulation 

of triple subdivisions in the accompanimental layers, but in the modified employment of motif 

a. The embellishment of the stepwise inner voice of TR/S1 recalls motif a’s neighbor-note 

motion, but uses primarily diatonic whole notes. In S2, motif a moves out of the inner voice 

and into the eighth-note melody, and is reworked as playful, accented chromatic 

embellishments. 

Additionally, the S zones of both the exposition and the recapitulation end with six 

measures of arpeggiation (mm. 93-98 and 192-197). In each case, the first four measures are a 

dominant prolongation in triplet sixteenth notes, thus directly paralleling the Intro’s arpeggios 

in mm. 3-6 in terms of contour, surface rhythm, and harmonic prolongation (ex. 3.8). The 

remaining two measures consist of sixteenth notes, providing a segue back into the duple 

subdivisions of the P theme and seamlessly integrating the Intro material into the movement 

proper. Particularly because it marks a drastic change in harmonic rhythm from the preceding 

one-chord-per-measure pattern, the four-measure V chord has rhetorical significance and 

seems to promise an impending resolution to the tonic and, with it, the provision of structural 

closure (EEC in the exposition, and ESC in the recapitulation). In contrast to the V-I moves 

that initiate each of the movement’s themes, however, here Hensel sidesteps the expected 

resolutions, in favor of both postponing definitive tonal confirmation until the final refrain 

and making harmonic references to prior movements, thereby promoting teleological drive, 

as well as cohesion and unity within the sonata cycle. 
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In the case of the exposition’s S zone, Hensel resolves the dominant prolongation (in 

the key of D major) deceptively. She evades a PAC through a chromatic bass ascent (a 

harmonic employment of motif a), creeping back up to the B-flat bass that preceded the V/D 

(m. 92), but respelling it as A-sharp, in order to tonicize B minor via a viio7-i move in mm. 97-

98. B minor plays an important role in the previous movements of the sonata, serving as a 

significant tonal destination in the first, and an unconventional choice of tonic in the second. 

Here it functions as a pivot chord between D major and G major, effecting a smooth transition 

to the return of the P theme in the tonic at the beginning of the development. Hensel thus 

maintains continuity between the exposition and the development, shirking away from both 

the abatement of harmonic energy that accompanies the tonic prolongation of the foreign key 

in a typical closing zone, and the sense of predictability that often accompanies the return of 

the refrain. 

This is not the first time that B minor makes an appearance in the finale. Measures 67-

73, the transition between TR/S1 and S2, employ an ascending-third sequence, tonicizing G 

major and B minor en route to D major. These six measures are more than a brief passing 

moment of modulatory necessity: by referencing the tonics of the previous three movements 

(or at least their Picardy-third ending, in the case of the first movement), this passage provides 

a microcosm of the sonata’s tonal trajectory and fosters an association between the upcoming 

S2 theme and the third movement, such that when S2 finally returns in the tonic in the 

recapitulation, the listener might feel a sense of resolution not just of the tension built up in 

the exposition, but of the entire sonata thus far. 

At the end of the recapitulation’s S zone, the four-measure prolongation in triplet 

sixteenths is followed by a repetition of the same V7 harmony in m. 196, which initially seems 

to suggest that the music will remain in the key of S2 this time, instead of modulating elsewhere 
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as it did in the exposition. Hensel, however, resolves the dominant seventh onto a second-

inversion G-minor triad, unstable in both its inversion and its modality. The listener hears 

resonances of the parallel-minor first movement here, with the memory that the G-major S 

zone in its recapitulation also ultimately led to a return of the P theme over a second-inversion 

G-minor triad. Having reached the end of the S zone, at this juncture in the finale’s sonata-

rondo form, we would expect the P theme to return in G major. As she did in the beginning 

of the recapitulation, Hensel once again avoids a double return: she presents a modified 

version of Pa, but in E-flat minor (♭vi/G) instead, using the B-flat of the preceding G-minor 

triad as a common-tone pivot. The use of the chromatic submediant continues the harmonic 

parallelism with the first movement, whose P-theme recall near the end of the movement is 

disrupted by a venture into the same key.  

Prior to the final refrain in the tonic, Hensel also includes two significant references 

to the third movement’s harmonic trajectory. The first is found in the recapitulation’s P zone. 

Despite the optimism and apotheotic nature of the beginning of the P theme, with its 

expansive octave doublings of both melody and bass, it crashes into D minor in m. 147 

(foreshadowed by the F-naturals in the viio(4/2)/V in m. 144), and MC1 takes place after a 

HC/d. The texture and change of mode combine to draw a clear parallel with the third 

movement. There Hensel avoids a bona fide PAC/D the entire movement, despite D major 

being the clear prevailing tonic. The movement’s flirtations with modal ambiguity eventually 

come to a head when the final cadence of the piece resolves onto a D-minor triad (m. 69) 

instead. The final three measures respell the triad’s F as an E-sharp to remove its harmonic 

function and recast it as a chromatic embellishment to F-sharp (the finale’s motif a then derives 

from this half-step climb). This merely puts a band-aid on the problem, instead of fixing it. 

Hensel then reopens the wound in the finale’s recapitulation, where the parallel-mode shift 
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away from D major has ramifications on the following section as well: TR/S1 begins in D 

minor (m. ‘151), a whole step lower than in the exposition and in a key unrelated to the tonic. 

Rather than being a direct transposition from the exposition (as it could have been had it 

started in A minor), its path thus needs to be significantly modified in order to reach the 

expected destination of G major. 

The second reference to the third movement is found in the lead-up to the final refrain, 

and is connected to the final hypermetric shift of the movement. After a passing tonicization 

of F-sharp minor (enharmonically G-flat, emerging as the chromatic mediant of E-flat minor) 

in mm. 204-205, the regaining of the dominant seventh on D (presented in first inversion) in 

m. 206 could directly return us to G major, but Hensel interposes a four-measure prolongation 

of a C-minor triad (mm. 207-210) before the G major triad in m. 211. While C minor does not 

otherwise play a significant role in the last movement, it does in the third, acting as the tonic 

of a brief middle section. In this latter context, C minor was a tonally foreign key (♭vii in D 

major) and provided an unexpectedly sombre intrusion on an otherwise positive tonal 

atmosphere; it served perhaps as a reminder of the turbulence of the G-minor tonic of the 

sonata (C minor being much more closely related to G minor as its subdominant). By bringing 

C minor back in the finale, Hensel recontextualizes the triad as a mode-mixture borrowing 

within G major, resolving the unwelcome disruption it previously caused. 

Ten measures into the presentation of the refrain, m. 207 is also the parallel moment 

to the implied hypermetric shift (B-minor harmonic stasis) in the P-theme reprise at the 

beginning of the development. The four-bar elongation of the unexpected C-minor harmony 

could be understood as its own hypermeasure, again prompting a reading either of mm. 206-

207 as double hypermetric downbeats, or of m. 206 as an upbeat. This is the last clear instance 

of hypermetric manipulation in the sonata – the rest of it can easily be heard in a regular 
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quadruple hypermeter – and it is as if Hensel uses this four-measure chord to reset the 

hypermeter of the movement for the last time. 

The double return of the theme and the tonic, of which we have been twice deprived, 

finally happens in m. 211, when the final refrain of the sonata-rondo begins. Drastically 

modified from the exposition’s P theme, it responds to the previous events of the movement 

and the sonata in both its surface material and its harmonic trajectory. It eventually grants us 

the ESC and the tonal security that we seek, but not without a fight. All of this takes place 

over an unflappable foursquare hypermeter, providing a background of rhythmic stability and 

projecting a sense of finality despite the momentary excursions away from G major. 

The first eight measures of this section reharmonize the P theme to produce a tonic 

prolongation in G major (I-V(6/5)/ii-ii-V(6/5)), and the feeling of tonal stability is emphasized by 

the halving of the harmonic speed, such that chord changes now happen every two measures 

(ex. 3.11). The ^5 of P’s incipit is now supported by chord I, instead of chord V, as the music 

begins to skew toward the tonic side of the dominant-tonic axis. Hensel adds to the sense of 

denouement by combining P’s motif b in the melody with S2’s triplet figuration in the 

accompaniment, and even embeds the chromatic incomplete neighbor of the Intro’s motif a 

into the latter. As in S2, the articulation of the D on the offbeat eighth notes in the left hand 

subtly suggests a dominant pedal, but Hensel avoids sounding the bass D on the beat 

throughout mm. 211-218, thus weakening the dominant function we have come to expect. 

Apart from the secondary dominant in mm. 213-214, the harmony of this passage is diatonic; 

the listener might hear it as the beginning of a tonic-reinforcing coda, and assume that the 

harmonic vagaries of the past are long gone. An ESC, however, has yet to be found, and 

Hensel inserts a few harmonic detours before its attainment. 
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In m. 219, the sixteenth notes of the P theme return, with a slight modification to the 

original pattern such that the descending arpeggio of the second beat now appears in the first 

beat as well (ex. 3.12). More significantly, Hensel changes the rhythm in the left hand: it loses 

its original anapest and succumbs to the inexorable dactyl of motif b, and now proceeds in 

alignment with the melody, adding rhythmic assertion to this final refrain. The 

reharmonization of P’s incipit with a first-inversion tonic chord destabilizes m. 219 as 

compared to m. 211, and serves as the first sign that the movement’s tonic establishment is 

not yet fully secure. Hensel appears to get back on track with mm. 211-218’s progression when 

she employs V(6/5)/ii in mm. 221-222, but then she resolves it deceptively to VI6/ii instead. 

This allows her to integrate motif a’s chromatic ascent into the melody over mm. 221-225 (E-

F-F♯), as well as once again recalling the pitch class that plagued the ending of the third 

movement (F/E-sharp). 

The music hastily returns to the tonic realm with the V7/G in m. 225, but starting on 

the second beat of m. 226, Hensel breaks the staid two-measures-per-chord pattern to provide 

an apparent drive to the cadence. Decorated by the motif a + descending arpeggio complex 

in the sixteenth-note pattern of the inner voice, the bass line gradually mounts to D2 in m. 

231 via steady, stepwise quarter notes. These occasionally include chromatic half steps and 

move in contrary motion to the descending melodic line, forming a kind of pseudo-omnibus 

progression in reverse. The cadential 6/4 - V progression in mm. 231-234 is accompanied by 

a return of the two-measure harmonic rhythm, but instead of leading to a PAC, the bass ^5 

slips down to ̂ 4, prompting a resolution to I6 that elides with a second pass through the events 

that began in m. 219. 

Measures 235-238 are an exact copy of mm. 219-222, but in the following measure, 

the F of m. 223 is respelled as an E-sharp and harmonized as a German augmented sixth, 
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which resolves to a cadential 6/4 in B minor in mm. 241-242. Hensel thus uses the reference 

to the third movement as a stepping-stone to reach even further back in the sonata and recall 

the tonic triad of the second movement. The contrary motion that follows in mm. 2422-246 is 

now modified to be more diatonic: the bass line simply ascends a G major scale, and motif a 

is now absent from the inner voice. Even when diminished sevenths intrude in mm. 245-246, 

their spelling indicates their tonicizing roles as viio7 to V and I in G major. This time, the 

cadential 6/4 - V in mm. 247-250 leads to the long-awaited ESC, and the PAC/G lands on 

the tonic in m. 251, the final V-I of the movement. 

Having now attained the fully satisfying G-major cadence that the listener has longed 

for since the first movement, Hensel is left with the task of prolonging the tonic, long enough 

to balance out the prior tonal and harmonic vagaries of the sonata, but interesting enough to 

engage the listener until the very end. The C zone begins with well-deserved basking in purely 

diatonic harmony, oscillating between chords I and V over a tonic pedal and using rhythms 

found in the P theme. Fourteen measures later, however, Hensel refuses to let sleeping dogs 

lie. Signs of unrest are heard in the return of the S zone’s triplet sixteenths in mm. 265-266; 

the restlessness then bubbles over in m. 267, when motif a returns to chromatically embellish 

both the sixteenths in the right hand and the triplet sixteenths in the left hand, creating a wash 

of rhythmic and melodic dissonance. The A♯-B half step in the left hand parallels the gambit 

at the end of the third movement in its recasting of B-flat (the first movement’s G-minor 

tonic) as a chromatic embellishment. This last gasp of turbulence (mm. 265-274) is ultimately 

swept away by lush sixteenth-note arpeggiation and, of course, the inescapable dactyl. 

The extended tonic prolongation of the finale’s C-zone thus provides a necessary 

conclusion to the vicissitudes of the sonata, which presents a fine embodiment of Hensel’s 

penchant for unconventional tonal trajectories. Throughout the four-movement cycle, she 
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explores common-tone relationships, favoring in particular the Nebenverwandt relationship 

(major dominant to minor tonic, or minor subdominant to major tonic, e.g., G major to C 

minor, or vice versa).46 She also confers varying degrees of importance onto the six triads in 

the Weitzmann region surrounding G♭-B♭-D (see Tonnetz below).47 

Figure 3.1. Tonnetz displaying the Weitzmann region surrounding the augmented triad G♭-B♭-D

 
 

G minor and B minor are prevailing tonics in the first two movements, and E-flat 

minor is a significant waypoint in the first and last movements. The three major triads function 

as gateways to other tonal areas on multiple levels: B-flat major is relegated to the role of V/e♭ 

(instead of its usual pride of place as a relative-major modulatory destination in a G-minor 

work); F-sharp major acts in the second movement as the dominant pivot between the B 

minor of the Scherzo and the B major of the Trio; and D major serves both as a local tonic in 

the third movement and as a large-scale pivot between the G minor of the first movement and 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
46 For a discussion of the Nebenverwandt relationship, see Richard Cohn, “Weitzmann’s Regions, My Cycles, and 
Douthett’s Dancing Cubes,” Music Theory Spectrum 22, no. 1 (Spring 2000), 92. Cohn utilizes the analytic 
framework of neo-Riemannian theory, which views triadic relations, both on local harmonic and larger tonal 
levels, as the result of transformations (the most basic of which are Parallel, Relative, or Leading-tone-exchange). 
Commonly visualized with the help of a graph of tonal relations called a Tonnetz, this transformational approach 
foregrounds common-tone moves and presents an alternative method of examining nineteenth-century 
chromaticism to one based purely on diatonic functional relations. See Richard Cohn, “Introduction to Neo-
Riemannian Theory: A Survey and a Historical Perspective,” Journal of Music Theory 42, no. 2 (Autumn 1998): 167-
180. 
47 The Weitzmann region comprises the six triads that are only one half-step move away from the same 
augmented triad, resulting in three relative major-minor pairs that are separated by major thirds (in this case, 
e♭/G♭, g/B♭, and b/D). See Cohn, “Weitzmann’s Regions,” 93-94. 
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the G major of the last movement. The six chords of the Weitzmann region all appear in and 

around the first movement’s TR/S1 section, which acts as a kind of harmonic microcosm and 

gives a foretaste of the tonal journeys to come. 

 

Piano Trio in D Minor: i. Allegro molto vivace 

Or, The Case of the Rhapsody as Glue and the Unwelcome S2 

Chromatic mediants and mode mixture continue to play important roles in the Piano 

Trio in D Minor, although in other ways Hensel mounts less of a challenge to early-nineteenth-

century conventions of sonata form than in the G-Minor Sonata and the works discussed in 

Chapter 2. Themes have clearly articulated tight-knit structures and are audibly differentiated 

from each other through their distinctive textural surfaces, even though an underlying 

cohesion obtains through their use of shared motifs (a trait that we have observed in Hensel’s 

earlier works). Structural boundaries are strongly reinforced, particularly with regard to the use 

of medial caesurae. The listener can thus easily determine the identity and function of each 

theme on first hearing. 

Hensel abandons the thematic ambiguity employed in her earlier works, but imports 

other compositional strategies, particularly from the G-Minor Sonata. In the first movement 

of the trio, these strategies include the use of a one-measure P-zone introduction (Pi) to 

establish the tonic in the bass, and the reharmonization of the recapitulation’s P theme with a 

cadential 6/4. Unique to this movement, however, is her employment of a short, rhapsodic 

melodic idea throughout the movement: initially appearing as a disruption of the periodic P 

theme, this idea resurfaces in various forms to serve both as further interruption and as the 

structural glue between sections of very different textural and rhythmic content. 
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Hensel employs a trimodular-block construction in the S zone, but whereas in earlier 

works S2 was introduced as a new-and-improved theme, providing more contrast to the P 

theme or correcting the tonal trajectory of the exposition, in this movement S2 plays a more 

antagonistic role. S1 does everything a conventional S theme should do, but S2 then usurps its 

tonality (the relative major) by instigating a change to the parallel mode; S2’s return in the 

recapitulation (itself significant since, as we have seen, Hensel is happy to omit recalls of S 

material) ultimately leads the movement to its ending in D minor, rather than in the parallel 

major that S1 could have delivered. This is a set-up on a larger scale: Hensel will later redeem 

the power of S1 in its return in the final movement of the trio. Her astuteness in simultaneously 

considering short- and long-range organization also manifests in the way that the P theme 

serves as a microcosm of the first movement in both motivic and harmonic realms, which 

adds a further layer of cohesiveness and organicism. Throughout my analysis, I will draw 

attention to the ways in which Hensel conforms to certain expectations of the sonata-form 

model while continuing to express her creativity through innovative uses of thematic and 

harmonic material. 

Table 3.3. Piano Trio/i, form 

Measure no. Section Tonal area Description 

 Exposition   

1 Pi d Accompanimental figure: sixteenth-note scales 

2 P d Period (30 bars): antecedent (Pa, 8 bars), rhapsodic insertion (Pr, 
6 bars), consequent (Pb, 16 bars) 

Melody: opening rhythm of half note, dotted quarter and 
eighth; begins with rise from ^5-^1 over two measures 
Accompaniment: sixteenth-note scales, over a chromatically 
descending bass from ^1-^5 

32 TR sequence - V/F mm. 41-49: Pr-derived (developed imitatively) 
Accompaniment: eighth-note chords 

52 MC1 V/F  

58 S1 F - o7 Period (34 bars): antecedent (S1a, 16 bars), consequent (S1b, 18 
bars; dissolves into transition: PD in bars 15-16 is followed by o7) 

Melody: opening rhythm of dotted half note and quarter; rise 
from ^5-^1 within one measure 
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Accompaniment: tremolo chords 

92 MC2 viio7/V/f - f(6/4) viio7/V/f begins in m. 90 (end of S1b), but textural break occurs 
in m. 92 
First two beats of m. 96: viio7/V/f resolves onto cadential 6/4 in 
f 
Pr-derived 

‘97 S2 f Rounded binary (26 bars): period (antecedent [4 bars], 
consequent [4 bars]); contrasting middle (8 bars); reprise of 
antecedent (modified, 10 bars; ends in PAC/f)  

Melody: opening rhythm of steady quarter notes, including 
two-beat anacrusis; conjunct descent 
Accompaniment: contrary-motion bass line, eighth-note 
chords in inner voice 

mm. 120-121: Pr-derived 

 EEC PAC/f  

122 C zone f Derived from S2 
mm. 138-141: Pr-derived (closest recall of original Pr thus far) 

 Development   

142 (P material) F -  Motif a and sixteenth-note accompaniment 

170 (P fake-out) b -  Motif a and motif b, but aborted with use of motif e 
mm. 194-196: solo moment in piano: Pr-reminiscent (rhythmic 
augmentation) 

201 (S1) F♯ -   

223 (P material) V/e♭ mm. 223, 227: Pr-reminiscent (eighth-note arpeggiation inverted 
into ascent) 

231 (P material) viio(6/5)/g -  Eighth-note octave accompaniment: Pr-reminiscent 

235 (TR material) sequences  

243 (TR) viio7/g - viio7/a 
- viio(4/3)/d -  

 

252  viio7/V/d (No V bass yet) 

 Recapitulation   

253 P d(6/4) Starts over V pedal. P-theme apotheosis, with b.i. of Pb omitted. 
mm. 261-266: Pr 
mm. 267-271: c.i. of Pb terminates deceptively onto viio(6/5)/V 

272 TR viio(6/5)/V/d -   

283 (P material) V/a  

294 MC1 V/d Dominant bass note in m. 294 
Sixteenth-note figure of P accompaniment presented sixth apart 

298 S1 D S1-theme apotheosis 

3321-2 MC2 d(6/4) First two beats of m. 332: preceding Ger.+6 resolves onto 
cadential 6/4 in d 

‘333 S2 d mm. 356-357: Pr-derived 

 ESC PAC/d  

358 C zone d mm. 374-377: Pr-derived 

 Coda   
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378 (P material) d -   

400 (P + S1) V/d  

404 (P) d  
 

Thematic catalog: 
 
Example 3.13. Piano Trio/i, mm. 1-5; P-zone introduction and basic idea of P theme 

 

 
 
Example 3.14. Piano Trio/i, mm. 10-12; beginning of rhapsodic insertion in P theme 
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Example 3.15. Piano Trio/i, mm. 31-33; accompanimental lead-in and beginning of TR zone 

 
 
Example 3.16. Piano Trio/i, mm. 41-44; beginning of Pr-derived section in middle of TR zone 

 
 
Example 3.17. Piano Trio/i, mm. 58-61; beginning of S1 theme 

 
 
Example 3.18. Piano Trio/i, mm. 92-100; MC2 and antecedent of S2 theme 
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(Example 3.18 continued)

 
 
Example 3.19. Piano Trio/i, mm. 120-126; end of S2 theme and beginning of C zone 

 
 
Example 3.20. Piano Trio/i, mm. 134-145; end of C zone (including Pr recall) and beginning of 
development 
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(Example 3.20 continued)

 
 
Example 3.21. Piano Trio/i, mm. 298-301; beginning of S1 theme in recapitulation 

 
 

Unlike the bare-octave opening of the G-Minor Sonata, the Pi of the first movement 

of the trio makes the modality of the movement abundantly clear through the use of the D 

melodic minor scale, presented in swelling sixteenth notes that establish the stormy 
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atmosphere of the piece (ex. 3.13). While it might be dismissed as a mere accompanimental 

figure once the P theme enters in the second measure, the sixteenth-note figuration is an 

important framing device, and Hensel employs its continuous nature for rhetorical effect. It is 

by its sudden absence, first in m. 11, that we perceive the rhapsodic insertion (Pr, mm. 10-15) 

as a disruption of the periodic structure articulated thus far (the antecedent, Pa, terminates in 

a HC/d in m. 9). The change in hypermeter in Pr (triple, as opposed to quadruple in Pa) 

further accentuates its intrusive nature (ex. 3.14). 

This rhapsodic insertion is ripe with characteristic features: the textural break of a solo 

instrumental moment (violin in m. 11), here also involving monophony; the melodic use of 

descending arpeggiation embellished with passing tones; and the three rhythmic ideas of motif 

d (long tied note followed by three eighth notes), motif e (three quarter notes beginning on 

second beat, derived from the stepwise descent of motif b), and the stream of eighth notes in 

the second and third measures. When Pr-derived material occurs over the course of the 

movement, these features are not all simultaneously present, such that the rhetorical effect of 

the insertion is preserved without the predictability of a direct recall. The closest recalls of Pr, 

in which the melodic contour of motif d is preserved, occur at the most significant structural 

junctures, namely, the ends of the exposition (mm. 138-141) and the recapitulation (mm. 374-

377, before the coda). 

The introduction of Pr and its interruptive qualities is but one of the ways in which 

the P theme presents an encapsulation of the entire movement, in terms of both containing 

its essential thematic material and foreshadowing its harmonic trajectory. The three motifs of 

Pa’s basic idea (motifs a, b, and c) give rise to both S themes (see ex.s 3.17 and 3.18), such that 

a sense of cohesion underlies the the three themes’ sharply differentiated surface appearances 

(primarily resulting from textural contrasts). P’s connection with S1 is particularly close: all 
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three motifs are referenced and presented in the same order, such that P and S1 have similar 

rhythmic profiles. One might even read S1 as an optimistic transformation of the P theme, 

which in turn gives further weight to its return in the final movement; the S1 recall would thus 

signify not just its own ultimate resolution but that of the entire first movement. 

Hensel also creates a parallelism between the P theme and the first movement’s sonata-

form structure by expanding P’s periodic construct and overlaying on it a sense of return 

usually found at the end of a rounded-binary theme. She foretells the recapitulation’s return 

of P over a dominant pedal by inserting a recall of all four measures of Pa’s basic idea over an 

A in the bass (mm. 20-23), which begins the expansion of the consequent’s contrasting idea 

(see Fig. 3.2 for a comparison between a hypothetical 16-bar period model and the actual 

presentation).48 Having thus reharmonized the opening of Pa with a cadential 6/4, further 

dominant prolongation before the eventual PAC/d in mm. 30-31 is accomplished first by a 

repetition then an augmentation of the last bar of Pa’s b.i. (mm. 24-26), after which the piano 

breaks out into a solo chordal cascade, which integrates both the scalar patterns in its preceding 

accompanimental figure and the eighth notes of Pr.  

In this piano cascade, we see further examples of Hensel’s interest in resonances 

between multiple structural layers of a piece, both in additional harmonic foreshadowing of 

the recapitulation and in the fluidity between melodic and harmonic functions. The latter 

involves a single gesture’s ability to take on either role depending on its textural and rhythmic 

framing. Due to the registral separation outlined by the left hand’s jump in register in m. 27, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
48 In this model, the beginning of the consequent is based on the return in mm. 16-17 of the opening texture and 
melodic motif of the movement, as well as the resumption of the quadruple hypermeter. Also informing this 
decision is the placement of the cadential 6/4 in the second half of the phrase, as is typical for the drive to the 
cadence in the contrasting idea. Another model could potentially have the consequent beginning with the 
reharmonized D-minor theme over the 6/4 chord, in which case the predominant prolongation of mm. 16-19 
would be part of a 10-bar insertion between the antecedent and the consequent. 
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the chordal descent is initially heard as a melodic elaboration of the cadential 6/4 articulated 

on the downbeat of m. 27. The quarter notes that break the eighth note flow in m. 30 then 

derive from an augmentation of the chromatic move that begins mm. 28 and 29 (with the 

second bass note, B-flat, reharmonized now as iv6 instead of viio(4/2)), but the gesture now bears 

harmonic significance due to its reduced speed, low register, and tutti texture. 

Figure 3.2. 16-bar period model and actual appearance of P theme in Piano Trio in D Minor/i 
(reductions) 
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Hensel also furthers the parallelism between Pb and the recapitulation by way of a 

direct harmonic reference: the first triad of the interruption (viio6/V in D minor, first beat of 

m. 30) reappears in m. 271, still in first inversion but now with an additional diminished 

seventh, to provide a deceptive resolution to the cadential drive at the end of the 

recapitulation’s P-zone and the beginning of its TR. The same chord that initiated a brief 

harmonic detour before the P theme’s PAC/d thus launches the large-scale detour away from 

the tonic of the recapitulatory P zone before the eventual attainment of the ESC. 

In order perhaps to distinguish transitional material from the P and S themes, all of 

which share the conjunct descent of motif b, Hensel introduces a new melodic idea in the TR 

zone: a stepwise ascent (motif f), with a new rhythmic profile of a quarter and two eighths, 

and accompanied by pulsating eighth-note chords (ex. 3.15). TR’s initiating descent of a fifth 

from F to B-flat can also be interpreted as an inversion of the fourth-ascent that begins P and 

S1, further indicating Hensel’s intent to give TR a different yet complementary contour.  

In the remainder of TR, Hensel employs Pr material in such a way as to conform to 

conventional expectations of a TR section, but also briefly hints at the non-conventional S2 

to come. The abrupt stop of the eighth-note chords in the second half of m. 41 bolsters our 

hearing of this solo piano moment as a modified return of the rhapsodic insertion (ex. 3.16). 

Here Pr material is developed: motif d’s contour is modified and then treated imitatively in 

mm. 45-49, and the melody of mm. 43-44 can also be seen as deriving from its augmentation; 

and motif e is paired with contrary motion in the bass (m. 43) and later appears untethered to 

the end of motif d (m. 51). These reworkings fall in line with our expectations of a transition 

section’s looser, freer exploration of motivic ideas.  

The use of Pr material in mm. 41-51 is concurrent with an exploration of the harmonic 

realm of F minor, which foreshadows the key of the unexpected second S theme, but the 
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continuous quarter-note motion in mm. 52-57 then transforms the halting quality of Pr’s motif 

e into a gently flowing dominant prolongation in F major (cadential 6/4 - V; the dominant 

pedal established in mm. 52-53 is perceived to linger underneath the ensuing linear 

chromaticism). The change in rhythmic surface frames the turn from F minor to F major as a 

beneficent course correction, as the quarter notes placidly guide the listener toward the 

conventionally expected key. This MC complex ends with a diatonic and harmonically static 

presentation of V7 in m. 57, providing a clearly audible break. 

With the first S theme, Hensel sets us up to expect conformity to tradition, in order to 

then surprise us with a move away from it (much like she did in the piano quartet decades 

earlier). At first blush, S1 checks the boxes of a typical S theme: it is in the relative major, has 

a tight-knit, periodic structure, and provides contrast to the P theme in texture (the 

introduction of tremolo chords) and opening register, even though, as previously noted, its 

melody derives from motifs found in the P theme (its initial ^5-^1 ascent is found across the 

first two measures of Pa; see ex. 3.17 for additional connections). Despite an adventurous 

excursion to the chromatic mediant A major in m. 66 (the beginning of the contrasting idea), 

the antecedent ends in an expected HC/F. The consequent tracks closely with the antecedent 

as far as the beginning of its contrasting idea, and the ii6 in mm. 88-89 suggests the 

predominant before an authentic cadence.  

Measures 90-91, however, detour to a diminished seventh. The listener might still be 

able to understand this as a chromatic approach to a cadence in F major (viio(4/2)/V or cto7 if 

respelled with a G-sharp), but the rupture in the texture in m. 92, marking the beginning of 

the second medial caesura, indicates that all is indeed not well. The tremolo chords of the 

piano suddenly vanish, replaced by solo-piano eighth-note arpeggiation reminiscent of motif 

d, which is answered by motif e’s rhythm in the unaccompanied violin (ex. 3.18). Unlike in 
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TR, Pr’s material enters here to burst the bubble of convention, depriving us of a conclusive 

end to S1’s consequent and precipitating us into the unexpected and unwelcome second S 

theme. The disruptive and terse nature of MC2 is a far cry from the lead-up to S1; Hensel thus 

employs the surface texture to dramatize and emphasize the movement’s turn away from 

normative expectations. 

The second S theme reworks earlier material in a manner that organically integrates it 

into the fabric of the exposition while defining its own unique thematic identity. Its derivation 

from TR hints perhaps at its function as an unstable waypoint in the grand scheme of the trio: 

unlike S1, S2 does not recur in the final movement, and its minor-mode pessimism is ultimately 

washed away by S1’s resurrection there. In some ways, S2 can be seen as a waypoint in the 

first movement as well: even though, following convention, S2 does deliver the structural 

closures of EEC and ESC that we expect, its thematic material (which also characterizes the 

C zone) does not ultimately end the first movement, with Hensel primarily calling upon P 

material in the coda instead. 

The S2 theme derives its stepwise quarter notes from P’s motif b, but rhythmically 

reframes the gesture such that it now begins as an anacrusis. A more easily audible connection 

lies between S2 and TR: the accompanying eighth-note chords recall the latter section’s 

beginning, and the contrary motion between the bass and the soprano recalls its ending. The 

material at the end of TR originally framed a harmonic turn toward the optimistic F major, 

but now it carries the opposite function, as it sinks the S zone into the parallel mode with a 

vivid change of mood. Further contributing to the connection to TR is the appearance of an 

inverted motif f in the cello’s wistful calls in mm. 108-111. The move to F minor is particularly 

unexpected not just due to its minor mode, but also because of its harmonic distance from D 

minor as a chromatic mediant. Hensel could have taken the more normative path of ending 
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the S zone in the dominant A minor, one click toward the sharp side on the circle of fifths, 

but instead she turns the music three clicks toward the flat side. The resultant feeling of being 

thrown into a far-removed tonal realm contributes to the listener’s perception of S2 as an 

unstable zone. 

Even though S2 delivers the EEC, the subdued nature of the cadence reminds the 

listener that this is far from the triumphant positivity that we might have expected from an F-

major resolution, and the initial derivation of the ensuing C zone from S2 also weakens the 

rhetorical effect of the closure, as if the cadence just happens in passing within an exploration 

of this pessimistic thematic material. In contrast to the confidence of the tutti, homophonic 

presentation of the PAC/d at the end of the P zone, the EEC (PAC/f) in mm. 121-122 is 

delivered within a diminuendo, with a forlorn, Pr-reminiscent piano melody only minimally 

supported by the left-hand part and the cello (ex. 3.19). The C zone’s reworking of S2 material 

begins with a mitigation of its rhythmic energy, smoothing out the dotted rhythm of the 

melody into even quarter notes and replacing the continuous eighth notes of the 

accompaniment with off-beat quarters. The violin part then emphasizes the temporary defeat 

of S1’s optimism in mm. 134-137, when, with its repeated E-F half step, it co-opts the 

characteristic dotted-half-and-quarter rhythm that began S1 to provide ^7-^1 confirmation in 

F minor instead (ex. 3.20). There is also a parallelism with the P theme: the insistence of this 

half-step ascent can be heard as balancing out the repeated B♭-A descents in Pb, and the half 

steps here are likewise followed by a solo moment in the piano (mm. 138-141). The piano 

melody appears over held chords in the strings and presents the most direct reference to Pr 

so far, given the preservation of motif d’s contour (diminished triad decorated by accented 

passing tone). Pr material thus acts here as structural glue between the exposition and the 
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development, providing a textural pivot between the disparate rhythmic surfaces of the S2-

derived C zone and the P-derived opening of the development. 

The development carries out harmonic and motivic explorations that one would 

expect of a nineteenth-century sonata structure, though Hensel’s adventurous chromaticism 

is not to be diminished. This includes situating S1 material in the distant F-sharp major 

(beginning m. 201); even more remarkably, Hensel exits this chromatic mediant through a 

common-tone reinterpretation of F-sharp as ♭^6 in B-flat major (enharmonically A-sharp; see 

m. 209). This traversal of the enharmonic seam through tonalities a major third apart is 

reminiscent of the TR/S zone in the exposition of the G-Minor Sonata’s opening movement. 

Hensel also creates a notable ebb and flow in the narrative drive of the development: 

she varies both the overall energy level and her methods of reworking thematic material, while 

also deftly navigating the transitions between disparate melodic and textural elements, such 

that a sense of organic progression from one to the next obtains. She primarily develops 

motivic material from P, S1, and TR (see Table 3.3), and continues to use Pr material at 

important structural junctures. The development initially focuses only on motif a and the 

sixteenth-note accompaniment of Pa. When motif b finally reappears in mm. 171-172, the 

listener might assume that a fuller presentation of the P theme (in the key of B minor) will 

now run its course.49 This, however, proves to be a fake-out when the recall is immediately 

aborted by a two-measure complex (mm. 173-174), formed of Pa’s motif a and the rhythm of 

Pr’s motif e (the three piano chords are set apart from the downbeat via the change in register), 

that propels us toward F-sharp minor instead. In m. 180, the two-measure complex is whittled 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
49 While the cello starts the motif a + motif b complex in m. 169, as opposed to the violin’s m. 170, its recall 
does not align with chord i in the piano part; additionally, the piano doubles motif b in the violin part in mm. 
171-172, as it did in the exposition, but not motif b in the cello part. The cello’s recall is thus better understood 
as an adroit turn of anticipatory imitation preceding the P-theme fake-out. 
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down to just motif e, as the music, having taken a brief chromatic excursion to B-flat minor 

(foreshadowing the move from F-sharp major to B-flat major later in the development), finds 

its way back to F-sharp minor. Motif a makes a reappearance when the violin cries out with 

an octave leap in mm. 188-193; a Pr-reminiscent solo piano moment then picks up the violin’s 

high F♯6 (which forms a tritone with the B♯ in the cello) and gently bears it downwards on 

embellished arpeggiation in quarter notes. The prevailing rhythm then slows down into half 

notes, and a medial-caesura-like moment in m. 200 sets up the presentation of S1 in F-sharp 

major. Pr material, functioning once again as structural glue, thus facilitates the approach to 

this special moment in the middle of the development section. 

The departure from S1 material is also Pr-reminiscent. In m. 223, the bare octaves of 

the piano part present a militaristic take on the eighth-note motion of Pr’s melody, and the 

upward arpeggiation that sweeps into the melody also recalls the accompaniment in the first 

measure of Pr. The octaves beginning in m. 231 include more scalar figuration, as if the eighth 

notes of Pr now meld with the accompaniment of Pa, and they drive unrelenting to the 

recapitulation, save for two measures of quarter notes in mm. 251-252. These last two 

measures before the recapitulation are presented in tutti homophony and provide the essential 

harmonic turning point (viio7/V in D minor) between the viio(4/3)/d (the same chord and 

inversion at the beginning of Pr) that had stagnated over mm. 247-251 and the d(6/4) that begins 

the recapitulation. 

Despite the lack of a typical harmonic set-up at the inception of the double return, 

Hensel employs textural cues to decisively mark its beginning. The fortissimo dynamic and 

inverted orchestration of the recapitulation’s P theme – the strings now present the sixteenth-

note accompaniment in octaves, and the piano fully harmonizes the melody in block chords 

– causes the listener to perceive it as the apotheosis of the P theme; its reignition of rhythmic 
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energy after the quarter-note chords at the end of the development supports the immediate 

recognition that the new large-scale rotation through the exposition’s material has begun. The 

harmonies, however, are curiously irresolute. As there was no bona fide retransition preceding 

the recapitulation, and the last harmony heard was a diminished seventh functioning as a 

predominant, the d(6/4) bears an implied dominant function as a cadential 6/4, as if the 

recapitulation’s P theme will accomplish its own harmonic retransition. Instead of resolving 

onto a V/d as expected, the next chord heard (downbeat of m. 255) is a root-position tonic 

chord, and the harmonies then proceed mostly as they did in the exposition’s Pa. In addition 

to sidestepping a V-I move at the beginning of the recapitulation’s P zone, Hensel also omits 

the PAC at its end, resolving the V chord deceptively to viio(6/5)/V in m. 271. 

Other significant changes to the P theme similarly amplify the recapitulation’s narrative 

drive and avoid predictability in its recall. This includes the omission of the first eleven 

measures of Pb and the transformation of Pr, which together reshape the material so as to 

suggest a supplantation of the original periodic structure with a sentential one. The listener 

could potentially hear a presentation (mm. 253-260) comprised of two four-bar basic ideas 

(the second deriving motivically from the first), each ending on V; the continuation would 

then begin with six bars of Pr-shaped tonic prolongation (mm. 261-266), followed by a generic, 

scalar cadential idea (mm. 267-270). Pr’s transformation involves not only a harmonic change 

in the fourth measure, with i6/d replacing V(6/5)/g, and a reversal of instrumental roles (carrying 

over from the new orchestration of Pa), but also alterations to the motivic material. The 

arpeggiating accompaniment in mm. 261 and 264 now takes the eighth-note form seen in the 

development (mm. 223 and 227, though now the strings form vertical dyads instead of 

doubling at the octave), and a new voice is added to the texture with the presentation of motif 

a’s dotted rhythm in the piano part. 
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Hensel also transforms the TR section in the recapitulation, imbuing it with increased 

forward momentum that leads directly to the S1 theme. Traces of the development and its 

concomitant sense of transitional flux emerge in TR’s employment of imitation at the measure 

in mm. 272-279, which was previously applied to P material in mm. 162-171. This imitative 

section provides a segue to the unexpected return of Pa material (in. 283), which is also treated 

imitatively and replaces the Pr-recall in the exposition’s TR. Pa thus provides an inexorable 

sixteenth-note drive into S1 over a chromatically climbing bass line, proceeding from V/a to 

V/d. Accordingly, MC1 (mm. 294-297) takes on a very different character than in the 

exposition. It is marked by a four-measure dominant prolongation (the bass A in m. 294 is 

unchallenged in its register and underpins the figuration as an implicit pedal) and the break in 

the soaring string melody, but not by a gap in the rhythmic surface. 

The fortissimo, tutti presentation of S1 in the parallel major in m. 298 suggests the 

apotheosis of the theme, paralleling the transformation of P at the beginning of the 

recapitulation (ex. 3.21). While the listener may hope that this stronger, more confident version 

of S1 signals the possibility of an optimistic D-major end to the movement, Hensel’s 

adherence to convention in fully recalling the exposition’s S zone deprives us of major-mode 

fulfillment here, postponing it instead to the final movement of the trio. S1’s triumph is again 

betrayed by its consequent, which grabs onto the B-flat in the Neapolitan sixth (first 

introduced in m. 320) to pivot back to D minor. Although Pr does not disrupt the texture here 

as it did before the exposition’s S2, fragments of it are embedded into this pessimistic modal 

shift: the rhythm of motif e (including the downbeat quarter rest) appears in the violin part’s 

arpeggiating figure in mm. 321 and 325, and in m. 329 the figure contracts into stepwise 

motion, producing a closer resemblance to the exposition’s MC2. Though appearing in a more 
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subtle manner than in the exposition, Pr is thus once again implicated in the S zone’s turn to 

the parallel minor. 

The recapitulation’s S2 theme and C zone are essentially direct transpositions of the 

exposition’s sections to D minor. The recall of Pr in mm. 374-377 this time leads to a coda, 

which brings the movement full circle by ending it using P material, but not before including 

a brief interjected reference to S1. Paralleling the beginning of the development, the coda starts 

with Pa’s motif a and sixteenth notes, but instead of the gradual blossoming of this material 

into a continuous texture in the former, now the material seems to disintegrate. The two 

attempts to restart the sixteenth-note drive are each aborted after a paltry two measures. The 

half-note melody of the cello line in mm. 388-400, punctuated by piano chords, begins 

diatonically but then slips into a half-step descent paired with highly chromatic harmonies, like 

a distant memory of the movement’s earlier harmonic turmoil. 

The movement appears to gradually wind down to a subdued end, but a return of S1’s 

tremolo accompaniment below Pa’s motif a (mm. 400-403) ushers in one last sixteenth-note 

tirade. The tremolo is the final appearance of S1’s material in this movement and can be read 

as signalling its defeat: having failed to deliver an ESC and keep the S zone in the parallel 

major, it now outlines a cadential 6/4 - V move in D minor and plays a supporting role to P 

material. The ensuing sixteenth-note surge, with the figuration now doubled in octaves and 

paired with rhythmic diminution of motif a in the strings (m. 404-408), could have directly led 

to the final chords in mm. 415-416, but Hensel breaks its flow in m. 414 to insert one last 

callback to the eighth notes of Pr, the instigator of much of the movement’s turmoil. The first 

movement of the trio thus comes to a stormy, minor-mode close, and the listener, operating 

within nineteenth-century norms, is left searching for a happy ending later in the work. 
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Piano Trio in D Minor: iv. Finale. Allegro moderato 

Or, The Case of Final Redemption 

The last movement of the trio does not initially seem to promise a more optimistic 

outlook, beginning as it does in D minor. It eventually delivers a positive, parallel-mode 

ending, and even resolves conflicts in the first movement by recalling its S1 theme and 

redeeming its past failures. This is Hensel’s most overt use of cyclicism thus far: the use of 

direct quotation supersedes the oblique references of the Ostersonate’s finale, at least from the 

listener’s standpoint. Hensel builds a teleological drive to the attainment of ultimate D-major 

resolution using rhythmic and harmonic manipulations and embedded references to the first 

movement, and her choice of sonata form, rather than sonata-rondo, supports her framing of 

the recapitulation’s S zone as the final triumph (instead of ending the movement with a reprise 

of the P theme). 

Other than the unexpected appearance of the first movement’s S1 and a subdued 

beginning to the recapitulation (resulting from an unusual retransitional approach), this 

movement adheres to nineteenth-century sonata-form conventions more closely than any of 

the nine movements previously discussed. All of the expected formal features are present, 

themes are strongly differentiated, and structural junctures are rhetorically reinforced in the 

texture and harmonic rhythm. The listener knows exactly where they are at any moment in 

their journey through the movement’s form, which allows Hensel to then spring on them the 

quotation from the first movement. This moment is a surprise on the surface level, but also 

the satisfying release of a subconscious build-up of tension that Hensel had already begun to 

seed in the first movement. 
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Table 3.4. Piano Trio/iv, form 

Measure no. Section Tonal area Description 

‘1 Intro V/d Rhapsodic piano introduction 

 Exposition   

8 P d Rounded binary (50 bars): period (antecedent [Pa, 12 bars], 
rhapsodic insertion [recall of Intro, 4 bars], consequent [Pb, 
16 bars; ends in PAC/F]); contrasting middle (Pc, 8 bars); 
reprise of consequent (Pb modified, 10 bars; final PAC/d 
elides with beginning of TR) 

Melody: mostly trochaic (dotted quarter and eighth), 
eighth notes in Pb’s c.i.; begins with triadic descent from 
^5-^1 over two measures 
Accompaniment: 64th-note, rapid arpeggiated flourishes 
directed to the second beat, over a chromatically 
descending bass from ^1-^5 

58 TR d - sequence - V/F Melody: eighth notes 
Accompaniment: triplet sixteenths; trochaic bass line 
with intervening eighth notes 

70 MC V/F  

‘72 S F Period (23 bars): antecedent (8 bars), consequent (15 bars; 
final PAC/F elides with beginning of C zone) 

Melody: begins with anacrusis; mostly anapestic (two 
sixteenths and an eighth)50 
Accompaniment: triplet sixteenths; trochaic bass line 
with intervening anapest 

Ends with P material 

 EEC PAC/F  

95 C F  

 Development  Initially appears to be part of C zone 

‘99 (S material) c - c♯ - V/b  

119 (P) b - sequence  

133 (TR) f♯ - b - e - g - V/E♭ Descending 2nd (circle of 5ths) 

145 (MC) V/E♭  

147 (S) E♭ - … - V/F  

174 RT V/d  

 Recapitulation   

176 P d  

188 MC V/d  

‘193 S D -  (No recall of P material) 

212 S1 from mvt 1  D(6/4) Dominant prolongation 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
50 The reading of this rhythm as an anapest, instead of a dactyl, is based on the melodic contour of the line, the 
way in which the first appearance of the gesture is set apart from the anticipatory anacrusis and the downbeat 
that begins the theme, and the directionality of the gesture toward the eighth on each beat, which is emphasized 
by the bowing marking and the crescendo hairpin in m. 73 and similar measures. 
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 ESC PAC/D  

224 C zone D S material 
 

Thematic catalog: 
 
Example 3.22. Piano Trio/iv, mm. ‘1-15; Introduction and beginning of P theme 

 
 
Example 3.23. Piano Trio/iv, mm. 20-23; rhapsodic insertion in P theme 
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Example 3.24. Piano Trio/iv, mm. 32-35; entrance of strings at beginning of contrasting idea of P-
theme consequent 

 
 
Example 3.25. Piano Trio/iv, mm. 58-60; beginning of TR zone 

 
 
Example 3.26. Piano Trio/iv, mm. 70-73; MC and beginning of S theme 
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Example 3.27. Piano Trio/iv, mm. 91-95; recall of P material at end of S theme 

 
 
Example 3.28. Piano Trio/iv, mm. 172-177; end of development and beginning of recapitulation 
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Example 3.29. Piano Trio/iv, mm. 192-194; end of MC complex and beginning of S theme in 
recapitulation 

 
 
Example 3.30. Piano Trio/iv, mm. 212-215; beginning of return of first movement’s S1 theme 

 
 
Example 3.31. Piano Trio/iv, mm. 222-226; end of S zone and beginning of C zone in recapitulation 

 
 

After the song-like inner movements of the trio, the Intro and P zone of the finale 

return us to the world of the first movement with more than just the D-minor tonality. The 
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introduction returns us to the realm of chamber music from the preceding Lieder, as the 

cadenza-like solo piano figuration is more at home with instrumental rather than vocal 

virtuosity (ex. 3.22). The Intro also conjures up memories of the rhapsodic outbursts of the 

first movement’s Pr, and the parallelism is emphasized when Intro material interjects between 

the antecedent and consequent of the rounded-binary P theme (ex. 3.23; see Table 3.4 for 

structural breakdown). 

The finale’s P theme also draws parallels to that of the first movement. While trochaic 

dotted rhythms prevail in the primary themes of all four movements, a stronger similarity 

between the first and last movements obtains from the melody’s outlining of ^5-^1 over the 

first two measures (an ascending fourth in the first movement, and a triadic descent in the last 

movement), as well as its textural envelopment by florid piano figuration. The bass line also 

mimics that of the first movement in its chromatic descent from ^1-^5. Additionally, the S1 

theme of the first movement is invoked through the use of two consecutive trochees with 

disjunct contours. Hensel thus awakens the listener’s recollections of the first movement, 

giving the trio a sense of coming full circle and foreshadowing the direct recall of its secondary 

theme later in the movement. 

Despite these parallelisms, however, the beginning of the finale projects a sense of 

hesitance, like an engine trying to get started. The rhythmic freedom of the Intro and the 

halting flourishes of P’s accompaniment are far removed from the continuous sixteenth notes 

underlying much of the first movement’s P theme. The entry of the strings in the contrasting 

idea of Pb (m. 32; ex. 3.24) introduces more fluidity with the new eighth-note response to the 

basic idea, but not until the transition does the engine truly get going. Following the tutti 

homophonic presentation of the PAC/d in mm. 57-581, TR takes off with an eighth-note 

melody that begins halfway through the first beat, accompanied by burbling triplet sixteenths 
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in the inner voice (ex. 3.25). The rhythmic directionality of the melodic line and the busy 

texture pair well with the instability of the harmonies as the music wends its way toward V/F; 

this dominant is presented in mm. 70-71 as an unmistakable MC, complete with a reprieve 

from the triplets right before the entrance of the S theme (ex. 3.26). 

The S zone now begins in the relative major typically expected, but the listener, after 

experiencing the dramatic events of the first movement, might have lingering doubts about F 

major’s permanence. Hensel initially threatens another parallel-minor turn, using the minor 

subdominant and the Neapolitan sixth in mm. 87-88 to pivot to a cadential 6/4 in F minor in 

mm. 89-90 (the Neapolitan sixth had also played a role in the parallel-minor turn in the first 

movement’s recapitulation). The sun then comes out in m. 91, when the A-flat rises back up 

to A-natural, and a modified version of Pa’s basic idea returns to deliver the EEC (PAC/F) in 

mm. 94-95 (ex. 3.27). Hensel thus establishes a subconscious association between the recall of 

prior material (here from earlier in the movement) and the resolution of issues left hanging in 

the first movement, setting up the recapitulation’s recall, at the same juncture in the S zone, 

of material from even earlier in the trio. 

After a four-measure C zone comprised of F-major arpeggiation, the development 

begins on the upbeat to m. 99 with a reworking of S material. Parallels to the first movement’s 

development section can be seen in its initial use of thematic fragments (with imitation 

between the strings; mm. ‘99-111) and subsequent canonic recall of the P theme in B minor 

(beginning in m. 119) that soon disintegrates. In this movement, Hensel then charts a course 

close to that of the exposition by progressing through TR then S material (the first movement’s 

development only brought back TR material nearer to its end, after presenting S1), 

foregrounding the rotational nature of sonata form on a thematic level, while ramping up tonal 

and harmonic tension via foreign-key explorations. 
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While working through the themes in their initial order of presentation is itself not 

unconventional for a development section, Hensel’s preservation of the MC complex in a 

direct transposition to E-flat major (mm. 145-146) less conventionally inserts structural 

punctuation that aurally bears equal weight to its initial appearance in the exposition.51 This 

moment of dominant prolongation is particularly striking given the harmonic volatility of the 

preceding material and the ensuing substantial quotation of the S theme. Altogether, this 

potentially has the effect of sowing doubt in the listener’s mind, as they wonder if they have 

stumbled into a wrong-key recapitulation. However, the momentary tonal stability soon 

dissolves, along with the structural ambiguity. 

Recalling the MC complex also frames the subsequent reworking of S material 

(beginning on the upbeat to m. 147) as an alternative version of the theme, rather than just 

standard motivic development. The listener thus perceives more acutely the changes wrought 

to it, including the loss of its original tight-knit structure and its recomposition to project a 

more transitional nature, so as to drive toward the retransition and usher in the recapitulation’s 

P theme (in contrast to using P material to bring itself to a close, as in the exposition). The S-

theme recall starts out as a transposition of the original antecedent, but in m. 152 it segues into 

the thematic fragmentation found in the consequent. Hensel then pushes the chromatic climb 

even further, such that the PD-D cadential preparation in mm. 156-159 gears up for F-sharp 

minor/major, a half step higher than before. Whereas the equivalent moment in the exposition 

would have called for a P-theme recall to deliver the PAC, Hensel avoids tonal confirmation 

and sequences the material of mm. 158-159 to forge harmonically further afield. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
51 The recall of S1 in the first movement’s development section is prepared by an MC-like moment as well, but 
the lack of direct quotation of the exposition’s material results in a weaker parallelism than this one. 
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The attainment of a first-inversion C major triad in m. 172 is accompanied by a sudden 

break in the texture: the violin abandons its dactylic motif, the relentless triplet sixteenths are 

now sublimated into a high-register trill in the piano, and the cello leaps into the middle of the 

texture to begin an inexorable scalar descent to the D of m. 176 (ex. 3.28). Though preceded 

by its own V7 chord in m. 171, the bass E undercuts the strength of the C major chord, whose 

function in this tonally unstable context is unclear. When V7/d follows in m. 174 to begin the 

two-measure retransition, the listener understands the C6 as a chromatic predominant (an 

alternative harmonization of the E-A bass motion).52 

Thus chromatically approached, the RT emerges almost out of nowhere, and it lacks 

both the textural density and extensive prolongation that conventionally announces the 

recapitulation’s triumphal double return. The presentation of P that begins in m. 176 is, 

accordingly, a rather subdued one, markedly different from that of the exposition and the 

development. The dynamic marking is now piano, and the arpeggiation of the accompaniment 

is tamer, with six notes instead of eight and the embellishing incomplete neighbor removed. 

The melancholy melody in the violin now irons out the trochees in mm. 179 and 181 into even 

quarter notes (a remnant of the end of the development, cf. mm. 165 and 167). All this is 

overlaid by the trill that carries over from the last four measures of the development, now 

plaintively outlining an inverted tonic pedal. 

The violin’s breakaway from Pa in m. 183 strikes a further parallel with the 

development by echoing the registral jump of the cello in m. 172. The ensuing scalar descent 

pulls the piano trill down along with it, propelling it toward the dominant prolongation that 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
52 The perception of the C6 chord as a predominant is also supported by the chromatic ascent from A5 to D6 in 
the top voice of mm. 169-176 (continued in the piano’s trills when the violin drops back down to A5 for the 
beginning of the recapitulation). Given the abandonment of the chromatic descent in the bass line in m. 169 as 
it skips down to a C-sharp to outline an A6 chord, one can potentially hear mm. 169-175 as prolongation of V/d. 
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starts in m. 188. With the P recall now abandoned, this five-measure MC complex recalls the 

Intro in its monophonic show of piano virtuosity. The outburst in the violin in mm. ‘189-190 

relates locally as an intensification of S’s rhythm, but its contour actually derives from the first 

movement’s TR, yet another hint of the S1 recall to come.  

Hensel also throws in a harmonic surprise right before the entrance of the S theme, 

inserting a chromatic descent from C-sharp to B-flat (articulated each beat in mm. 191-192) 

that briefly implies V7/F (ex. 3.29). This detour threatens to derail the recapitulation’s path by 

throwing us back to the exposition’s S-zone tonality. Hensel’s humor is seen in the subsequent 

entrance of the jovial S theme, in the conventionally-expected D major, at a piano dynamic and 

marked molto vivace; it is as if the music says,“just kidding,” and then scarpers. Another carry-

over from the development is embedded in the C-C♯ climb in the bass in mm. 192-193; this 

echoes the piano trill in the approach to the RT, but flips its character by outlining an 

optimistic approach to D major, instead leading back to D minor. 

In mm. 208-211 of the S theme, Hensel replaces the parallel-minor threat of mm. 87-

90 with a succession of fleeting tonicizations of D-major harmonies. These are presented in a 

tutti homophonic texture with a mostly conjunct bass line, resonating with both the cadential 

approach at the end of the exposition’s P and MC1 from the first movement’s exposition. The 

latter reference is apropos, as what follows is the recall of the first movement’s S1 (ex. 3.30). 

Embedded in this return is another reference: the reharmonization of the first measure 

as a cadential 6/4 is a throwback to the reharmonized P theme of the first movement, 

including both the consequent in the exposition and the beginning of the recapitulation. 

Hensel jettisons the tonic pedal of the first movement’s S1 and rewrites the harmonies to 

outline a more active dominant prolongation, decorated by chromaticism. The strong 

directionality projected here is a stark reversal of the trajectory of the original S1, which 
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promised tonal stability at its beginning, but ultimately failed to deliver. Tutti homophony 

returns in mm. 222-223 for the final steps of the ascending bass line, and the S1 theme finally 

redeems itself by achieving the long-awaited PAC/D (ex. 3.31). This cadence serves as not just 

the ESC in this movement, but also the closure of which the listener had been robbed in the 

first movement. 

The C zone follows with a jubilant celebration of D major using the finale’s S material. 

The chromatic harmonies incite fleeting remembrances of the D minor turbulence that reigned 

over much of the sonata, but are ultimately powerless against the strength of the underlying 

tonic pedal and the constant returns to the I chord. Thus concludes Hensel’s last essay into 

sonata form, a movement whose relative brevity and almost frivolous-sounding secondary 

theme belie its complex connections to the first movement and the structural weight it bears 

in the larger trajectory of the trio. Like much of Hensel’s music, there is so much more to it 

below the surface, if only we took a closer look. 

!  
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Chapter 4 

Summary and paths for further research 

Hensel challenged the conventions of her time, not only by writing substantial works 

that ventured outside of the domestic realm prescribed to women of her social class, but also 

by deviating from structural norms within her compositions. The ten movements discussed in 

this document display a stunning variety of approaches to sonata form. Her pieces resist being 

condensed into any singular formal prototype, and are instead a testament to her creativity, 

open-mindedness, and willingness to move with the times. Certain trends and commonalities, 

however, do emerge across the works, and they will be summarized here. I will first 

concentrate on Hensel’s interactions with sonata-form conventions, and then broaden the 

scope to address other stylistic traits. I will then conclude by proposing paths for further 

research. 

 

Interactions with sonata form 

The ten instantiations of sonata form surveyed here exhibit Hensel’s response to its 

changing conception between the late 1700s and the early 1800s, as Huber has noted (see 

Introduction). The Piano Quartet and the C-Minor Sonata, both from the early 1820s, strike 

the listener as the work of a young composer who has been steeped in eighteenth-century 

traditions, and yet finds niches to explore within the model. The Ostersonate and the String 

Quartet, from the late 1820s and early 1830s, are overtly experimental, and not just in the 

sonata-form movements. The G-Minor Sonata and the Piano Trio, from the 1840s, exhibit an 

increased interest in cyclicism that was hinted at in the finale of the Ostersonate. For ease of 

reference, I will subsequently designate these pairs of works respectively as early, middle-

period, and late, while making no claim that Hensel’s other compositions support a tripartite 
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division of her oeuvre. I do believe, however, that her first trip to Italy in 1839-1840 was both 

personally and musically significant, and propose that it serves as a suitable point for 

chronological segmentation. 

Many of the ten sonata-form movements contain multiple S themes. These are often 

first introduced as part of a trimodular-block S zone in the exposition, with the second S theme 

preceded by a medial caesura (Piano Quartet/i, C-Minor Sonata/i, Ostersonate/i, Piano Trio/i; 

G-Minor Sonata/iv also alludes to a trimodular-block construction, but lacks a strong MC2 in 

the exposition). Some movements, however, introduce a new theme, albeit derived from prior 

material in the movement, at the beginning of the recapitulation’s S-zone (C-Minor Sonata/iii, 

String Quartet/iv), or insert the S theme of a prior movement before the ESC (Piano Trio/iv). 

Additionally, all of the early and middle-period pieces include omissions of S-zone 

material in the recapitulation. Even if, as some writers have asserted, this might not have been 

unusual in eighteenth-century sonata forms that were more concerned with tonal trajectory 

than complete thematic recall, Hensel’s choice to interact with this earlier tradition is 

significant.53 Particularly in the case of her early works, this choice is perhaps a reflection of 

her musical education, suggesting that, even as she enjoyed and was influenced by 

contemporary works (such as the late sonatas of Beethoven), her compositional models were 

either older or more conservative.  

These S-zone omissions present as much more than simple discards. One discovers 

various ways in which Hensel frames the lack of reappearance of an S theme as a necessary 

outcome: making the S theme redundant to begin with by building it out of P material, so as 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
53 Huber, “Anmerkungen zu ‘Schreibart’ und ‘Lebensprinzip,’” 95-96. The incomplete recall of expositional 
material would track with the emergence of sonata form from a simpler rounded-binary construct. S-zone 
omissions are mentioned in the following broader discussions of recapitulatory alterations in the works of Haydn, 
Mozart, and Beethoven: Caplin, Classical Form, 167, 169; and Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 239, 
242-249. 
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to make room for an extended coda (Ostersonate/iv); rendering it redundant later through an 

alternative, new-and-improved S theme (C-Minor Sonata/i); replacing it with a new theme that 

provides a more conclusive denouement (String Quartet/iv); and causing it to disintegrate 

during the development, so as to make room for a reassertion of the primacy of P-material 

(Piano Quartet/i, Ostersonate/i). The replacement of S1 with S2 in the finale of the C-Minor 

Sonata is extra-musically motivated: by omitting the lyrical, major-mode theme and putting a 

terse, turbulent phrase in its stead, Hensel dramatically conveys a sense of loss felt in her 

brother’s absence. This movement potentially suggests that, in addition to quotations, coded 

messages between the siblings could also have taken the form of structural manipulations. 

In addition to the S-zone modifications in the recapitulation, Hensel’s changes to the 

P and TR zones provide further evidence for her concern in avoiding redundancy and 

maintaining the movement’s drive toward the ESC with as little interruption as possible.54 She 

frequently omits parts of the P or TR, such that the modifications to the harmonic path (in 

order to remain in the tonic for the S zone) are accomplished not by an extension of the TR, 

but rather by a compressed P-TR complex. Some movements rework TR into a shorter, more 

concise version (C-Minor Sonata/i), or bypass TR altogether (or TR1 if there is a trimodular-

block S zone; Piano Quartet/i, Ostersonate/i, Ostersonate/iv, String Quartet/iv). Others jettison 

part or all of the consequent of the periodic P theme (Piano Trio/i does the former, and G-

Minor Sonata/i the latter), or the contrasting middle and reprise of the rounded binary P 

theme, keeping only a modified version of the opening period (C-Minor Sonata/iii, G-Minor 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
54 Further evidence for Hensel’s dislike of redundancy can be found in her avoidance of da capo repeats in the 
large-scale ternary forms of inner movements; the return of the A section is modified and often shorter (Piano 
Quartet/ii, Ostersonate/iii, String Quartet/ii, G-Minor Sonata/iii). 
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Sonata/iv); the finale of the Piano Trio then does both of these, whittling the rounded-binary 

P theme down to just the antecedent of the opening period.55 

The late works also display Hensel’s increased interest in modifying the beginning of 

the recapitulation’s P zone. She harmonically reframes the P theme, with the effect of 

sustaining harmonic tension and undermining the stability that one usually expects from the 

recapitulation’s double return of theme and tonic, in order to create directionality toward the 

eventual achievement of tonal confirmation in the S zone. The first movements of the G-

Minor Sonata and the Piano Trio harmonize P’s return with a cadential 6/4, replacing the 

initial root-position tonic. The recapitulation of the G-Minor Sonata’s finale opens by reprising 

the P theme in the dominant key, avoiding the double return altogether and creating the need 

to indicate the section’s beginning in other ways: it is suggested in situ by the preceding six-

measure retransition and the apotheotic texture of the theme, and then retroactively confirmed 

when the S zone immediately follows.56 The finale of the Piano Trio does not substantially 

rework the opening harmony of the P theme, but does dramatically change its character, 

turning it from a piano solo with an insistent dotted-rhythm melody into a melancholic violin 

line framed by a plaintive high-register trill in the piano and pizzicato notes in the cello. 

Precursors to the reharmonization of P in the recapitulation are found in the early and 

middle-period works as well. The reharmonization of Ostersonate/i involves an intensification 

of the exposition’s decoration of the tonic via a neighbor 6/4 and a 4-3 suspension: the 

recapitulation tonicizes the subdominant and prolongs the suspension over two measures, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
55 Given the structural manipulations in these other movements, one might consider an alternative reading of the 
exposition of Ostersonate/i: instead of P-TR-P’, mm. ‘5-34 could potentially outline a large-scale rounded-binary 
form of period - contrasting middle - recall of period (but in a new key). 
56 For a discussion of recapitulations that begin in the dominant key, see Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata 
Theory, 275-279. Their rotational conception of sonata form places a high priority on the succession of thematic 
modules, and thus “the strongest identifier of the beginning of a rotation is the sounding of its opening module, 
P1.1” (256). 
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such that the unembellished root-position tonic triad only appears in the third measure. Like 

in the first movements of the late works, Hensel inverts the tonic triad in String Quartet/iv, 

but here she uses the first inversion instead of the second, outlining a weak tonic function as 

opposed to the cadential 6/4’s dominant function. The P theme of the first movement of the 

C-Minor Sonata already begins with a first-inversion triad in its expositional appearance, and 

Hensel maintains the avoidance of strong, root-position tonic confirmation by preserving the 

voicing in the recapitulation; the last movement, however, reharmonizes the P theme with a 

V6 chord, showing that Hensel’s interest in staggering the double return by beginning the 

recapitulation on the dominant dates as far back as her earliest works. 

In addition to reworking thematic returns, Hensel often avoids predictability by toying 

with structural ambiguity, such that the listener only discerns the form on hindsight, via 

retrospective reinterpretation. The ambiguity sometimes stems from the order and/or tonality 

in which the material is presented (recapitulation sections of C-Minor Sonata/i and G-Minor 

Sonata/iv), and sometimes from the deformation of thematic structures, such that the identity 

and function of the theme is unclear in situ (opening theme of Ostersonate/iv, second theme of 

G-Minor Sonata/i). In multiple cases, the lack of structural markers such as the MC or EEC 

also contributes to a fluid formal understanding over the course of the movement. 

The opening movement of the G-Minor Sonata is, in many ways, the most structurally 

ambiguous of the ten sonata-form examples. Despite its nebulous form, however, it is notable 

that its P theme provides very strong confirmation of the prevailing tonality from the outset, 

first with the one-bar Pi that outlines a tonic pedal, and then through its terminal PAC/i (as 

noted in chapter 3, these features later mark the opening movement of the Piano Trio as well). 

This firm tonal establishment presents a stark contrast to the ambiguity of the opening 

movement of Hensel’s String Quartet, which only truly resolves the conflict between C minor 
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and E-flat major in its final moments, in addition to having a relatively free rotational form. 

One wonders if her brother’s criticism (in a letter from January 1835) of the quartet’s lack of 

tonal stability played a role in Hensel’s change of tactics in the late works.57 Hensel’s response 

to him the following month, however, can perhaps be interpreted as a subtle reinforcement 

of her intentionality in experimenting with structural and tonal definition, while acknowledging 

Mendelssohn’s rather more conservative tastes and implying that she is perfectly capable of 

appealing to them if she chooses. Several sentences after thanking him for his “tidy critique,” 

Hensel writes: “I’ve composed a soprano aria that you would like better than my Quartet in 

terms of its form and modulations. It’s rather strictly handled, and in fact I had finished it 

before you wrote me about the Quartet.”58 

The Piano Trio places a much greater emphasis on structural clarity than the G-Minor 

Sonata. Only the inner movements are attacca, and formal ambiguity no longer holds sway 

within each movement; instead, drama and unpredictability obtain primarily through an 

ambitiously chromatic tonal trajectory. Despite the unusual chromatic mediant minor of the 

first movement’s S2, each theme projects a clear tonality from the outset. Sectional boundaries 

are rhetorically marked, and thematic material is aurally easily distinguishable from transitional 

material. This turn toward a relatively conservative handling of form after the experimentation 

of the middle-period works and the G-Minor Sonata warrants further investigation.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
57 Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, Sämtliche Briefe, Vol. 4: August 1834 bis Juni 1836, ed. Lucian Schiwietz and 
Sebastian Schmideler (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 2011), 155-156. 
58 Marcia J. Citron, ed. and trans., The Letters of Fanny Hensel to Felix Mendelssohn (Pendragon Press, 1987), 174. The 
phrase “tidy critique” is a translation of “ordentliche Kritik,” likely Hensel’s reference to the end of 
Mendelssohn’s review: “Nimms nur nicht übel, Gerelein, und halt mich auch für keinen Philister – ich bins nicht, 
und glaube ich habe Recht, wenn ich wieder mehr Respect habe vor Form, und ordentlicher Arbeit, und wie 
sonst die Handwerksausdrücke heißen mögen, als früher” (Mendelssohn Bartholdy, Sämtliche Briefe, Vol. 4, 156). 
Hensel’s description of the critique as “tidy” or “orderly” might thus refer to both the detailed specificity of 
Mendelssohn’s response and its content (disapproval of what he perceived as a lack of structural neatness). 
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A clue to the reason behind this stylistic shift may be found in another feature unique 

to this work. While Hensel’s letters and diary entries make little mention of the trio, her 

sixteen-year-old son’s exchange with Felix Mendelssohn, regarding her replacement of a more 

typical Scherzo with a Lied in the third movement, is revealing. In February 1847, Sebastian 

wrote the following to his uncle: “Mother is now composing a trio, but, can you imagine, she 

doesn’t want to write a Scherzo; do ask her to write one, because otherwise people will think 

that Mother isn’t capable of it, and that is just not true.” Felix then responded: “Tell your 

mother that I completely agree with you regarding the Scherzo. Perhaps she can compose a 

Scherzo serioso, that can also exist.”59  

Considering that all of Hensel’s four-movement works prior to the trio contained an 

inner-movement Scherzo, her avoidance of it is significant. One could possibly read Hensel’s 

incorporation of a Lied as her personal stamp on the genre of the piano trio, aiming to elevate 

song-like music by bringing it out of the domestic realm and into the more public realm of 

chamber music. Also possible, and perhaps more likely, is that Hensel was altering her usual 

course because she was considering publishing the work. This could have affected her decision 

in at least two ways: she might have been self-conscious about her first public venture into 

instrumental music as a composer (which relates to her family’s apparent concern about public 

opinion), and thus chosen to write the types of pieces that had already been met with success; 

or she might have been making calculations based on reception of music by female composers 

at the time, and imagining that audiences might find the idea of a piano trio written by a woman 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
59 Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, Sämtliche Briefe, Vol. 12: Februar 1847 bis November 1847; Gesamtregister der Bände 1 
bis 12, ed. Stefan Münnich, Lucian Schiwietz, and Uta Wald (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 2017), 61-62, 238. Sebastian 
Hensel to Felix Mendelssohn: “Mutter komponirt jetzt ein Trio; aber denke Dir, sie will kein Scherzo machen; 
bitte Du sie doch darum, denn sonst denken die Leute, Mutter könnte es nicht, und das ist doch gar nicht wahr.” 
F.M. to S.H.: “Sag Deiner Mutter, ich sei ganz Deiner Meinung wegen des Scherzo. Vielleicht componirt sie 
einmal ein Scherzo serioso, das kann ja auch existiren.” 
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more suitable or palatable if it included types of music that were usually associated with the 

domestic realm. Whatever the reason, the movement substitution indicates that Hensel was 

intentionally striking a different path in composing the trio, and one that was arguably safer, 

both in terms of the style of the third movement and the particular clarity of structural 

definition in both of the sonata-form movements. 

Hensel’s use of thematic structures is varied across all six works, with sentence, period, 

and rounded-binary forms in both P and S zones; the only trend that one can reasonably note 

is a slight preference for rounded-binary P themes in final movements (C-Minor Sonata/iii, 

G-Minor Sonata/iv, Piano Trio/iv). While her themes often have expanded continuations or 

consequents, this is not always the case (e.g., the compressed continuation of Piano 

Quartet/iv’s P theme). 

There is, however, a predilection to be found in the relationship between themes in 

the same movement. Hensel often embeds motivic connections between the P and S zones, 

not just in the movements that allude to monothematicism (S1 of C-Minor Sonata/i, 

Ostersonate/iv), but also in those with decidedly contrasting S themes (S2 and S3 of C-Minor 

Sonata/i, S2 of Ostersonate/i, G-Minor Sonata/i, TR/S1 of G-Minor Sonata/iv, Piano Trio/i). 

Certain movements have P and S themes that develop ideas that appear prior to the P theme 

(Ostersonate/i, G-Minor Sonata/iv), and Hensel occasionally incorporates TR motifs into the S 

theme (String Quartet/iv). P-theme references can also be made on a harmonic level, rather 

than a melodic one (S2 of C-Minor Sonata/iii). Regardless of whether these connections can 

be pinpointed on first hearing, a sense of cohesion obtains in Hensel’s pieces, reflective of her 

interest in organic unity. 

In the late works, this interest expands beyond the confines of the individual 

movement to the multi-movement level, ultimately manifesting in the overt cyclicism of the 
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Piano Trio, with its direct thematic quotation. Cohesion in the G-Minor Sonata derives mainly 

from its inter-movement transitions and tonal trajectory across the four-movement cycle, as 

well as the finale’s harmonic references to the first three movements. Nubbemeyer has also 

noted a similarity of contour (^5 ascending to ^1 and back again) in the opening themes of 

the second and fourth movements.60 Precursors to these unifying tactics are seen in the 

Ostersonate, which has an attacca marking between the second and third movements, conjures 

reminiscences of the previous movements in the finale’s chorale interjections, and uses 

parallel-mode relationships throughout the sonata to set up for the concluding A-major 

chorale, all with probable intent to convey the Easter narrative over the course of the sonata. 

Also adding to the weight of the finale in the late works is the fulfillment of definitive 

major-mode stability that is lacking in the opening movement. Hensel’s unconventional tonal 

trajectories come into play here. The first movement of the G-Minor Sonata has an exposition 

that ends on the dominant of the chromatic mediant, and a tenuous Picardy-third ending that 

is challenged by chords iv and ♭II. The first movement of the Piano Trio uses a trimodular-

block construction to direct the S zone toward a minor-mode closure, resulting in an EEC in 

the chromatic mediant F minor, and an ESC in the tonic D minor. While tonally adventurous 

moves in works such as the Piano Quartet are mostly confined to the development or 

transitional sections, in the late works the role of chromaticism is expanded to the point where 

it challenges structural expectations, with themes (and, in the case of G-Minor Sonata/ii, entire 

movements) situated in non-diatonic keys. The structural chromaticism in the late works is 

foreshadowed by the exposition of the String Quartet’s finale: the S zone begins in the 

normative relative major, but ends in D major, a half-step below the movement’s tonic. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
60 Nubbemeyer, “Die Klaviersonaten Fanny Hensels,” 117. 
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Other stylistic traits 

Examining these six works also yields insights into Hensel’s compositional inclinations 

over and above those that relate to her handling of form. Her bold harmonic and textural 

language is combined with a penchant for melodic variation, skillful control of harmonic 

rhythm and hypermeter, and use of foreshadowing and reminiscence to create harmonic 

resonances both within and across movements. 

Hensel’s adventurous harmonic palette manifests in her earliest works. In the opening 

movement of her Piano Quartet, her employment of chromatic mediants and mode mixture 

(such as beginning the development in the chromatic submediant) indicate a keen awareness 

of contemporary compositional trends, even as she keeps in line with multiple formal 

conventions. As is frequently found in nineteenth-century works, many of Hensel’s works 

express mode mixture through the use of the minor iv chord in major-mode contexts (a 

Nebenverwandt relationship to the tonic). Hensel’s continued experimentation with non-diatonic 

tonal relationships eventually culminates in the G-Minor Sonata, which not only displays a 

keen interest in common-tone moves, but conscientiously avoids a normative tonal trajectory. 

Here Hensel eschews the modulation to the relative major by using B-flat major merely as a 

dominant to the chromatic submediant E-flat minor, serving as a gateway to a more significant 

tonal destination instead of being itself a destination. Not only do both of the late works place 

structural significance on chromatic mediant tonalities, they often enter or exit these tonal 

areas through common-tone moves involving keys a major third away and passing through 

the enharmonic seam. Hensel thus fully embraces the linear-chromatic trends of nineteenth-

century harmony, moving away from a reliance on pivot-chord modulations and a dominance 

of diatonic functionality. 
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The G-Minor Sonata also contains Hensel’s boldest moves with regard to keyboard 

textures. While the increased use of high and low registers over the course of Hensel’s works 

is not unexpected given the rapid development of the piano during her lifetime, the less 

idiomatic moments in her last sonata are notable for their orchestral aspirations. The octave 

tremolo at the beginning of the first movement depicts a solo timpani roll, and the third 

movement’s use of quick, repeated single notes in the low register (first seen in m. 49), evoking 

a more controlled, precise timpani roll, is rarely seen in works of the time, especially when 

combined with a held note an octave above or below it in the same hand. Also unique is the 

texture of the second movement’s Trio section: the inner voices depict high-register string 

tremolos, over which the listener can imagine a soaring woodwind melody, with the low strings 

providing harmonic punctuation via pizzicato notes. The horn calls at the end of the first 

movement and harp-like arpeggiating sweeps at the end of the second movement further 

support Hensel’s orchestral conception of the work. One can perhaps read this as her response 

to being deprived of easy access to an orchestra for the performance of her compositions. 

Hensel’s gifts in motivic manipulation and melodic variation serve her inclinations 

toward cohesion and yet avoidance of redundancy. There are two main approaches in her 

writing: subtle variations in apparent repeats, and subtle similarities in apparently novel 

themes. The latter has already been briefly mentioned with regard to intra-movement thematic 

connections, especially between the P and S zones, and is part of a larger tendency of Hensel’s 

to work with an economy of material. Most interesting among her variation techniques is the 

sophisticated use of metric displacement. This results in melodic recalls that preserve contour 

and overall character, but shift the metric position such that the material is accentuated in a 

subtly different manner. Examples are found in the lead-in to S1” in the development section 

of String Quartet/iv and use of Pb in the development section of G-Minor Sonata/i. The 
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manipulations of the basic idea of the P theme in C-Minor Sonata/iii comprise of both metric 

shifting and inversion of the neighbor-note embellishment. 

Hensel’s command of harmonic rhythm is essential to structural demarcation 

(particularly of the medial caesura complex) in the absence of significant changes to the surface 

texture, and also plays a role in her explorations of metric manipulations on the level of the 

hypermeasure. She often harnesses changes in hypermeter to clarify structural function, such 

as in the TR of Ostersonate/iv or the rhapsodic insertion in the P theme of Piano Trio/i. In the 

development section of G-Minor Sonata/iv, the changes in hypermeter serve not just to 

delineate the form but also to break up what might otherwise be a monotonous rhythmic 

surface of constant sixteenth notes. 

Finally, Hensel’s works contain harmonic resonances within and sometimes across 

movements. She primarily does this in two ways. The first is foreshadowing: tonal areas that 

initially appear as passing harmonies but play larger roles later in the movement, such as A 

minor in Ostersonate/i, or E-flat minor in G-Minor Sonata/i. The second is reminiscence: 

passing references to the vicissitudes of prior sections or movements, such as the return of 

the development’s C-minor triad in S2 of String Quartet/iv, or the multiple references to B 

minor in G-Minor Sonata/iv. Certain harmonic moves are also wedded to structural events, 

such that a fractal nature obtains, e.g., the use of the cadential 6/4 in the P-theme consequent 

of Piano Trio/i foreshadowing the beginning of the recapitulation over a cadential 6/4. Hensel 

thus ties sections and movements together in subtle ways that may not be immediately 

recognizable on first hearing, but which give the listener a sense of cohesiveness and large-

scale organization, even in works with the boldest harmonic explorations. 
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Paths for further research 

Further research on Hensel’s relationship to the sonata-form model would potentially 

begin with the single-movement works that were not analyzed here, namely the Sonatensatz in 

E Major for piano (1822), the Sonata o Capriccio in F Minor for piano (1824), the Sonata o Fantasia 

in G Minor for cello and piano (circa 1829), and the Overture in C major for orchestra (1832). 

These four pieces overtly indicate a dialogue with sonata expectations through their titles (the 

overture normatively ascribing to sonata theory at this point in history). One also hopes that 

the lost F-major piano sonata (1821) may be found one day, as it would surely contribute to 

our understanding of Hensel’s early style.  

Thereafter it might be worth exploring sonata-form or rotational tendencies in other 

works that do not outwardly invoke sonata-form conventions, in order to build a more detailed 

picture of Hensel’s exploration of the spectrum between rounded binary form and full-fledged 

sonata form, while bearing in mind that Hensel’s multiple deviations from structural 

conventions will not allow her works to be easily condensed into a two-dimensional sliding 

scale. Constant balance between a moment-to-moment, phenomenological awareness and a 

deeper structural underpinning that gradually becomes clear is often necessary to fully 

appreciate Hensel’s particular approach to form. 

Apart from helping us to understand Hensel’s personality as a composer, close analysis 

of her compositional procedures can potentially shed light on the music that surrounded her, 

particularly in the absence of detailed information about her childhood musical education. Her 

unique manifestations of sonata theory also remind us that formal innovations were not 

limited to the works of the select few composers that have found a place in our musical canon 

today. Examining other approaches to sonata form in the early nineteenth century by lesser-

explored composers (e.g., Hummel or Weber) would paint a fuller picture of the evolution of 
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the form and also provide insights into the musical world that Hensel inhabited. A closer look 

at the works of her female contemporaries, such as Louise Farrenc or Clara Schumann, could 

also reveal insights regarding the role of gender in a composer’s approach to structural 

conventions that, due to societal constructs, were mostly put forth by men. 

My analyses have consciously tried to avoid references to the music and procedures of 

other composers (except where absolutely necessary, as in the case of Ostersonate/iv), framing 

Hensel’s works as a response toward generic formal conceits rather than directly toward 

specific pieces or oeuvres. To date, the research that highlights connections between Hensel’s 

works and music by other composers often does not delve specifically into their structural 

machinations, which could potentially be just as fruitful as discerning motivic quotations or 

other surface-level references. 

The unbounded creativity of Fanny Hensel manifests itself in every layer of the 

composition, from the melodic figuration down to the underlying structural stratum. By 

viewing Hensel’s works as being in dialogue with formal conventions, we can begin to paint a 

picture of the composer and her predilections within the realm of abstract instrumental music, 

independent of text-music relationships and yet telling a narrative of its own. Not only did 

Hensel challenge societal norms by venturing into larger, more public genres such as sonatas 

and multi-movement chamber works, but close examinations of these works will reveal that, 

in both her life and her music, she truly was unconventional. 
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Appendix: Abbreviations!

This document adopts a modified, streamlined approach to the terms and 

abbreviations used by James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy in Elements of Sonata Theory, in which 

they outline a complex and intricate system that cannot be fully represented here.61 Readers 

should consult Hepokoski and Darcy’s text for a detailed explanation of Sonata-Theory 

concepts.  

The brief list of abbreviations that follows is intended to facilitate quick reference for 

the purposes of this document, and not to serve as comprehensive definitions. Further 

elaboration is found in-text as terms are introduced. 

 

PAC = perfect authentic cadence (V-I, with root-position bass motion and the soprano voice 

ending on scale degree ^1, the latter typically approached by stepwise motion) 

IAC = imperfect authentic cadence (V-I, but lacking either or both of the two additional 

features required for a PAC, namely, ^5-^1 motion in the bass voice and the stepwise 

approach to ^1 in the soprano voice)62 

HC = half cadence (cadence ending on V) 

Intro = introductory zone preceding the primary-theme zone, often set apart with a change of 

tempo 

Pi = introductory material within the primary-theme zone, preceding the theme proper 

P = primary theme/primary-theme zone 

P’ = modified version of the primary theme 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
61 Hepokoski and Darcy’s list of abbreviations can be found in pp. xxv-xxviii of Elements of Sonata Theory. 
62 I employ here a broader definition of cadences, and of imperfect authentic cadences in particular, than that 
used by Hepokoski and Darcy, in order to recognize the sense of resolution found in the chord progressions at 
the ends of phrases, even if there are various modifications to typical cadential formulae. 
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P1 = first primary theme, if there are multiple primary themes within the exposition 

TR = transition 

TR2 = the transition between the two secondary themes of a trimodular-block secondary-

theme zone; the transition preceding the secondary-theme zone is then termed TR1, 

instead of simply TR 

MC = medial caesura complex 

MC2 = the medial caesura complex directly preceding the second secondary theme of a 

trimodular-block secondary-theme zone; the medial caesura complex directly 

preceding the secondary-theme zone is then termed MC1, instead of simply MC 

S = secondary theme/secondary-theme zone 

S1 = first secondary theme, if there are multiple secondary themes, which occurs both when 

the exposition’s secondary-theme zone has multiple themes (e.g., a trimodular-block 

secondary-theme zone would comprise the zones S1, TR2, and S2), and when the 

recapitulation’s secondary-theme zone introduces a new theme 

EEC = essential expositional closure (PAC in a key other than the tonic, located near the end 

of the exposition; it confirms the attainment of a new key in the secondary-theme zone 

and marks the end of the zone) 

ESC = essential structural closure (PAC in the tonic, located near the end of the recapitulation; 

it confirms the reattainment of the tonic in the secondary-theme zone and marks the 

end of the zone) 

C = closing zone (material at the end of the exposition, following the essential expositional 

closure) 

Coda = additional section at the end of the movement, usually following a recall of the closing 

zone of the exposition  
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